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Abstract

In recent years a great number of high speed railway bridges have been constructed within
the Spanish borders. Due to the demanding high speed trains route’s geometrical require-
ments, bridges frequently show remarkable lengths. This fact is the main reason why
railway bridges are overall longer than roadway bridges. In the same line, it is also worth
highlighting the importance of high speed trains braking forces compared to vehicles.
While vehicles braking forces can be tackled easily, the railway braking forces demand the
existence of a fixed-point. It is generally located at abutments where the no-displacements
requirement can be more easily achieved. In some other cases the fixed-point is placed in
one of the interior columns.

As a consequence of these bridges’ length and the need of a fixed-point, temperature,
creep and shrinkage strains lead to fairly significant deck displacements, which become
greater with the distance to the fixed-point. These displacements need to be accommo-
dated by the the piers and bearings deformation. Regular elastomeric bearings are not
able to allow such displacements and therefore are not suitable for this task. For this
reason, the use of sliding PTFE POT bearings has been an extensive practice mainly
because they permit sliding with low friction. This is not the only reason of the exten-
sive use of these bearings to high-speed railways bridges. The value of the vertical loads
at each bent is significantly higher than in roadway bridges. This is so mainly because
the live loads due to trains traffic are much greater than vehicles. Thus, gravel rails
foundation represents a non-negligible permanent load at all. All this together increases
the value of vertical loads to be withstood. This high vertical load demand discards
the use of conventional bearings for excessive compressions. The PTFE POT bearings’
higher technology allows to accommodate this level of compression thanks to their design.

The previously explained high-speed railway bridge configuration leads to a key fact re-
garding longitudinal horizontal loads (such as breaking forces) which is the transmission
of these loads entirely to the fixed-point alone. Piers do not receive these longitudinal
horizontal loads since PTFE POT bearings displayed are longitudinally free-sliding. This
means that longitudinal horizontal actions on top of piers will not be forces but imposed
displacements. This feature leads to the need to approach these piers design in a differ-
ent manner that when piers are elastically linked to superstructure, which is the case of
elastomeric bearings.

In response to the previous, the main goal of this Thesis is to present a Design Method for
columns displaying either longitudinally fixed POT bearings or longitudinally free PTFE
POT bearings within bridges with fixed-point deck configuration, applicable to railway
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and road vehicles bridges. The method was developed with the intention to account for
all major parameters that play a role in these columns behavior. The long process that
has finally led to the method’s formulation is rooted in the understanding of these col-
umn’s behavior. All the assumptions made to elaborate the formulations contained in
this method have been made in benefit of conservatives results.

The singularity of the analysis of columns with this configuration is due to a combination
of different aspects. One of the first steps of this work was to study they of these de-
sign aspects and understand the role each plays in the column’s response. Among these
aspects, special attention was dedicated to the column’s own creep due to permanent ac-
tions such us rheological deck displacements, and also to the longitudinally guided PTFE
POT bearings implications in the design of the column. The result of this study is the
Design Method presented in this Thesis, that allows to work out a compliant vertical
reinforcement distribution along the column. The design of horizontal reinforcement due
to shear forces is not addressed in this Thesis.

The method’s formulations are meant to be applicable to the greatest number of cases,
leaving to the engineer judgement many of the different parameters values. In this regard,
this method is a helpful tool for a wide range of cases. The widespread use of European
standards in the more recent years, in particular the so-called Eurocodes, has been one
of the reasons why this Thesis has been developed in accordance with Eurocodes. Same
trend has been followed for the bearings design implications, which are covered by the
rather recent European code EN-1337. One of the most relevant aspects that this work
has taken from the Eurocodes is the non-linear calculations security format. The biaxial
bending simplified approach that shows the Design Method presented in this work also
lies on Eurocodes recommendations.

The columns under analysis are governed by a set of dimensionless parameters that are
presented in this work. The identification of these parameters is a helpful for design
purposes for two columns with identical dimensionless parameters may be designed to-
gether. The first group of these parameters have to do with the cross-sectional behavior,
represented in the bending-curvature diagrams. A second group of parameters define the
columns response.

Thanks to this identification of the governing dimensionless parameters, it has been
possible what has been named as Dimensionless Design Curves, which basically allows to
obtain in a reduced time a preliminary vertical reinforcement column distribution. These
curves are of little use nowadays, firstly because each family of curves refer to specific
values of many different parameters and secondly because the use of computers allows for
extremely quick and accurate calculations.
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Nomenclature

AIII Second order moments contribution to total moments at column’s base (Stage
III)

AII Second order moments contribution to total moments at column’s base (Stage
II)

AI Second order moments contribution to total moments at column’s base (Stage
I)

Ac Cross sectional area of concrete

As Cross sectional area of reinforcement

Ce Aging coefficient

CD
e Aging coefficient associated to imposed displacements

CH
e Aging coefficient associated to mobilized horizontal forces

DFP Distance to the deck’s longitudinal fixed-point
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EI1 Elastic stiffness at column’s middle cross section
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EIns Nominal stiffness

Ecd Design value of modulus of elasticity of concrete

Ecm Secant modulus of elasticity of concrete

Ec Tangent modulus of elasticity of normal weight concrete at a stress of σc = 0
at 28 days

Es Design value of modulus of elasticity of reinforcing steel

H Horizontal force

H(uULS) Mobilized horizontal force for a given displacement leading to failure
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Hi Horizontal force to account for geometrical imperfections

Hy Mobilized horizontal force when the bottom section begins to yield

HI.D.
ULS Mobilized horizontal force in Interaction Diagrams. Maximum horizontal

force to failure

L Column’s height

M Bending moment

Mu Cross section internal moment at failure due to normal forces

My Cross section internal moment at yield point for bi-linear Moment-Curvature
Diagramn
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N Axial force
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Ncr,e Buckling elastic axial load
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Ncr Buckling axial load

Rχ Dimensionless curvature variable used for the DG formulation of columns
subjected to axial and horizontal forces
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µdynamic Dynamic PTFE POT Bearing friction coefficient

µd PTFE POT Bearing friction coefficient for method presented in this Thesis
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ω Mechanical reinforcement ratio
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σc Concrete stress

θ Ratio
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L

εc Concrete strain
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εcs Shrinkage deformation

εdeck Deck’s strain

ξ Axial load coefficient

ξ0 Axial load coefficient associated to lo = 2L and the column’s top cross section
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section stiffness EI1
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c1 First order curvature dimensionless coefficient at constant cross section
column

cv.c.s1 First order curvature dimensionless coefficient at variable cross section column

c2 Second order curvature dimensionless coefficient at constant cross section
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In recent years a great number of high speed railway bridges have been constructed within
the Spanish borders. Due to the demanding high speed trains route’s geometrical require-
ments, bridges frequently show remarkable lengths. This fact is the main reason why
railway bridges are overall longer than roadway bridges. In the same line, it is also worth
highlighting the importance of high speed trains braking forces compared to vehicles.
While vehicles braking forces can be tackled easily, the railway braking forces demand the
existence of a fixed-point. It is generally located at abutments where the no-displacements
requirement can be more easily achieved. In some other cases the fixed-point is placed in
one of the interior columns.

As a consequence of these bridges’ length and the need of a fixed-point, temperature,
creep and shrinkage strains lead to fairly significant deck displacements, which become
greater with the distance to the fixed-point. These displacements need to be accommo-
dated by the the piers and bearings deformation. Regular elastomeric bearings are not
able to allow such displacements and therefore are not suitable for this task. For this
reason, the use of sliding PTFE POT bearings has been an extensive practice mainly
because they permit sliding with low friction. This is not the only reason of the exten-
sive use of these bearings to high-speed railways bridges. The value of the vertical loads
at each bent is significantly higher than in roadway bridges. This is so mainly because
the live loads due to trains traffic are much greater than vehicles. Thus, gravel rails
foundation represents a non-negligible permanent load at all. All this together increases
the value of vertical loads to be withstood. This high vertical load demand discards
the use of conventional bearings for excessive compressions. The PTFE POT bearings’
higher technology allows to accommodate this level of compression thanks to their design.

The previously explained high-speed railway bridge configuration leads to a key fact re-
garding longitudinal horizontal loads (such as breaking forces) which is the transmission
of these loads entirely to the fixed-point alone. Piers do not receive these longitudinal
horizontal loads since PTFE POT bearings displayed are longitudinally free-sliding. This
means that longitudinal horizontal actions on top of piers will not be forces but imposed
displacements. This feature leads to the need to approach these piers design in a differ-
ent manner that when piers are elastically linked to superstructure, which is the case of
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elastomeric bearings.

This Thesis focuses on the design of columns with POT bearings in fixed-point deck
bridges, configuration which is widely applied on high speed railway bridges and rarely
seen in road bridges. Any mention to railway bridges in the following pages will refer to
this configuration. The design of this type of columns is generally more complicated and
time-consuming. There are a few important factors that make their design singular:

• The vertical loads present, as mentioned before, rather large values, what fires the
issue of second order effects, meaning by this the role that the own deformed shape of
the column plays in equilibrium. On top of this, it is also important to remark that
the ratio of railway traffic loads versus permanent loads is higher than in roadway
bridges.

• This bridge configuration, thanks to the deck-fixed-point, leaves all columns free of
longitudinal forces such as braking and wind.

• The only longitudinal actions these columns face are the imposed displacements
caused by deck’s strains. The origin of these strains are threefold. Firstly,
the temperature variation; secondly, the deck’s concrete shrinkage; thirdly, the
deck’s creep (specially important in prestressed concrete decks). The last two
represent permanent actions, and that implicates the column’s own creep. Among
all longitudinal actions columns are generally subjected to, the only ones which
represent permanent actions are these two. None of the longitudinal forces have a
permanent character.

• The main purpose of sliding PTFE POT bearings is to reduce the friction between
deck and column when the first tend to move. Ideally, the deck will move with the
column not experiencing any friction load. Although PTFE POT manufacturers
describe really low friction coefficients, European bearing standard EN-1337, see
reference [CEN (2005a)], requests the use of predetermined friction coefficients
depending on the contact pressure value. These friction coefficients values although
being reasonably low, lead to fairly important horizontal loads for being vertical
loads that great.

• It is also fair mentioning that the friction coefficient values this european standard
shows are not to be applied if they are not consistent with the true column action,
the imposed displacements.

1.2 Main Goals

This Thesis main goal is to come up with a Design Method for this type of columns,
method that will enable to work out a vertical reinforcement distribution along the col-
umn. The inputs are simply the column’s geometry, materials properties, cross section
geometry together with the actions applied to the column. This method assumes both
material and geometrical non-linearities. The security format that it embraces is that
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presented in the european standard EN-1992-2.

In addition to this method, this work also presents the truthful dimensionless parameters
that govern columns behavior. This fact has been used to present a set of Design
Dimensionless Curves, for a limited number of parameter values, for whose elaboration
the method presented in this work has been used. They might be used as a tool to get a
quick idea of what reinforcement distribution is needed.

1.3 Methodology

With this goal in mind, many previous steps have been taken. The Thesis is intended for
easy reading and presents sequentially each of the chapters. With the intention to clarify
the content, the following paragraphs present a brief summary of each of the chapters.

Chapter 1. Introduction. Motivation, main goal of the Thesis and Methodology are in-
cluded in this chapter.

Chapter 2. State of Art. A brief coverage of previous research related to columns design
and design methods.

Chapter 3. Bridge pattern under analysis. This chapter describes the bridge pattern as-
sociated to the columns under analysis in this Thesis.

Chapter 4. PTFE POT Bearings. Brief description of the analysis implications of this
type of bearings in the design of the columns. It includes a brief analysis of what bearings
European standard EN-1337 says about this type of bearing.

Chapter 5. Longitudinal analysis of non-tapered columns. The longitudinal behavior of
these columns is addressed starting with really simple calculations and moving on to cover
the different factors that take part. The goal has been to allow an understanding of the
behavior to be able to propose a method that covers the different factors. It covers in a
first stage the scenario of imposed displacement that are considered as sudden actions. In
a second stage it presents the scenario of displacements with permanent character (creep
and shrinkage) that develop in time. It all ends up with the realistic consideration that
imposed displacements are a combination of the first (temperature variation) and the
later ones (creep and shrinkage). This chapter also presents what has been referred to
as Interaction N-uULS Diagrams. These diagrams represent for a given axial load the
imposed displacement causes the column to fail. This diagrams account for the friction
force value limitation due to a designated friction coefficient value.

Chapter 6. Design Method for non-tapered columns. The previous chapters have ad-
dressed key aspects that needed to be clarified before proposing a design method. This
chapter presents the logical sequence of assumptions made to obtain the formulations that
allow to design the vertical reinforcement column distribution for a given set of actions
and column’s geometry. This method is a powerful tool for dimensioning purposes, being
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consequently extremely helpful for engineers dedicated to bridges design. The method
is intended to be applicable to a wide range of cases, and that is the main reason why
many of the input parameters are left to the engineer own judgement. Following the
presentation of this method, and benefiting of the knowledge gathered previously, the
dimensionless parameters that govern the columns dimensioning have been determined.
Finally, this work presents what will be referred to as Dimensionless Design Curves which
represents, based on the dimensionless parameters, a helpful tool to get a first estimation
of the vertical reinforcement distribution required along the column.

Chapter 7. Helpful guidelines for tapered columns. Though the Design Method does not
cover tapered columns, this work addresses a few aspects that will be helpful for design,
like the analysis of inertia distribution along the columns and the finding of an equivalent
non-tapered column. The revision of the presented method in order to make it applicable
to tapered columns is one of the future works proposed.

Chapter 8. Other design considerations. This chapter is the result of several questions
over railway bridges columns design that arose during this work. The considerations ex-
pressed in this chapter represent interesting aspects when facing columns design.

Chapter 9. Conclusions and Future Works. As its own title indicates, this chapter sum-
marizes the main conclusions reached throughout this work. It also presents further
investigation aspects that are deemed interesting.

Among the different appendix there is one that was the result of an early analysis of the
Geometrical and Mechanical Line concepts linked to the Model Column which is the base
of many of the columns design methods, see Appendix D.

A final note, it has been considered clarifying to use the same parameters convention as
Eurocodes. Bridge Engineers are getting day by day more familiar with the European
Codes since their use is getting more and more extended.
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State of Art

There is extensive literature about the subject of columns, though not that much about
columns of bridges, and very little for columns with the configuration under analysis in
this Thesis, which is of those with longitudinally guided PTFE POT bearings in bridges
that present a fixed point to withstand the longitudinal forces. This configuration is
largely used in Railway Bridges and rarely in Road Bridges. A great number of bridges
have been designed all over Europe showing this configuration, and more in particular in
Spain, where the High Speed Train Network has experienced an impressive development
in the three last decades.

The particularities of this column configuration under analysis make the design procedure
a less standard one, and the straight applicability of general columns design methods in
the different standards more delicate. Being a so widely applied configuration, it is sur-
prising the shortage of literature and specific guidelines, not only nationally but also
internationally.

In a first stage, this Thesis lists the several codes that relate to the design of railway
bridges, covering from basis of structural design, actions, structures design rules to
standards and guidelines related to structural bearings:

• EN-1990 Basis of structural design (see reference [CEN (2002a)]).

• EN-1991 Actions on structures (see reference [CEN (2002c)]).

• EN-1991-1-1 Actions on Structures - Densities, self-weight and imposed loads (see
reference [CEN (2002b)]).

• EN-1991-1-4. Actions on Structures - Wind Actions (see reference [CEN (2005b)]).

• EN-1991-1-5. Actions on Structures - Thermal actions (see reference [CEN (2003a)]).

• EN-1991-2 Actions on Structures- Traffic Loads on Bridges (see reference
[CEN (2003b)]).

• EN-1992 Design of concrete structures (see reference [CEN (2004b)]).

• EN-1992-1-1 Design of Concrete Structures - General rules and rules for buildings
(see reference [CEN (2004a)]).
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• EN-1992-2 Design of Concrete Structures - Bridges (see reference [CEN (2005c)]).

• EN-1993 Design of Steel Structures (see reference [CEN (2005e)]).

• EN-1993-1-1 Design of Steel Structures (see reference [CEN (2005d)]).

• EN-1993-2-1 Design of steel structures - Bridges (see reference [CEN (2006)]).

• EN-1994 Design of composite steel and concrete structures (see reference [CEN (2004d)]).

• EN-1994-1 Design of composite steel and concrete structures - General rules and
rules for buildings (see reference [CEN (2004c)]).

• EN-1994 Design of composite steel and concrete structures - Bridges (see reference
[CEN (2005f)]).

• IAPF Spanish code for to high speed train bridges design (see reference
[MFOM (2007)]).

• EHE-98 Spanish Structural Concrete Code(Spain) (see reference [MFOM (1998)].

• EHE-08 Spanish Structural Concrete Code(Spain) (see reference [MFOM (2008)].

• IGP Spanish code for railway rail design projects (see reference [ADIF (2009)].

• EN 1337. European Standard on Structural Bearings (see reference [CEN (2005a)])

• Model Code for Concrete Structures 2010 (see reference [CEB-FIP(2010)]).

• Technical Guide. Pot Bearings Use on Bridges, Viaducts and Similar Structures
(see reference [Sétra(2007)]).

The previous Codes and Standards present several methods for columns design. In the
following pages, a brief and clear analysis of the most applied and relevant design methods
is presented. The short list is the following:

• Spanish Concrete Design Code EHE-98: General Method : This method may be the
most intuitive of all and for sure the most educational. The formulation shows in
all its terms a physical meaning.

• Code Model 2010. Nominal Curvature Method:: This new version of the Code Model
presents three levels of approximation, depending on expected accuracy.

• Eurocode EN 1992-1-1: Magnified Moment based on Nominal Stiffness : This third
method, extensively used throughout American countries, is the so-called Magnified
Moment based on Nominal Stiffness.

• Spanish Concrete Design Code EHE-08: Additional eccentricity method : This
method is frequently called Additional eccentricity method.
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• Direct method proposed in [López Agǘı(1997)] : In addition to methods included in
codes and standards, it is of great interest the method proposed by Lopez Agǘı,J.C.
in the mentioned book. The main principle of this method is to obtain by simple
use of carefully deduced expressions the quasi-strict reinforcement ratio of a Model
Column for a given upper and bottom eccentricities.

Spanish Concrete Design Code EHE-98. General Method:

This general method which is applicable to columns with mechanical slenderness between
100 and 200 was also proposed by López Agǘı, J.C. The figure 2.1 helps to explain this
method, whose formulation is expressed in equation 2.1.

et = ψ.(e1 + e2) = ψ.

(
e1 +

(
lo
ct

)2

.χt

)
(2.1)

It is worth outlining just a few comments for a better understanding of the method:

• Since this whole idea of the GL is only valid for elastic analysis, this method propose
to estimate what it will be referred as yield curvature and represents the curvature
for which the reinforcement starts to yield, leading to a line change tendency. This
intersection point at the yield curvature is commonly described as instability column
failure. The yield curvature is assessed with not need of the reinforcement ratio but
only its distribution within the cross-section. Until this curvature is reached, the
cross-section is assumed to remain in an elastic domain, and therefore the GL idea
is valid.

• This method follows the previously described GL first approach, see section D.2.2.2,
which takes the first order eccentricity at the critical section as the starting point of
an straight line with a properly assessed slope. Hence, it is key to get an accurate
estimation of the line slope, for whose estimation the value of ct plays an important
role. The formulation of ct was reflected in equation D.23 showing the dependance
on EIe which represents the elastic cross-section stiffness associated to the yield
point. Nevertheless, this code simplifies the slope issue by giving a fixed slope
through a single ct value of

√
10, which is conservative in most cases.

• The coefficient ψ allows to estimate the bending failure eccentricity from the yield
eccentricity previously obtained. This final eccentricity may be now used to work
out the reinforcement needed through ULS formulations (axial and bending internal
forces). The ψ formulation proposed in this code includes a set of parameters giving
a fairly accurate estimation.

There is a book, [Garrido(2003)]), that covers the content of this standard and explains
in detail each of the chapters.
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Figure 2.1: Spanish concrete design code EHE-98: General Method

Code Model 2010. Nominal Curvature Method:

Recently published new revision 2010 of Code Model presents a method that is commonly
known as Nominal Curvature Method. Its formulation, see equation 2.2, is almost identical
to the previous method, although this time the coefficient ψ does not come up and the
design curvature (χt) is assessed through a different formulation. This code offers three
levels of approximation, being the third the most accurate and the one described bellow.

et = e1 + e2 = e1 + slope.χt = e1 +

(
lo
ct

)2

.χt (2.2)

where: 
χt = c2t = ξe.π

2 + (1− ξe.
π2

c22
).c21

c21 =

∑
M1i∑M1i

c21i

(2.3)

A few considerations about this method are highlighted:

• The coefficient ψ does not appear in this method. It may seem it is missing for
some reason. It is believed that the Nominal Curvature accounts for a wide security
margin and therefore ψ coefficient may be taking as 1. However, from a strict
conceptual standpoint this method is less representative of the phenomena than the
previous.

• The curvature used in this method is called Nominal Curvature. Actually, although
it may look different in formulation, it represents the previously named yield
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curvature for which the reinforcement starts to yield. This method gives an
estimated yield curvature whose value is the worked from the following equation:

χt =

(
nu − nd
nu − nbal

)
.
εyd

0′45.d
(2.4)



n =
N

Ac.fcd

nu =
Nu

Ac.fcd
= 1 +

As.fyd
Ac.fcd

= 1 + w

nd =
N

Ac.fcd

nbal ≈ 0′40

(2.5)

The idea that lies underneath the previous formulation is no other than the one
represented in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Code Model 2010: Simplified approach to obtain the yield curvature

The previous yield curvature formulation includes the reinforcement ratio (w) as
an input, which on the other hand is the expected output. This fact makes this
method most suitable to check and verify a previously defined structure. However,
when using this method for cross-section proportioning, a rough estimation of this
ratio should be accurate enough to proceed.

• The GL assumed in this method follows previously described first approach, see
section D.2.2.2, similarly to the previous method(Spanish Code EHE-98: General
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Method). Contrary to the previous method, in which the ct was taken as
√

10,
the Code Model proposes the exact ct formulation, see equation 2.3, to asses the
GL slope, though it is not indicated what EI value shall be used to determine
the buckling load (Ncr). It is believed that, to be in accordance with the overall
approach, the EIe value should be that corresponding to the yield point.

EN 1992-1-1: Magnified Moment based on Nominal Stiffness:

This method is commonly known as Magnified Moment based on Nominal Stiffness. Its
formulation, see equation 2.6, is deduced from equation D.13.

Mt = N.et = M1.

1 +
1

1

ξns
−
(
π

c2

)2 .

(
π

c1

)2

 (2.6)

It is for the estimation of ξns for which the so-called Nominal Stiffness, EIns is used:

ξns =
N

Ncr,ns

= N.
l2o

π2.EIns
(2.7)

The formulation for the Nominal Stiffness, EIns has its origin in a extensive set of columns
calculations applying a general method that considers second order effects and non-liner
material behavior. In each column, the failure may occur due to instability or excessive
bending at any cross-section. Each calculation is performed for a given column geometry,
loading layout, cross-section dimensions and reinforcement. With each calculation results,
first order and total bending moment (Mt and M1), and through equation 2.8 (derived
from 2.6 and 2.7) a value of EIns is obtained.

EIns =
N.l2o
π2

.

[(
π

c2

)2

+

(
π

c1

)2

.
M1

Mt −M1

]
(2.8)

The calibration of a suitable EIns formulation, in terms of all the parameter involved,
is done with the aid of these results. The parameters included in practically all EIns
formulations (codes and research articles) are:

• Concrete: cross-section inertia, characteristic strength and design elasticity
modulus.

• Reinforcement: inertia and design elasticity modulus.

• Slenderness column ratio

• Relative axial force

• Creep
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The EIns formulation included in Eurocode EN-1992-1-1 is expressed in equation 2.9.
It may seem that this method is also only suitable for verification calculations since
reinforcement is included as input. In this sense, EN-1992-1-1 allows a simplification to
avoid it provided ρ ≥ 0′01.

EIns = Kc.Ecd.Ic +Ks.Es.Is (2.9)

It is of special interest the calibrations of EIns carried out by two distinguished engi-
neers, [Bonet(2001)] and [Westerberg(1997)]. This calibration in which general method
has been applied to many different columns finally gives a value of EIns for a design case
and enables to use it to apply the Magnified Moment based on Nominal Stiffness Method
that lies on the GL elastic assumptions.

The physical signification of the elastic stiffness is not applicable any longer to the EIns de-
rived from the calibration. The calibrated value of EIns gives a satisfactory elastic stiffness
EIe along the column because it has been previously calibrated with several columns calcu-
lations, but the physical signification of the method is quite poor. A great work regarding
the calibration of the nominal stiffness was performed by [Bonet Senach et al.(2004)] and
[Bonet(2001)].

Spanish Concrete Design Code EHE-08: Additional eccentricity method:

This method, elaborated by Lopez Agǘı, presents a simple formulation, see equation 2.10,
that applies to members with mechanical slenderness between the minimum set by the
standard and 100.

et = e1 + ea (2.10)

The formulation for ea hides inside it several ideas among which it is interesting to remark
the following:

• The GL slope to asses second order effects is estimated as l2o/10.

• The basic curvature for which the second order eccentricity is estimated is the
maximum yield curvature possible, with reinforcement yielding simultaneously both
in tension and compression.

• There is a correction factor to account for creep effects.

• Inside the formulation there is a coefficient that ”transforms” the eccentricity of the
yield point into the eccentricity of the corresponding failure point.

This method is graphically illustrated in figure 2.3. Comparing this with figure 2.1, it is
interesting to see the two approaches to reach the cross-section failure point.
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Figure 2.3: Spanish code EHE-08: Additional eccentricity method

Direct method proposed by [López Agǘı(1997)]:

Though this method has been never included so far in codes it is believed to be extremely
accurate and easy to apply. As mentioned before, the main method’s goal is to obtain
directly by simple use of carefully deduced expressions a quasi-strict reinforcement ratio
of a Model Column for a given upper and bottom eccentricities.

This reinforcement area is associated to the cross-section moment-curvature diagram
whose yield point is just on the GL. This approach may not give the optimum rein-
forcement ratio in certain cases. Anyhow, it is considered a quite accurate estimation,
always on the safe side. While short columns do not require second order effects estima-
tion, slender columns do need so, and it is in slender columns where instability failure,
failure which is associated to the yield point, is more likely to occur.

Bearings Standards and Guidelines:

All type of structural bearings are widely covered in the European Standard EN 1337,
see reference [CEN (2005a)], with special attention to the ones that relate to this Thesis,
the guided PTFE POT bearings. It covers many different aspects, covering the main
characteristics, manufacturers testing, installation and design rules to apply to structural
elements depending on the type of bearing displayed. This standard was, without any
doubt, a breakthrough in terms of codes related to bearings since there was a significant
lack until it was published. This standard is extensively discussed in section ??.

It is also worth remarking a guide carried out in France by Sétra (Department of the
French Ministry of transport), whose title is Technical Guide. Pot Bearings Use on
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Bridges, Viaducts and Similar Structures, see reference [Sétra(2007)]. This guide cov-
ers in a serious manner the POT bearings implications in the design of structures, matter
poorly covered anywhere else. Section ?? presents the most significant aspects of this
document, and especially those that relate to this Thesis.

Other relevant bibliography:

Literature on columns analysis is also large, being most of the time dedicated to build-
ing columns, slightly different case than the one under analysis in this Thesis. It
has been enriching to go through work by [Westerberg(1997)], [Leeuwen y Riel(1963)],
[Bonet Senach et al.(2004)] and [Bonet(2001)]. Specially large literature is also
found on columns buckling, [CEB(1974a)], [CEB(1983b)], [CEB(1974b)], [CEB(1977)],
[CEB(1983a)]. An interesting approach to the columns buckling including material non-
linear constitutive relationship was carried out by [Wang et al.(2005)] in his book. Also
worth noting the relevant work by [Ortega et al.(2006)] and [Ortega(2004)], in the same
line but using splines. There is an interesting article by [Mancini et al.(1998)] which
covers the behavior of nonlinearity restrained slender piers. Regarding non-linear anal-
ysis of columns, there is an article by [Corres Peiretti et al.(1999)] that relates to FIP
recommendations.

There are interesting articles over bridges with significantly high columns describ-
ing the difficulties of the design, for example article by [Villegas Gómez et al.(2008)].
There are certain articles related to past experiences that have contributed to
this work. It is worth remarking various studies carried out on Montabliz
Bridge (Spain) by [Villegas et al.(2006)], [Villegas et al.(2008a)], [Villegas et al.(2008b)],
[Villegas et al.(2008c)] and [Pantaleón et al.(2006)]. Another very interesting work, this
time by [Olazábal(2013)], presents research done over the effect of temperature gradient
in columns design. There was a workshop on Bridge Design to Eurocodes that also ad-
dressed the design of columns, see reference [CEN (2010)].

It is not that common to find specific guidelines for railway bridges; it is for that reason
that it is fair to highlight work by [IABSE (2002)] and [del Pozo Vindel y Siegrist(2002)].
Both works are helpful practical guidelines to engineers facing the design of railway
bridges, whose concerns are sometimes different from both dedicated to research. There
is also a document, published by [ACHE (2009)], that presents calculation tutorials for
IAPF-07, which is the Spanish Code for high speed train bridges design.

The non linear analysis over the time of concrete structures is a topic that has attracted
much attention in the past, especially due to complexity of the phenomenon that occurs.
Different researchers have proposed various methods, most of which require stepwise cal-
culations, what nowadays is easier to accomplish thanks to help given by computers.
A remarkable work in this line was done by [Pérez Caldentey(1996)], work that stud-
ied the phenomenon from scratch, starting with a overall view of concrete creep and
shrinkage. Another work that presents a model for the analysis of non-linear long term
behavior of structures was done by [Sousa Cruz (1995)]. There is a worth mentioning arti-
cle that focuses on long-term deflections in cracked reinforced concrete flexural members,
[Maŕı Bernat et al.(2010)].
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Special attention was paid to research carried out by Tobias Petschke on imposed displace-
ments structural effects, [Petschke(2010)], [Petschke et al.(2012b)], [Petschke et al.(2012a)].
The nature of the actions under analysis in his work is narrowly related to the ones under
analysis in this Thesis, although the approach to the matter is different.

It was also helpful to read work by [López Agǘı(2012)] over cross sectional stress anal-
ysis following EN-1992 and EHE-08. This work presents extraordinary strictness in the
approach to the analysis of normal stresses, being its review of great help to this work.
There are many books dedicated to reinforced concrete, [Meseguer et al.(2009)].

Also need to be mentioned work done by [Mart́ınez (1997)] on the analysis of the impli-
cations of concrete non-linear behavior in structures where second order effects play a
significant role. Also worth noting the thesis done by [Sánchez (2002)] that addresses the
long term concrete non-linear behavior. Thermal actions criteria is extensively covered in
[Mirambell(1987)].

Last, but not least, in a Thesis dedicated to bridges, there are certain books that give you
an overall idea of the evolution in the construction and design of bridges along history,
and this is something all engineers dedicated to bridge design should always bear in
mind, so as to learn from the previous engineers not only about their achievements but
also about their errors. That will definitely give us great knowledge. Among these
books, there are two remarkable, [Arenas(2002)] and [Fernández Troyano(1999)], both
books written by prestigious engineers who have dedicated their life to bridges design.
In this line, but relating to more recent bridges designed within the Spanish borders, it
is worth remarking [ACHE (2010)]. Great efforts in covering different aspects of bridge
design has been recently done by [Iglesias(2013a)], [Iglesias(2013b)], [Iglesias(2014a)] and
[Iglesias(2014b)].
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Bridge pattern under analysis

Figure 3.1: Arroyo del Valle Viaduct. (Spain)

3.1 Introduction

This Thesis focuses on the design of columns with PTFE POT bearings in fixed-point deck
bridges. This configuration is extensively applied on high speed railway bridges although
it is also used in certain road bridges. Any mention to Railway Bridges Columns in this
Thesis will refer to this case of columns, and in the same line any mention to Railway
Bridges in the following pages will refer to the described bridge configuration. There are
a few good reasons that explains the suitability of this bridge configuration for railway
bridges:

• The routes geometrical requirements in terms of slopes and turning curvatures
are way more restrictive for railway traffic than for vehicles. This is due to the
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railway geometrical displacement restrictions required to reach high speeds. In
other words, motorway routes are more flexible to dodge natural obstacles while
railway routes are ”forced” to deal with obstacles through a great deal of tunnels,
cuttings, embankments and bridges. These geometrical requirements lead sometimes
to certainly long bridges that are random seen for motorway traffic. In this sense,
it is often to see railway bridges above 300 meters while just a reduced number
exceed 1000 meters. The overall length of railway bridges is also limited by rails
performance, which is specially sensitive when crossing bridges. The large lengths
of bridges implies high displacement values that are hardly acceptable for standard
elastomeric bearings but easily handled by sliding PTFE POT bearings.

• In regard to vertical loadings railway bridges show larger weights of train carriages
than regular vehicles. On top of that, the existence of a gravel foundation layer
beneath the rails mean an additional dead load that motorway bridges do not have
to withstand. The high value of loads is another good reason to choose POT bearings
instead of elastomeric bearings.

• Eventually the most influential aspect in railway bridges pattern is that related to
the train breaking loads. The value of trains breaking loads are much greater than
those of vehicles, and columns can rarely deal with these forces. This fact, together
with the need to accommodate these loads within the bridge’s length, leads to a
fixed-point-deck bridge pattern.

3.2 General bridge pattern

The bridge pattern under analysis in this work is widely used in bridges within high speed
train networks. However, its use is not restricted to these cases, and there are certain
examples of motorway bridges that present identical pattern.

The particularities of the bridge pattern under analysis in this work are basically two. The
first one is the existence of a fixed-point along the deck, whose position is generally the
shortest abutment but can also be at an intermediate support. The second particularity
is the use of PTFE POT bearing, in most cases longitudinally sliding though free and
fixed PTFE POT bearings are also displayed for certain cases.

The existence of a fixed-point is generally justified by the high value of breaking loads they
deal with, leaving the other supports free of these loads. In this regard, it is quite frequent
to display in the other supports sliding PTFE POT bearings so that friction remains
within certain limits. Even when POT bearings are displayed fixed, the high flexibility
of columns compared to that of the fixed point, directs all longitudinal breaking forces to
the fixed point. The existence of PTFE POT bearings, and especially the longitudinally
guided ones, permits deck to slide as much as needed on top of columns with really low
friction values.
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3.3 Deck configuration

Decks of bridges under consideration are in great majority made of prestressed concrete.
Only a reduced number of bridges are hybrid (composite). The selection of the deck
solution plays an important role in the columns design for the following reason:

• The self weight of the hybrid decks is significantly smaller than prestressed concrete
what determines less vertical loads on columns for hybrid decks.

• A second circumstance is the deck’s strain value that determines displacements at
top of columns (if the friction mobilized force allows). In this sense, hybrid decks
present smaller strain since creep strain does not apply and top concrete shrinkage
strains are partially restricted by the steel members. Contrary to hybrid decks,
prestressed concrete decks present full creep and shrinkage strains. Temperature
variation applies to both types.

3.4 Bearings standard pattern at columns

The standard PTFE POT bearing pattern on columns applied on the type of bridges
under analysis comprises a couple of bearings, one fully free to slide 2D and the other
one longitudinally guided. This second bearing links transversally both column and deck.
This is not the only bearing configuration in this type of bridges. In some cases engineers
decide to go with fixed POT bearings tying together deck and column both longitudinally
and transversally. In some other cases, column and deck do not show any links.
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Chapter 4

PTFE POT Bearings

4.1 Introduction

These type of bearings are an adequate solution when vertical loads and longitudinal dis-
placements are high. This is the case of most railway bridges. On top of this, National
Railway Authorities tend to forbid the use of laminated elastomeric bearings in railway
bridges. As a consequence, the use of PTFE POT Bearings are well extended in railway
bridges columns. Road bridges, presenting high length also have to deal with high dis-
placements, what make this type of bearings a good solution.

This chapter addresses the calculation implications of this type of bearings, taking special
attention to indications in bearing standard EN-1337.

4.2 Bearing Friction Limitation Tests

The European Standard EN-1337-2 covers the test that PTFE POT Bearings have to
undergo before installation. Among these tests, there are a few that keep relation with
the issue regarding friction force. In particular, there are tests to be accomplish both
short term tests and long term tests. The temperature variation is a parameter which is
widely covered (from −35◦C and +21◦C) in the analysis. The maximum allowed friction
coefficient are classified as:


µs,1 First cycle static friction coefficient

µdyn,1 First cycle dynamic friction coefficient

µs,T Following cycles static friction coefficient

µdyn,T Following cycles dynamic friction coefficient

(4.1)

The maximum allowed friction coefficients for sliding elements and guidance systems with
PTFE films that European Standard EN-1337-2 shows are indicated in tables 4.1, 4.2 and
4.3. These values are only for tests purposes to gain final acceptance prior installation
but have nothing to do with the calculation or design of affected elements.
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Table 4.1: EN-1337-2. Maximum Accepted Cellular PTFE Austenitic Steel or Hard
Chromium Friction Coefficient for Short Term Tests. Planar or curved sliding surface

Test Temperature µs,1 µdyn,1 µs,T µdyn,T
(◦C) (%) (%) (%) (%)

C 21 1′20 0′50 − −
D -35 3′50 2′50 − −
E 0 1′80 1′20 − −
E -35 − − 1′80 1′20

Table 4.2: EN-1337-2. Maximum Accepted Cellular PTFE Austenitic Steel Friction
Coefficient for Long Term Tests. Planar sliding surface

Temperature Tot.Slid.Length Tot.Slid.Length Tot.Slid.Length Tot.Slid.Length
(◦C) 5 132 m 5 132 m 10 242 m 10 242 m

µs,T µdyn,T µs,T µdyn,T
(%) (%) (%) (%)

-35 3′00 2′50 5′00 4′00
-20 2′50 2′00 4′00 3′00
0 2′00 1′50 2′50 2′00
+21 1′50 1′00 2′00 1′50

Table 4.3: EN-1337-2. Maximum Accepted Cellular PTFE Austenitic Steel or Hard
Chromium Friction Coefficient for Long Term Tests. Curved sliding surface

Temperature Tot.Slid.Length Tot.Slid.Length
(◦C) 2 066 m 2 066 m

µs,T µdyn,T
(%) (%)

-35 3′00 2′50
-20 2′50 2′00
0 2′00 1′50
+21 1′50 1′00

4.3 Analysis Implications

4.3.1 Longitudinal friction force in guided bearings

The global friction force of this type of bearings is twofold. The main source of friction
comes from the friction of the PTFE film. The

Hfriction ≤ HV
friction+HT

friction


HV
frictionFriction force due to vertical loads

HT
friction Friction force at guide due to transversal loads

(4.2)
Friction force due to vertical loads:
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The friction force caused by vertical actions has three different components. The first and
most relevant of the three is the friction force originated by the friction at the PTFE film.
This force depends on the friction coefficient of the PTFE film that depends on the next
parameters:

• Contact pressure at the PTFE film.

• Sliding plate materials

• Sliding plot wear

• Temperature

• Aggressiveness of environment

The second component (PP) is due to the lack of precision during the POT installation.
According to [Sétra(2007)] the possible deviation from the horizontal should be takes as
0’003 radians (0′3%).

The third component (PL) accounts for the slope designed into de slide plane and that
resulting from the load under consideration, as well as installation error greater than 0’003
radians (0′3%).

The three components added together give the global friction force due to vertical loads,
which is expressed in equation 4.3.

HV
friction ≤ (µPTFEmax + PP + PL).N (4.3)

In order to restrict the friction in this type of bearings International Standards show lim-
itations to their maximum friction coefficients at the PTFE film due to vertical load. In
this respect, and looking again at European Standards, there is a code which covers ex-
tensively everything related to structural bearings, [CEN (2005a)]. In line with the topic
of this section, this code presents a value of friction coefficient to be used to verify any
structure element under design. This friction coefficient should represent the maximum
friction coefficient expected for the bearing during its life service. This is the reason why
all elements in the structure have to be verified with this value.

The value of this friction coefficient depends on the normal stresses or contact pressure in
the bearing. The higher the contact pressure is the lower friction coefficient. The coeffi-
cient value is governed by equation 4.4, where the parameter K takes 1’00 for austenitic
steel or 1’50 for aluminium alloys and σPTFE is expressed in MPa.
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µPTFEmax =
1′20.K

10 + σPTFE
(4.4)

Contact pressure in PTFE POT Bearings for Railway Bridges show high values, hardly
never below 30Mpa even for minimum axial loads. In addition to this, it must also be
remarked that the material used is always asthenic steel, consequently K = 1′00. As a
result, the friction coefficient to be used in structures verification is 3%.

Table 4.4: EN-1337. PTFE Friction Coefficient Values to verify structures

Contact pressure (MPa) 10 20 30 40 50 ≥60
Asthenic Steel 6′00% 4′00% 3′00% 2′40% 2′00% 1′70%
Aluminium Alloy 9′00% 6′00% 4′50% 3′60% 3′00% 2′57%

Friction force due to transversal loads:

The friction derived from the guide system depends not on the vertical contact pressure
but on the transversal horizontal force value. Equation 4.5 represents this relation in
mathematical terms.

HT
friction ≤ µguidemax .Htransv. (4.5)

In addition to this, the friction coefficient of the guidance system show different value
than PTFE, depending on the guidance system materials. European Standard EN−1337
indicates the following two cases:

µguidemax.

{
PTFE: 0′08

Composite Material: 0′20
(4.6)

4.3.2 Transversal force in guided bearings

The implications of guided bearings in the transversal analysis are very easy to assess.
The consideration on the transversal link between column and deck is simply taken into
the calculation model.
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Longitudinal analysis of non-tapered columns

5.1 Introduction

The main goal of the whole chapter is to dig in the longitudinal behavior of the columns
under analysis in this work so as to be fully aware of all parameters thats take part.
The study is carried out for non-tapered columns with equal reinforcement ratio at all
cross sections, subjected to imposed displacements at the top section but with a limited
mobilized force value defined by a friction coefficient.

The first step in this chapter has been to, through a simplified model, get an overall idea
of the particularities of columns under analysis in this thesis. The second step has been
to study the columns response to deck´s displacement history. Last but most important,
this chapter presents an analysis of the columns response that starts from the most simple
case possible to gradually incorporate all the key factors.

5.2 Simplified model

As an introduction to this issue, this section aims to represent in a simple manner the way
regular railway bridge columns behave longitudinally under existing actions. To achieve
this goal, it is hereby introduced a simplified column’s model which illustrates the longi-
tudinal column’s response:

This model shows a rigid column, pinned at the bottom with an elastic angular spring
(Kθ) which simulates the column’s internal bending moment. This consideration is not
strictly correct since bottom bending moment depend on axial load as well, though it
serves well and simplifies the model considerably.

Loads:

Applied loads to this simplified model are just two. First one is the axial load which
acts at the column’s top (N ). The second one load is deck’s displacement (udeck). This
displacement may not be reached at the column’s top due to PTFE friction coefficient
limitations leading to column’s top displacement (upier) lower than deck’s displacement
(udeck).
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Figure 5.1: Simplified column model

Equations that govern equilibrium:

The column’s equilibrium is governed by two equations, both of which must be fulfilled
to guarantee the simplified model adequacy to real columns behavior:

• Column’s equilibrium equation:The simplified column’s equilibrium is governed
by equation 5.1, which represents a straight line in figure 5.2.

N.upier +H.L = Kθ.θ = Kθ.
upier
L
⇒ H =

upier
L

.

(
Kθ

L
−N

)
(5.1)

The equilibrium equation indicates a singular axial load value which makes the
horizontal force H become zero for any value of displacement, whose value is
represented in equation 5.2. This value will be referred to as NS.M.. For greater
axial loads than NS.M., the horizontal force shows a change in direction becoming
negative in terms of sign convention.

NS.M. =
Kθ

L
(5.2)
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N < NS.M. ⇒ Friction force same direction as displacement (H > 0)

N = NS.M. ⇒ Friction force zero (H=0)

N > NS.M. ⇒ Friction force opposite direction as displacement (H < 0)

(5.3)

• PTFE bearing friction limitation equation: PTFE bearings show a maximum
friction force whose value is µ.N . In the simplified column model, the friction force
can take either directions, with maximum absolute value µ.N .

| H |≤ µ.N (5.4)

This limitation is represented graphically in figure 5.2 by a dashed grey area limited
by two straight lines, one for each maximum friction force direction.

As mentioned just before, equilibrium governing equations are illustrated altogether in
figure 5.2. If both equations are satisfied simultaneously equilibrium is reached. The in-
tersections of the three lines define scenarios where equilibrium is reached mobilizing the
maximum PTFE friction force. This scenario’s acting loads will be referred to followed
by an asterisk. Therefore, the axial load will be referred to as N∗ while the displacement
as u∗pier. The friction force may take either directions. This scenario will be called the
Sliding Scenario.

Figure 5.2: Simplified column model. Equilibrium representation

It is a fact that actions are twofold, axial load in one side and deck’s displacement on
the other. In order to better understand the equilibrium scenarios, both actions will be
studied apart:
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• Isolating first the axial force N, it is easy to find a deck’s displacement value under
which maximum friction force is mobilized. This value may be used to foretell the
column’s response.

N ⇒ u∗ (5.5)

In mathematical terms, this value is represented in the following equations:

For N ≤ NS.M.:
u∗

L
= µ.

N

NS.M.

1− N

NS.M.

⇒ H = +µ.N

For N > NS.M.:
u∗

L
= µ.

N

NS.M.

N

NS.M.

− 1
⇒ H = −µ.N

(5.6)

• Isolating now the deck’s displacement udeck, it is easy to find an axial force value
under which maximum friction force is mobilized.

udeck ⇒ N∗ (5.7)

Depending on the deck’s displacement value, this axial force value may be two values
instead:

– Case 1: udeck/L ≤ µ. This scenario defines a single value of N∗ that will be
referred to as N∗min.. The mobilized friction force has equal direction to deck’s
displacement. The column’s equilibrium for the given displacement udeck) is
guaranteed only for axial loads greater than N∗min..

– Case 2: udeck/L > µ. This scenario defines two values of N∗ which will be
called N∗min. and N∗max.. The first one presents a mobilized horizontal force
with the same direction as the displacement whereas for the second the force
shows contrary direction to displacement. The column’s equilibrium for the
given displacement udeck is guaranteed only for axial loads values between N∗min.
and N∗max.. The values of both loads may be worked out from the following
equations: 

N∗Min.(u)

NS.M.

=

udeck
L

udeck
L

+ µ

N∗Max.(u)

NS.M.

=

udeck
L

udeck
L
− µ
⇒ Only for

udeck
L

> µ

(5.8)
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The second case restriction may be represented mathematically through equation
5.9, which assumes a 5 percent friction coefficient and a deck strain (εdeck) of 1 per
thousand:

Bridge length >
µ.L

εdeck
⇒ Bridge length > 50.L (5.9)

Regular column’s dimensions range from 5 to 50 meters. Taking a friction coefficient
value of 5 percent, the second scenario is only applicable for displacements greater
than 250 and 2500 millimeters. Conventional creep and shrinkage deformations lead
to an average 1 millimeter per deck meter from the fixed point. For a 5 meters col-
umn this would mean a 250 meters long deck to exceed u/L > µ. If the column is
50 meters high, the deck’s length that would lead to u/L > µ would be 2500 meters.
This gives an idea of how often columns faces the second above scenario.

Putting now all stakeholder variables into the same figure, 5.3, it is simple to study the
column’s response in terms of both actions.This figure shows the variables relations graph-
ically, giving a neat idea of the simplified column model.

Figure 5.3: Simplified column model. Variables representation

Assumptions:
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Probably the most relevant model assumption is to simplify the column’s base bending
moment in terms exclusively of the top displacement (or the angular rotation), assuming
at the same time a rigid solid column all along its height. As it is well known, the base
bending moment does not only depend on the displacement but on the axial load value
as well. Now, how to assess a generic Kθ value for this simplified column?.

A first approach to assess a Kθ value is to assume a perfectly triangular column’s
bending moment distribution. This happens in those cases where second order effects
are negligible. For those cases for which second order effects are not negligible, this
approach gives overestimates the Kθ value. The general formulation is shown in equation
5.10:

upier =
1

2
.
Mbase

EI
.
2.L2

3
⇒Mbase =

3.EI

L2
.upier ⇒ K1st.Approach

θ = 3.
EIe
L

(5.10)

The second approach assumes a perfectly synodal column’s bending moment distribution.
This scenario is only possible when the mobilized horizontal force becomes zero. For
those columns for which second order effects are low or medium, this approach slightly
underestimates the Kθ value. The general formulation is shown in equation 5.11:

upier =
Mbase

EI
.
(2.L)2

π2
⇒Mbase =

π2.EI

4.L2
.upier ⇒ K2nd.Approach

θ ≈ 2′46.
EIe
L

(5.11)

It will be proved later in section that the Kθ analytical formulation is the following:

Kθ =
3.EI

L
.

[
1 +

(
π2

12
− 1

)
.
N.(2L)2

π2.EI

]
(5.12)

Conventional bridges columns are rather more in line with the first approach. Having this
idea in mind, it is considered a good estimation to take the following Kθ value:

Kθ = 2′80.
EI

L
(5.13)

Scenarios depending on axial load value compared to NS.M., NMin. and NMax.:

Bearing in mind the previous ideas, it is worth applying it to a column subjected to an
axial load N and a top displacement udeck. It will give an idea of a column’s response to
the mentioned loads. Leaving first the deck’s displacement apart from this analysis, the
axial load value in relation to the values of NS.M., N

∗
Min.(udeck) and N∗Max.(udeck) gives a

clear idea of the column’s response. This comparison ends up in five theoretically possible
cases:

• Case 1: N < N∗Min.(udeck)⇒ upier < udeck and H = µ.N

The axial load N∗Min. defined by the top displacement value udeck is greater than the
acting axial load N. This indicates that the column can not reach the mentioned
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top displacement udeck because it would exceed the maximum friction force µ.N .
The column stops at a lower displacement, whose N∗Min. value coincides with the
acting axial load N. For this lower displacement the equilibrium will be realistic for
a friction force µ.N .

This is the case of non-slender columns whose associated deck’s displacement shows
a medium to large value.

• Case 2: N = N∗Min.(udeck)⇒ upier = udeck and H = µ.N

The axial load N∗Min. defined by the top displacement value udeck coincides with the
acting axial load N. This indicates that the column is in equilibrium thanks to a
mobilized friction force equal to µ.N .

• Case 3: N > N∗Min.(udeck) and N < NS.M. ⇒ upier = udeck and H < µ.N

The axial load N∗Min. defined by the top displacement value udeck is smaller than the
acting axial load N. Besides, acting axial load N is lower than NS.M . This indicates
that the column is in equilibrium for the mentioned loads with a mobilized friction
force whose value does not reach its maximum (H < µ.N).

This is the case of slender columns whose associated deck’s displacement shows a
low to medium value.

• Case 4: N = NS.M.

The axial load N presents equal value than NS.M.. This basically indicates that the
column is in neutral equilibrium and no friction force is mobilized. This case is
extremely unlikely to occur. However, it would not be a buckling event itself since
the load is not the friction force but the horizontal displacement. When column and
deck tends to slide apart the friction force is mobilized and consequently column
stabilizes. This scenario is not realistic in railway bridges columns at all.

• Case 5: N > NS.M. and N < N∗Max.(udeck)⇒ upier = udeck and 0 > H > −µ.N

The axial load N presents a value between NS.M. and the N∗Max. defined by
displacement value udeck. The column’s equilibrium is therefore satisfied thanks to
a mobilized friction force acting towards the column’s axis, helping the column to
remain stuck to the deck. This case is even more unlikely than the previous one. This
scenario is extended for any axial load higher than NS.M. for those displacements
that do not exceed µ.L, for which there is not such N∗max.. This scenario is not
realistic in railway bridges columns at all.

• Case 6: N = N∗Max.(udeck)⇒ upier = udeck and H = −µ.N

The axial load N presents equal value to N∗Max. whose value is defined by the acting
displacement udeck. The column’s equilibrium is satisfied thanks to a mobilized
friction force acting towards the column’s axis, helping the column to remain stuck
to the deck, whose value is H = −µ.N . This case is neither a real scenario.

• Case 7: N > N∗Max.(udeck)⇒ upier < udeck and H = −µ.N
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The axial load N presents higher value than N∗Max.. The column’s equilibrium can
not be satisfied for this displacement value since the required horizontal force ex-
ceeds the maximum friction force. The column stops at a lower displacement, whose
N∗Max. value coincides with the acting axial load N. For this lower displacement the
equilibrium will be realistic for a friction force H = −µ.N . This case is neither a
realistic scenario.

Scenarios depending on deck’s displacement value compared to u∗:

It is now the turn of the deck’s displacement analysis udeck in relation to u∗(N). This
comparison show three scenarios:

• Case 1: udeck < u∗ ⇒ upier = udeck and | H |< µ.N

• Case 2: udeck = u∗ ⇒ upier = udeck and | H |= µ.N

• Case 3: udeck > u∗ ⇒ upier < udeck and | H |= µ.N

5.3 Stick-slip behavior

PTFE bearings teflon film is responsible for their extremely low friction when certain
conditions and maintenance are guaranteed. Once teflon friction is reached at the bear-
ing sliding occurs. This friction value is generally referred to as static friction coefficient
(µstatic). When sliding occurs this friction coefficients drops slightly to a value generally
called dynamic friction coefficient (µdynamic). Literature on this issue say that the ratio
between both coefficients is around 0’60-0’90. All these singular PTFE bearings proper-
ties play a key role in the column response to loads, N and udeck.

This section will study first under the assumption that both coefficients present equal
value, as a way to drive into PTFE bearings role in columns response. It will then be the
time to undergo the analysis assuming different values for (µstatic) and (µdynamic).

Equal value for µstatic and µdynamic. Stick-slip behavior:

The so-called stick-slip behavior refers to the PTFE bearings response to deck’s displace-
ment. When friction force remains below its maximum (µ.N) the column sticks to the
deck. When the friction force reaches (µ.N) sliding occurs. An easy and simply way to
illustrate and understand the stick-slip behavior is to focus on an isolated column. A
vertical force applied at the top. The deck’s displacement is the second considered action,
which occurs over time under a certain pattern. The column may, or may not, follow the
deck displacement, depending on the PTFE bearing response.

The previous section 5.2 introduced the concept of the Sliding Scenario. This scenario
represented the moment in which the PTFE Bearing reached the maximum friction force
consequently leading to sliding. For a given axial load there was a deck’s displacement u∗
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that led to this scenario. On the other hand, for a given deck’s displacement there is one
or two axial load values (N∗Min. and N∗Max.) that provoke this scenario.

In this analysis the value u∗ associated to the acting axial load value N is of great help.
This displacement’s value may be estimated through different equations:

• In the previous section there was a formulation for this value which is retyped below:

u∗

L
≈ µ.

N

NS.M.

1− N

NS.M.

for N ≤ NS.M. ⇒ H = +µ.N

u∗

L
≈ µ.

N

NS.M.

N

NS.M.

− 1
for N > NS.M. ⇒ H = −µ.N

(5.14)

• A simple way to obtain a value of u∗ is to apply first order elastic assumptions. This
approach gives the following formulation:

u∗

L
≈ µ.N.L2

3.EI
=
µ.π2

12
.8′163.ξlo=0′70.L =

µ.π2

12
.ξlo=2.L (5.15)

Where:


ξlo =

N

N lo
cr

N lo
cr =

π2.EI

(lo)2

(5.16)

• A more realistic way to estimate u∗ is to apply second order elastic assumptions.
This approach gives the following formulation:


N ≤ N2L

cr :

(
u∗

L

)
≈ µ.π2

12
.8′163.ξlo=0,70.L.

1

1− 8′163.ξlo=0′70.L
⇒ H = +µ.N

N > N2L
cr : ≈ µ.π2

12
.8′163.ξlo=0,70.L.

1

8′163.ξlo=0′70.L − 1
⇒ H = −µ.N

(5.17)
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It is important to remark that all approaches take displacement as sudden. For low
ξlo=0′70.L
e values, when second order effects are negligible, both last approaches give

fairly similar results. Greater ξlo=0′70.L
e values lead to greater differences. Figure 5.4

shows both approaches.

Figure 5.4: Estimation of u∗ values in regard to the axial load coefficient

Example:

The following simple example is intended to illustrate the PTFE bearing stick-slip behav-
ior. This example considers a deck’s displacement history due to sudden strains (tem-
perature for example) and no column creep is accounted for. This example’s inputs are
shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6.

Figure 5.5: Example: Slip-stick columns (with PTFE bearing) behavior

The column’s response to the indicated loads, represented in figure 5.7, reflect the following
aspects:
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Figure 5.6: Example: Slip-stick columns (with PTFE bearing) behavior. Deck history
displacements

• The pier top displacement remains within ±u∗.

• Each time the top pier displacement reaches u∗ for the given axial load, sliding
between surfaces occur. The column remains at u∗ while deck follows further
displacements.

• Getting to know where the column would be at the end of the deck’s displacement
history requires a stepwise analysis contrary to what happens with elastomeric
bearings.

Figure 5.7: Example: Slip-stick columns behavior when µdynamic = µstatic. Behavior results

Different values for µstatic and µdynamic. Stick-slip behavior and saw-tooth fric-
tion force:
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A particular aspect of PTFE bearings behavior is the difference between static and dy-
namic friction coefficients. Extensive research and experimental campaigns have been
done in order to better estimate both friction coefficients under different conditions. Tem-
perature, contaminations and slipped-distance are factors that have some influence on
both coefficients. This discontinuous sliding behavior affects the piers response to deck
displacements leading to a saw-tooth friction force response.

An easy and simply way to illustrate and understand the stick-slip behavior is to ana-
lyze an isolated column to which applied actions are a vertical load (N) and longitudinal
sudden displacement (udeck), such as thermal decrease variation deck displacement. The
static friction coefficient will be from now on referred to as µstatic while the dynamic
friction coefficient as µdynamic. The friction coefficient ratio is defined as the result of
µdynamic divided by µstatic. This ratio presents generally values between 0.60 and 0.90.
For a better understanding, the displacement that causes a friction force at the top of the
pier of value µstatic.N is named hereafter as u∗static. Similarly, the displacement that causes
a friction force at the top of the pier of value µdynamic.N is consequently named as u∗dynamic.

At the beginning, the deck begins to move and the column follows the deck displacement
since the mobilized friction force is lower than µstatic.N . When the maximum friction force
µstatic.N is mobilized due to the imposed deck displacement u∗static, the friction coefficient
changes from µstatic to µdynamic. This causes the pier to slide back to u∗dynamic, with a
slipped distance δslip equal to u∗static − u∗dynamic.

δslip = u∗static − u∗dynamic (5.18)

The stick-slip PTFE bearing behavior applied to bridge columns was studied by
[Huntly-Smith et al.(1981)] under the assumption that static and dynamic friction co-
efficients were different. Their approach differs with the previous in a basic assumption.
They consider that the friction coefficient variation from its static to its dynamic value
causes the pier dynamic motion. This is the reason why they apply dynamic principles in
the columns response. It is believed that this consideration does not show the columns
real response. The basic requirement of a force to cause dynamic effects lies on its ap-
pearing time duration compared to the structure’s natural vibration periods. If the force
appearing time duration is greater than the natural structure vibration period then no
dynamic effects will occur. On the contrary, when the force appearing time duration is
lower than the natural structure vibration period, then the structure gets in motion. In
this case, the friction force drop happens in a longer time period than the own structure’s
vibration period. Hence, no dynamic effects shall be considered.

Example:

The following simple example is intended to illustrate the PTFE bearing stick-slip behav-
ior that leads to the saw-tooth friction force response. In order to simplify what is an
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illustrating example, it has been considered first order theory and elastic material behav-
ior. Deck displacements are taken as sudden and no column creep is account for. This
example is shown in figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.8 and 5.9.

Figure 5.8: Example: Slip-stick columns behavior when µdynamic < µstatic. Behavior results

Figure 5.9: Example: Slip-stick columns (with PTFE bearing) behavior. Pier deformed
shape history

From the previous example a few observations can be made:
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• The pier top displacement upier remains always within ±u∗static.

• Each time top pier displacement reaches u∗static, the friction coefficient turns from
µstatic to µdynamic and the slip occurs causing the pier to move. The slip’s value δslip
is the same any time the pier slips again. Thus, the pier final position u∗dynamic after
slipping occurs is also the same any time after slipping occurs.

• Monitoring both deck and pier displacements requires a stepwise analysis.

Comparing now both studied scenarios in a same figure (5.10.

Figure 5.10: Example: Slip-stick columns behavior (both scenarios). Behavior results
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5.4 Analytical analysis of longitudinal response

This section will only focus on the longitudinal column response, keeping same trend
line throughout this Thesis. Even keeping it simple and isolating longitudinally, railway
bridges columns response presents several parameters that make it complex to predict:

• The deck’s displacements along its length, and in particular at the columns locations
(key variable in the longitudinal column’s design) is governed partially by the
creep and shrinkage processes and its fixed-point longitudinal configuration. Both
phenomenons share similarities. First, their progressive appearance over time.
Second, their irreversibility once occurred, which in other words may be expressed
as permanent. The two are highly important regarding calculation matters. Deck’s
creep affecting longitudinal displacement is governed by the prestressing longitudinal
forces, which have a permanent effect. Hardly no railway bridge is plain reinforced
concrete. Deck’s shrinkage depend on many parameters but it is not affected by
concrete permanent stress level like creep. Both phenomenons are far less significant
in steel composite deck bridges mainly because the steel girders are not affected by
any of both and it is only the concrete deck slab.

Figure 5.11: Deck displacement at column location due to creep and shrinkage

• Another phenomenon that governs the deck’s displacements, and in particular at the
columns locations, is the thermal action that is commonly modeled as a sudden load.

udeck = utemp. + ucreep + ushrinkage (5.19)

• The PTFE POT Bearing allows for a maximum friction force equal to µequiv..N ,
where µequiv. stands for the PTFE POT Longitudinal Friction Equivalent Coeffi-
cient. This coefficient should account for the following:

– PTFE friction coefficient.

– Sliding plane slope if any (LL). Sliding plane is generally horizontal with rare
exceptions. One exception which occurs during construction phase is that of
cast and pushed decks.
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– Incorrect PTFE Bearing installation causing an unexpected sliding plane slope
(PP).

µequiv. = µPTFE + LL+ PP (5.20)

This was introduced in section 4.3.1. In addition to the previous, the longitudinal
force derived from the guide’s friction at PTFE POT Longitudinally Guided
Bearings should also be accounted for, see again section 4.3.1. This force depends of
the transversal horizontal force at the guided bearing due to wind actions, centrifugal
actions and seismic loading. However, due to largely higher values of vertical axial
loads in comparison with transversal forces values, the friction forces derived from
the latter will be onwards neglected. Moreover, it is quite unlikely to simultaneously
get maximum vertical load values and maximum transversal force values. This fact
serves well to further justify the assumption made.

• Below the previous maximum friction force, the column follows the deck’s
displacement. When this force is reached, bearing sliding takes place (PTFE POT
Bearing Sliding Scenario). When this happens, it will be hard to predict the
columns displacements unless load history is accounted for. This is not the case
for elastomeric bearings where deck and column are elastically linked together at all
time.

• Column’s own creep due to permanent internal forces, which increase progressively
over time as a consequence of the progressive permanent imposed deck’s displace-
ment (creep and shrinkage).

• Regular railway bridges columns are made of reinforced concrete. There are just
a few rare and exceptional cases of columns presenting different materials. The
behavior of reinforced concrete is governed by the individual behavior of steel and
concrete and by their interaction over time. This leads to what is commonly known
as material non-linearities.

• Last issue to remark though extremely crucial is the Geometrical Non-linearity,
which basically is to account for the deformed shape in the column’s equilibrium.
This concept plays an important role in columns where axial loads applied lead to
additional bending moments. These additional bending moments show an increasing
tendency with greater axial loads. This increasing tendency also occurs with rising
slenderness.

General assumptions and notations:

• All calculations will take into account the deformed shape to obtain equilibrium,
what is commonly known as geometrical non-linearities.

• The calculations show two alternative assumptions for the relation between column’s
and deck’s displacement:
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– The first assumption (made in later described calculations A1, A3, B1 and
B3) lies on the idea that the column’s top section follows strictly the deck’s
displacement at the column’s location. No sliding occurs in this case since
there is no upper bound for the mobilized friction force.

upier = udeck (5.21)

– The second alternative (made in later described calculations A2, A4, B2 and
B4) assumes that the column’s top section follows the deck’s displacement at
the column’s location until the maximum PTFE POT longitudinal equivalent
friction force is mobilized (µ.N) when it starts to slide. This idea can
be expressed through the following equations, where u∗ represents the pier
displacement (for a given axial N) for which the maximum PTFE friction force
(µ.N) builds up. These considerations are illustrated in figure 5.12.


udeck < u∗ −→ H < µ.N −→ upier < udeck

udeck ≥ u∗ −→ H = µ.N −→ upier = u∗
(5.22)

The value of u∗ depends on the calculation assumptions, getting different formula-
tions as a consequence. So far in this Thesis two different formulations have come
up. One applying first order theory (see equation 5.15 and the second one applying
second order theory (see equation 5.17). Both formulations assumed elastic material
behavior. In the following sections there will be non-elastic material assumptions
which lead to different formulations for u∗.

• An important assumption made for the whole of section 5.4 is to consider constant
section columns, both in geometry and reinforcement. This simplification causes
same cross-section behavior all along the column, easing calculations in great
manner.

• The various analysis performed in section 5.4 assumes as only actions a vertical load
(N) and a deck’s displacement (udeck)that the pier may follow or just partially. No
distributed loads along the column’s height have been considered.

The case of railway bridges columns longitudinal analysis is characterized by the governing
loads and deck’s fixed-point configuration. These factors give to these columns a clamped-
pinned configuration (see figure 5.13), whose buckling length is lo = 0′70L as it was
previously justified in D.2.3.1. This buckling length define the elastic buckling load,
N lo=0′70L
cr,e , and its corresponding elastic axial load coefficient, ξlo=0′70L

e , which serves well
as an indicator:
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Figure 5.12: PTFE bearing friction behavior


N lo=0′70L
cr,e =

π2.EI

l2o
=

π2.EI

(0′70.L)2

ξlo=0′70L
e =

N

N lo=0′70L
cr,e

=
ξlo=2L
e

8′163

(5.23)

Figure 5.13: Railway bridges columns configuration

But before presenting these four calculations and their corresponding assumptions and
formulations, it is important to introduce a few notations that will come up.

The first of the notations that will appear in the following pages is the symbol asterisk
(*) following either M or u. In both cases, it makes reference to the scenario of the
PTFE reaching its maximum friction force, µ.N . Consequently, the term u∗ refers to
the imposed displacement for a given axial load, N, that leads to the maximum friction
force at the PTFE bearing pot. This value can not be exceeded unless the PTFE bearing
performance is not the one guaranteed by supplier. The maximum friction coefficient value
is generally indicated in codes. Particularly, the European standard EN-1337 Structural
Bearings shows a table of maximum friction coefficients to be applied depending on the
PTFE contact stresses which is shown later in this chapter. These values are guaranteed
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thanks to regular inspections and maintenance operations. Additionally to u∗, the term
M* represents the bending moment, generally at the column’s base, when the friction
force reaches it maximum value.

On top of this, the PTFE POT Bearing Misbehavior Scenario, described in section 8.4,
is not included in codes as a design case.

There are two more notations that will be frequently used, uULS and HULS. In both cases,
the term ULS makes reference to an scenario of column’s failure, which represents an Ul-
timate Limit State (ULS). Therefore, the term uULS refers to a column’s displacement
value that causes the column to fail for a given axial load N. The second term, HULS,
represents the required horizontal force to reach uULS at the column’s top section. It must
be clarified, to avoid any misunderstanding, that HULS is not an action/load itself but a
consequence of a displacement.

Scenarios to be analyzed:

It would be a complex and confusing thing to take all these ideas into account in first
attempt. It is believed preferable to start with simple calculations and move on slowly
to more complex calculations to end up accounting for altogether. The calculations set
sequence that will be presented in the following sections is outlined below:

• A. Imposed displacement taken as ”sudden” actions: Actions, both axial
load and imposed displacement, are taken as sudden. This calculations set takes
no column creep into account whatsoever, assuming that the imposed displacement
does not remain in time. Depending on the material behavior assumptions and the
PTFE POT sliding considerations, four particular cases may be presented:

– A1. Elastic material and no friction restrictions: The material behavior
is assumed elastic. The column’s top section follows strictly the deck’s
displacement at the column’s location. No sliding occurs in this case since
there is no upper bound for the mobilized friction force.

– A2. Elastic material and friction restrictions: The material behavior
is assumed elastic. The column’s top section follows the deck’s displacement
at the column’s location until the maximum PTFE equivalent friction force is
mobilized (µ.N) leading to sliding.

– A3. Material non-linearities and no friction restrictions: The material
behavior is assumed non-elastic. The column’s top section follows strictly the
deck’s displacement at the column’s location. No sliding occurs in this case
since there is no upper bound for the mobilized friction force.

– A4. Material non-linearities and friction restrictions: The material
behavior is assumed non-elastic. The column’s top section follows the
deck’s displacement at the column’s location until the maximum PTFE POT
equivalent friction force is mobilized (µ.N) leading to sliding.
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• B. Imposed progressive displacement: In this case, the imposed displacement
makes appearance progressively (creep and shrinkage), showing a tendency
illustrated in figure 5.11. These calculations will take column’s own creep into
account in the analysis. Depending on the material behavior assumptions and the
PTFE sliding considerations, four particular cases may be presented:

– B1. Material non-linearities and friction restrictions: The material
behavior is assumed elastic. The column’s top section follows strictly the deck’s
displacement at the column’s location. No sliding occurs in this case since there
is no upper bound for the mobilized friction force.

– B2. Material non-linearities and friction restrictions: The material
behavior is assumed elastic. The column’s top section follows the deck’s
displacement at the column’s location until the maximum PTFE POT
equivalent friction force is mobilized (µ.N) leading to sliding.

– B3. Material non-linearities and friction restrictions: The material
behavior is assumed non-elastic. The column’s top section follows strictly the
deck’s displacement at the column’s location. No sliding occurs in this case
since there is no upper bound for the mobilized friction force.

– B4. Material non-linearities and friction restrictions: The material
behavior is assumed non-elastic. The column’s top section follows the
deck’s displacement at the column’s location until the maximum PTFE POT
equivalent friction force is mobilized (µ.N) leading to sliding.
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5.4.1 A. Sudden displacement neglecting column’s creep

As a starting point, this section assumes that actions appear ”suddenly”. This way of
taking into account actions is extensively applied to thermal actions, breaking loads,
wind actions and traffic loads. Sudden deck displacements are considered to be those
derived from deck’s temperature variations though this variations are not sudden but
occur in a certain short time period. Last but most important, this analysis cases assume
displacement to be short in time occurrence and therefore no column’s creep is considered.

5.4.1.1 A1. Sudden displacement: Elastic material behavior and no friction
restrictions

This section considers a fully elastic constant response of all cross sections, with an elastic
stiffness referred as EIe.

Figure 5.14: A1. Imposed displacement and elastic behavior

The horizontal force that appears as a consequence of the imposed displacement may be
estimated under first order theory or second order theory, giving the following expressions:

H1st.O.A. =
3.EIe
L3

.upier

H2nd.O.A. = H1st.O.A..

[
1−

(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

] (5.24)


M1st.O.A. =

3.EIe
L2

.upier

M2nd.O.A. = M1st.O.A..

[
1−

(
π

c2

)2

.

(
1− c22

12

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

]
≈M1st.O.A..

(
1− 1′444.ξlo=0′70L

e

)
(5.25)
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 represent the differences between the first order and second order
assumptions.

Figure 5.15: A1. Elastic material considerations and sudden imposed displacement. 1o order
analysis versus 2o order analysis

Figure 5.16: A1. Elastic material considerations and sudden imposed displacement. 1o order
analysis versus 2o order analysis

5.4.1.2 A2. Sudden displacement: Elastic material behavior with friction
restrictions

The PTFE POT Bearings present a moderately low friction coefficient under good main-
tenance conditions. The existing friction force in these bearings can be expressed as:

Hfriction ≤ µ.N (5.26)

Whenever the developed force, H, due to imposed deck displacement, udeck, is lower than
the maximum friction force, µ.N , the column follows the deck in its displacement. Never-
theless, when the developed force, H, reaches its maximum value µ.N (due to an imposed
displacement u*), the bearing allows sliding and consequently the pier does not follow the
deck in its displacements until the developed force gets below µ.N again. In this case, as-
suming no variation in the axial load, sliding will continue unless the deck’s displacement
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shifts direction. When this happens, the column will follow the deck in the new direction
showing a developed force bellow the developed force µ.N . This column’s behavior was
extensively described in section 5.3.

Depending on the value ξlo=0′70L
e , the imposed displacement that develops the maximum

friction force, µ.N , is different. This value of the imposed displacement will be referred as
u∗. This value differs when applying first or second order theory, see equation 5.27. The
differences become important for higher ξlo=0′70L

e values as it is observed in figure 5.17. It
is significant how the u* value increases with larger ξlo=0′70L

e values tending to infinite for
ξlo=0′70L
e values close to 0’1225. In simple words, slender columns (which generally show

large ξlo=0′70L
e values) present considerably high values of u*. In this type of columns,

it generally happens that, unless the deck’s displacements exceeds u∗2nd.O.A., the friction
force does not reach its maximum value µ.N . This scenario is most likely to occur when
slender columns are relative close or at medium distances from the deck’s fixed-point.
On the contrary, short columns, which generally show low ξlo=0′70L

e values unless the axial
load is exceptionally high, present low u* values. This means that the deck’s displacement
most frequently exceeds the u∗2nd.O.A. value causing the friction force reach its maximum
value, µ.N .



u∗1st.O.A.
L

= µ.
π2

12
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

u∗2nd.O.A.
L

=
u∗pier,1st.O.A.

L
.

1

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

(5.27)

The previous mentioned value difference between the u* worked out using first order the-
ory and the u* value using second order theory may be also observed in figure 5.18, which
illustrates the ratio their own ratio, u∗1st.O.A. by u∗2nd.O.A..

Taking now a column of height L, flexural stiffness EIe, subjected to an axial load N and
an increasing imposed displacement, it is interesting to analyze its behaviour under both
first and second order theory. The three variables L, EI and N, define a value of the axial
load coefficient ξlo=0′70L

e . This value defines a value of u* for each theory, u∗1st.O.A. and
u∗2nd.O.A.. The base bending moment analysis under both theories lead to the following
formulation 5.28.



M∗
1st.O.A. = µ.N.L

M∗
2nd.O.A. = µ.N.L+N.u∗2nd.O.A. = M∗

1st.O.A..

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.

(
1− c22

12

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

(5.28)
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Figure 5.17: A2. Column displacement u* developing maximum friction force µ.N under
first and second order theory

Figure 5.18: A2. Comparing value of u* under first order theory and u* under second order
theory
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The deck’s displacement is in this analysis a variable parameter, which may take whatever
value. Covering a wide range of the deck’s displacement it is worth to see the base bending
moment history under both, first and second order theory, which is illustrated in figure
5.19. It can be appreciated in this figure that there is a particular deck’s displacement
value, that will be referred to as ulim., for which the bending moment at the base shows
equal value under both approaches. Its mathematical formulation is easily deduced and
expressed bellow:

ulim.
L

= µ.
π2

3.0′702
.

ξlo=0′70L
e

1− 1′444.ξlo=0′70L
e

≈ 6′714.µ.
ξlo=0′70L
e

1− 1′444.ξlo=0′70L
e

(5.29)

Figure 5.19: A2. Column’s bottom section bending moment history

This new parameter ulim. helps to identify whether if using first order analysis gives con-
servative results or not. In other words, for deck’s displacement values smaller than ulim.
it will be conservative to use first order analysis to asses the base section bending moment.
Opposite case will be when deck’s displacement value is larger than ulim., a first order
analysis will underestimate the base section bending moment. It is therefore a consider-
ably useful parameter to easily determine which structural theory to apply. Figure 5.20
represents the new parameter together with u∗1st.O.A. and u∗2nd.O.A..


udeck < ulim. =⇒M1st.O.A. > M2nd.O.A. =⇒ First order analysis overestimates

udeck = ulim. =⇒M1st.O.A. = M2nd.O.A.

udeck > ulim. =⇒M1st.O.A. < M2nd.O.A. =⇒ First order analysis underestimates

(5.30)
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Figure 5.20: A2. Value of ulim. versus ξlo=0′70L
e value

Moving back to the base bending moment analysis it may be definitely helpful to be able
to use first order analysis independently of the deck’s displacement and obtain a conser-
vative bending moment value. This may be achieved applying first order theory until
udeck reaches u∗2nd.O.A.. At this moment, and for greater udeck values, the bending moment
will take a value that will be referred to as M**. Figure 5.21 illustrates for the previous
analysis the value of M**.

M∗∗ =
3.EIe
L2

.u∗2nd.O.A. = M∗
1st.O.A..

1

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

(5.31)

Last thing before moving to the next section is to represent the values of the mentioned
base bending moments within this section, see figures 5.22 and 5.23.
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Figure 5.21: A2. Value of M**

Figure 5.22: A2. Column bottom section bending moment (M*) under different approaches
for maximum friction force

5.4.1.3 A3. Sudden displacement: Non-linear material behavior with no
friction restrictions

This calculation assumes a non-linear material behavior represented by a unique moment-
curvature diagram all along the column, see figure 5.24. The assumed moment-curvature
is characterized by two significant points, the yield point and the failure point. The yield
point (χy,My) represents a change in tendency due to the yielding of reinforcement. The
failure point (χu,Mu) clearly defines the cross-section failure due to axial and bending
internal forces. This bi-linear shape is a reasonable simplification that eases calculations.
The slopes of both domains in the moment-curvature diagram are referred to as EII and
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Figure 5.23: A2. Column bottom section bending moment under different approaches

EIII . Taking EII as the flexural elastic stiffness of column’s sections, it can be defined
an elastic buckling axial load N lo=0′70L

cr,e,I , and its corresponding axial elastic load coefficient

ξlo=0′70L
e,I : 

N lo=0′70L
cr,e,I =

π2.EII
(0′70L)2

ξlo=0′70L
e,I =

N

N lo=0′70L
cr,e,I

(5.32)

Figure 5.24: A3. Non-linear material assumptions

Each axil force, N , presents a different moment-curvature diagram and for each of these
there is a value of imposed displacement that leads to the column failure either due to
bending failure at base section or instability failure. This value of imposed displacement
is referred to as uULS. The value of the required horizontal force to reach uULS will be
named H(uULS). Figure 5.25 illustrates this whole idea.

It is important to remark that this type of loading leads in most of the cases to failure
due to bending at the column’s base. Refreshing now the GL* idea for imposed displace-
ments thoroughly described in section D.2.3.5 it is possible to illustrate uULS linked to
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Figure 5.25: A3. Introduction for interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements

the overall idea of GL*. For a better understanding of this issue see figure 5.26.

Figure 5.26: A3. Cross section failure: GL* idea to obtain uULS

An instability failure is rather unlikely to occur unless the ratio Mu/My is almost one.
In this case the column’s instability leads the column to a cross-section bending failure.
This fact is shown in figure 5.27 together with the previously introduced concept of GL*.

Column example: Calculating value of uULS following stepwise calculation

The following example analyze the horizontal force and base bending moment history
until column’s failure occurs, for a given constant axial load. The column cross-sections
present uniform geometry and reinforcement ratio, meaning a unique moment-curvature
diagram for all sections. Cross section dimensions are: width 6’00m, depth 2’50m and wall
thickness 0’30m. Reinforcement ø20/20cm in all interior and exterior faces (cover 40mm).
The column presents concrete C30/37 and B500 reinforcement. Material concrete safety
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Figure 5.27: A3. Instability and cross section failure: GL* idea to obtain uULS

factor applied is 1’50 and steel safety factor 1’15, following EN-1992 indications. The
example is performed for 4 different column’s height values. The example’s input data is
indicated in figure 5.28.

Figure 5.28: A3. Example data: Column’s failure analysis due to imposed displacement
uULS and axial load N for a set of column’s heights

The calculations will be performed following 2 different approaches:

• Second order analysis using the exact bending-curvature diagram.

• Second order analysis using a simplified bi-linear bending-curvature diagram,
derived from the exact one (see figure 5.29).

In this sense, results indicate that when the simplified bi-linear diagram is well selected,
both calculations show almost identical results.

The software to develop these non-linear calculations has been developed for this work
under Matlab scripts. This sort of columns calculation was brilliantly applied by
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Figure 5.29: A3. Example data: Bending-curvature diagrams

[Villegas(1981)] to the particular case of columns that have to withstand launching
cantilever deck construction. It has in deed being of great help to address the problematic
of non-linear analysis.
The graphical results for the bi-linear bending-curvature diagram included in figure 5.30,
for each of the columns indicated, include four different graphs which give an interesting
idea of how failure occurs:

• Column’s bending moment distribution at failure: Basically, the distribution shape
depends on second order effects, the larger they are the more synodal shape the
diagram will take. It is easy to tell that all columns fail at the bottom section due
to excessive bending.

• Column’s curvature distribution at failure: This is a direct consequence of the
column bending moment distribution.

• Mobilized horizontal force versus displacement until uULS is reached and failure
occurs: It is observed that for low second order effects, the mobilized force increases
until failure occurs. Slightly different tendency is observed when second order effects
are significant. In this case the mobilized force value increases until yielding starts to
occur at the column’s bottom sections and from this instant until failure the force
value decreases. This will have special interest in the definition of the mobilized
horizontal force in the later defined interaction diagrams.

• Column’s base cross-section bending moment history until uULS is reached and failure
occurs: The bending moment at the base section increases simultaneously with
displacement until failure takes place. Besides, it can be observed there is a slight
change in tendency when column’s cross-sections start to yield but contrary to the
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mobilized force, the bending moment at the base shows always an increasing-value
history.

Figure 5.30: A3. Example results for bending-curvature bilinear diagram

Almost identical tendency and results are obtained for the calculation considering the
exact bending-curvature diagram. The previous observations are also applicable to this
approach. Figures 5.31, 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34 illustrates results for each column’s height.
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Figure 5.31: A3. Example results (L=10 m) for exact bending-curvature diagram

Figure 5.32: A3. Example results (L=20 m) for exact bending-curvature diagram

Simplified methods to estimate uULS for a given axial load:

It would be very useful to find an easy way to get an estimated value of uULS for a given
column and axial load. In the following lines, two different ways will be presented. They
both represent the ”border” cases, as it will be explained later.
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Figure 5.33: A3. Example results (L=30 m) for exact bending-curvature diagram

Figure 5.34: A3. Example results (L=45 m) for exact bending-curvature diagram

The first one assumes a perfectly triangular column’s bending moment distribution. This
happens in those cases where second order effects are negligible, showing fairly low values
of ξlo=0′70L

e . For those case for which second order effects are not negligible this estimation
method gives shorter values than the real ones. This approach gives a sort of lower bound
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for the exact uULS value. This consideration simplifies in great manner the formulation
of uULS, presented in equation 5.33.

uTriang.Assump.ULS =
L2

6.M2
u

.
[
χy.(M

2
u +My.Mu) + χu.(Mu −My).(2.Mu +My)

]
(5.33)

The second approach assumes a perfectly synodal column’s bending moment distribution.
This scenario is only possible when the mobilized horizontal force is about to become zero,
corresponding to ξlo=0′70L

e = 0′1225. The column is still far from buckling mainly because
the deck stops the column’s free buckling at the top section. For those columns for which
second order effects are low or medium this estimation method gives larger values than
the real one. This approach gives the upper bound of uULS. It must be remarked that this
formulation becomes invalid for ξlo=0′70L

e > 0′1225 since bending distribution shape shows
significant changes due to the direction change in the horizontal mobilized force. This
scenario hardly never occurs in real columns. The formulation which is deduced from the
previous assumptions is expressed in equation 5.34:

uSyn.Assump.ULS = χy.
Mu

My

.

(
4L2

π2
− xy.L

2
+
x2y
6

)
+ χu.

(
xy.L

2
−
x2y
6

)
(5.34)

where xy represents the yielded sections height from the bottom, taking the following
value:

xy =
2.L

π
.arcos

(
My

Mu

)
(5.35)

Figure 5.35: A3. Estimating uULS value (for ξlo=0′70L
e ≤ 0′1225): Sine or triangular

assumptions

The both previous approaches assumptions are illustrated in figure 5.35. The results of
both approaches are compared to the example’s results to get an idea of the accuracy of
both approaches. The comparison results are summarized in figure 5.36. As it is always
preferable to keep some security margin, the first approach is more suitable for section
proportioning.
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Figure 5.36: A3. Estimated uULS versus exact uULS value applied to example’s results

It would be both more useful and accurate to find a third simplified approach with a
unique formulation to assess an accurate uULS value in terms of all the parameters, instead
of estimating the lower uULS bound value (equation 5.33) and upper uULS bound value
(equation 5.34). But before focussing in the uULS formulation, it is a must to analyze
the column scenario under which the base section reaches the yield moment (My). This
scenario will be referred to as Yielding Scenario. The imposed displacement leading to this
scenario for a given axial load will be referred to as uy, and the corresponding mobilized
horizontal force Hy. For this goal it will be of great help the formulations of section
5.4.1.1. The following equations give accurate estimations for uy and Hy in terms of all
parameters involved with no need of bending moment distribution assumptions.

uy =
 L2

3.EII
.

1

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.

(
1− c22

12

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

.My

Hy =
My

L
.

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.

(
1− c22

12

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

Where EII =
My

χy

(5.36)

Now that the Yielding Scenario is clear, it is time to analyze the failure scenario due to
bending failure at the column’s base. This scenario shows a curvature distribution with
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yielded cross sections at the bottom. This fact adds to this analysis a certain complexity.
As a consequence, it is a rather common situation to obtain higher values for Hy than
for H(uULS). This issue can be observed in the previous example for a column’s height
values of 30 and 45 meters, see figures 5.33 and 5.34. Although this may not seem right
now an important issue, it proves crucial when interaction diagrams take into account the
restrictions of maximum friction force (µ.N , like calculation A4, section 6.6.9.1.

HI.D.
ULS = max(Hy, H(uULS)) (5.37)

Back to the key subject, which is no other than to find a simplified unique formulation for
uULS and HI.D.

ULS, it is necessary to assume a curvature distribution for the failure scenario.
In other words, a moment distribution shape has to be assumed. Looking at the previous
column’s example in this section, the following observations can be made:

• When the column starts to yield at its bottom, the mobilized horizontal force shows
a tendency variation. This variation may be simply a lower increase rate (example
column with heights between 10m and 20m) or even the beginning of a progressive
drop in its value until failure occurs (example column with heights between 30m
and 45m).

• In order to compare both the yielding and the failure scenarios, it is worth defining
following four ratios that will be of help in this sense:



RatioN.uy =
N.uy
My

RatioH.Ly =
Hy.L

My

RatioN.uu =
N.uULS
Mu

RatioH.Lu =
H(uULS).L

Mu

(5.38)

• The previous ratios define intrinsically the bending distribution shape at the two
mentioned scenarios under analysis. They also show how influential the second
order effects are in the columns behaviour. The first two ratios, related to the
yielding scenario, may be easily deduced from equation 5.36. The last two ratios
are not that easy. What it is observed from the example column results is the fact
expressed below:

RatioH.Lu ≤ RatioH.Ly (5.39)
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Table 5.1: Relevant ratios for the previous example column

Ratio L = 10 m L = 20 m L = 30 m L = 45 m

RatioN.uy 2% 8% 15% 45%

RatioH.Ly 98% 92% 85% 55%

RatioN.uu 2% 10% 25% 60%

RatioH.Lu 98% 90% 75% 40%

This fact is highlighted in table 5.1, which shows the ratios values for the different example
columns heights.
Always with the idea of reaching fine but conservative and secure formulations for columns
simplified analysis, it will be assumed that RatioH.Lu is equal to RatioH.Ly and consequently
RatioN.uu is equal to RatioN.uy . The algebraic formulation for RatioN.uy is the following:

RatioN.uy =
N.uy
My

≈
[
1 +

12

π2
.

(
1

8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

− π2

c22

)]−1
= B (5.40)

The previous consideration leads to the following formulations:



uULS ≈
B.Mu

EII
.
(2.L)2

c22
+

(1−B).Mu

EII
.
(2.L)2

12
+

1

2
.

(
χu −Mu.

χy
My

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

H(uULS) ≈ Mu −N.uULS
L

Where xy ≈
L

2.B
.

B − 1 +

(
B2 + 2.B − 4.B.

My

Mu

+ 1

)1

2


And EII =

My

χy
(5.41)

The previous example results may be now used to validate the accuracy of these simplified
formulation to work out a value of uULS and H(uULS). Looking at the table 5.2, it must
be concluded that the accuracy of the simplified formulations (equations 5.41 is extremely
good.

Interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements:
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Table 5.2: A3. Simplified approaches results summary

L(m)
uULS(mm) 10 20 30 40 45
Accurate M-X diag. (1) 55 225 525 1005 1360
Bilinear M-X diag. (2) 60 230 540 1015 1390
1st.Simp.Approach.Triang.Assump. Eq. 5.33 (3) 54 217 488 868 1099
2nd.Simp.Approach.Sine.Assump. Eq. 5.34 (4) 88 352 793 1410 1784
3rd.Simp.Approach Uniq.Form. Eq.5.41 (5) 54 226 539 1038 1378
Ratio (5)/(1) 99% 100% 103% 103% 101%

Based in the same recent idea, let’s now present a fixed height (L) column, clamped at
the bottom and pinned at the top, with uniform cross-section geometry and a given rein-
forcement ratio w. Assuming that the column is subjected to a certain axial load, N, it is
straightforward to obtain the diagram of axial and bending internal forces (Nu-Mu). For
this particular column and axial load there is a column’s top displacement, uULS, that
causes the column collapse due to bending failure at the bottom section. This displace-
ment is reached thanks to the mobilized horizontal force, that will be referred to as HULS,
though it is not a load itself but a consequence of a displacement. It was mentioned before
the fact that it is a common situation to obtain higher values for Hy (Yielding Scenario)
than for H(uULS) (Failure Scenario). This issue can be observed in the previous example
for a column’s height values of 30 and 45 meters, see figures 5.33 and 5.34. This matter
drops the question of which value to take for the interaction diagrams. It is a proved fact
that in those columns where Hy is greater than H(uULS), the mobilized force history shows
a first part with increasing values until it reaches the yielding scenario, taking at this right
moment the maximum value which is no other than Hy. From this moment onwards, the
mobilized force values drop until failure occurs at the base section, when the force shows
the mentioned value of H(uULS). It is unquestionable that the mentioned columns will
never collapse if the mobilized force can not reach its maximum, Hy, basically because
it will never reach the Yielding Scenario. Bearing this in mind, it seems rather logical
to consider, in the interaction diagrams development, the value of the ultimate mobilized
horizontal force as the maximum of the two considered values, Hy and H(uULS).

The simplified formulations to obtain the interaction uULS diagrams have come out in
this section. It is the third simplified approach, equation 5.41, the one selected for this
purpose. It is though believed clarifying to resume the equations below:

• These first formulations represent the previously called Yielding Scenario which is
to be accounted for.
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uy =
χy.L

2
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.
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.
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)
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(5.42)

• These second formulations represent the previously called Failure Scenario:



uULS ≈
B.Mu

EII
.
(2.L)2

c22
+

(1−B).Mu

EII
.
(2.L)2

12
+

1

2
.

(
χu −Mu.

χy
My

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

H(uULS) ≈ Mu −N.uULS
L

Where xy ≈
L

2.B
.
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B2 + 2.B − 4.B.
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+ 1

)1

2



And B =

[
1 +

12

π2
.

(
1

8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

− π2

c22

)]−1
(5.43)

• Here comes now the mentioned idea that the mobilized force to be used in the
interaction diagrams, HI.D.

ULS, must be the ever maximum force in the column history
up to the Column Failure Scenario:

HI.D.
ULS = max(Hy, H(uULS)) (5.44)

With the aid of these formulations, it is straightforward to obtain two interesting dia-
grams (for a given column’s length, L, and cross-section geometry and reinforcement w),
showing both uULS and HI.D.

ULS values in terms of the applied axial load, see figure 5.37.

Extending the same previous analysis to a set of reinforcement ratios (w1, w2 and w3),
maintaining the other variables constant (see figure 5.38), may be a useful tool in design-
ing certain columns, specially those subjected to a certain axial load and thermal imposed
displacements which can be modeled as sudden displacements. Nevertheless, there is one
more crucial parameter to be taken into account to simulate a railway column’s behavior,
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Figure 5.37: A3. Interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements

the PTFE bearing friction behavior. This is further described and accounted for in the
next section.

Figure 5.38: A3. Interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements
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Example: Interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements through sim-
plified formulation:

The column to which apply the simplified formulations in order to obtain the interaction
diagrams is the same one as in precedent sections, see figure 5.39. Three column’s height
has been considered, each one with 3 alternative reinforcement ratios. Each column height
will have its corresponding interaction diagram. The first column height is 15 meters, and
its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.40. The second column height is 20
meters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.41. The last column height
is 30 meters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.42.

Figure 5.39: A4. Column example data for interaction diagrams

Figure 5.40: A4. Example of interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements (L=15m)
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Figure 5.41: A4. Example of interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements (L=20m)

Figure 5.42: A4. Example of interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements (L=30m)
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5.4.1.4 A4. Sudden displacement: Non-linear material behavior with friction
restrictions

It is now time to implement the PTFE POT Bearing friction coefficient, µ, for which
the mobilized force, H, takes a maximum value of µ.N . This limitation leads to a
quite important consequence. Those values of HULS in figure 5.43 which exceed µ.N
are not realistic, unless the PTFE POT Bearing fails or misbehaves (Bearing Misbehavior
Scenario). As a consequence, the column can not reach those uULS displacements for
which the required friction force is greater than µ.N . The observation of figure 5.43 gives
important conclusions:

• For a given column’s height, cross-section geometry and reinforcement ratio there
is a value of axial load, that will be referred to as N∗, that defines a border case.
Associated to the previous axial load value N∗ is the imposed displacement that
leads to failure when concurrent with axial load value N∗. This displacement value
will be referred to as u∗ULS.

• The determined axial load N∗ leads to column’s failure when acting simultaneously
with deck’s displacements equal o or larger than u∗ULS. For lower values than the
mentioned one the column will be in equilibrium.

• For axial loads lower than N∗, the column will never fail no matter how large are
the deck’s displacement at the column’s location.

• For greater axial loads than N∗, the column may fail depending on the deck’s
displacement value, udeck. If this value overpasses the value of uULS for the given
axial load, the column will fail.

Extending the previous column’s study to a set of reinforcement ratios (w1 > w2 > w3),
the diagrams obtained may be easily used for columns design, see figure 5.44.

The simplified formulations to obtain the interaction uULS diagrams have come out in this
and the previous section. It is though believed clarifying to resume the equations bellow:

• These first formulations represent the previously called Yielding Scenario which is
to be accounted for.
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(5.45)
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Figure 5.43: A4. Interaction uULS diagram accounting for friction restrictions

Figure 5.44: A4. Interaction uULS diagrams for w1, w2 and w3 accounting for friction
restrictions

• These second formulations represent the previously called Column Failure Scenario:
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And B =
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.

(
1

8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

− π2

c22

)]−1
(5.46)

• Here comes now the mentioned idea that the mobilized friction force to be used in
the interaction diagrams must be the ever maximum force in the column history up
to the Failure Scenario:

HI.D.
ULS = max(Hy, H(uULS)) (5.47)

• The last formulation represents the limitation of the friction force due to the PTFE
POT Bearing maximum friction coefficient, commonly indicated in bearing related
codes:

HI.D.
ULS ≤ µ.N (5.48)
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Example: Interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements:

The column to which apply the simplified formulations in order to obtain the interaction
diagrams is the same one as in precedent sections, see figure 5.39. Three column’s height
has been considered, each one with 3 alternative reinforcement ratios. Each column height
will have its corresponding interaction diagram. The first column height is 15 meters, and
its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.45. The second column height is 20 me-
ters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.46. The last column height is
30 meters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.47.

From the previous three interaction diagrams represented in figures 5.45, 5.46 and 5.47 it
is easy to obtain the key parameters which are of great use in columns design, N∗ and u∗.

Table 5.3: A4. Example results summary

Column’s height Reinforcement N* (ton) u* (mm)
L=15m φ20mm / 200mm 6350 71

φ20mm / 100mm 7500 75
φ25mm / 100mm 8750 78

L=20m φ20mm / 200mm 5225 160
φ20mm / 100mm 6230 160
φ25mm / 100mm 7300 160

L=30m φ20mm / 200mm 2700 508
φ20mm / 100mm 4100 500
φ25mm / 100mm 5120 475

The previous table drops many and rather interesting conclusions. As it was mentioned
before, the value of N∗ determines a border case in the sense that for lower values of axial
force, the column will remain on the safe side whatever value takes the imposed displace-
ment. Higher axial load values than N∗ present a limited value of acceptable imposed
displacement, which can be obtained from the corresponding interaction diagram. The
value of u∗ gives the maximum acceptable displacement when the axial load takes the
previously mention value N∗.

In the case of the 15 meters high column it is observed that any of the reinforcement ratios
is valid if the axial load remains bellow 6.350 tonnes whatever value takes the imposed
displacement. In the case of the 20 meters high column, axial loads lower than 5.225
tonnes accepts any of the three reinforcement ratios for any imposed displacement. In the
last case of the 30 meters high column, axial loads smaller than 2.700 tonnes allows any
of the three reinforcement ratios for any imposed displacement.
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Figure 5.45: A4. Example of interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements (L=15m)

Figure 5.46: A4. Example of interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements (L=20m)
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Figure 5.47: A4. Example of interaction uULS diagrams for imposed displacements (L=30m)
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Columns Design using Interaction uULS Diagrams

In order to show how to use for section dimensioning the so-called Interaction uULS Di-
agrams a simple example is illustrated. This example presents a base clamped column
of length L, uniform cross-section geometry and three different reinforcement ratios (w1,
w2 and w3), see figure 5.48. Two loading cases are considered (A and B), represented by
values of the axial load, NA and NB, and deck displacement, udeck,A and udeck,B. The goal
is to define the optimum reinforcement ratio for each case.

Figure 5.48: A4. Columns design example using uULS diagrams

Considering first the loading case A, the optimum reinforcement ratio is w3 assuming that
the maximum friction force µ.N is not exceeded. This avoids the column reaching the
deck’s displacement udeck,A giving safe results for w3. If the PTFE POT Bearing failed
or misbehaved for any reason (see section ??), allowing for greater friction forces than
expected, the reinforcement ratio w3 would not be enough leading to column’s failure.
This scenario where the PTFE POT Bearing give higher friction forces than expected
was discussed before, and will be also addressed in following section 8 about Columns
Project Recommendations.

Taking now the greater consecutive reinforcement ratio, w2, which is not the optimal
solution, a safe behavior can be assured even if the PTFE bearing fails (friction force
higher than µ.N). This ensures an additional safety for w2 compared to w3. In this
sense, international codes give a maximum friction coefficient to be used for the design
of all elements involved. It has not been found any clause indicating to verify elements
under the scenario of PTFE POT Bearing failure. Relevant to this discussion, it is deeply
believed that a serious inspection and maintenance plan may avoid PTFE bearing failure
arising from atmospherical conditions. These concerns will be further developed in section
8
.

An slightly different case is loading data B. One fairly noticeable difference is the much
lower deck displacement, udeck,B. This displacement can be reached mobilizing friction
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forces below µ.N . In this case, it is easy to obtain the optimum reinforcement ratio, w1.
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5.4.2 B. Progressive displacements considering column’s own
creep

Contrary to the previous calculation, the following calculations assume a progressive deck
displacement over time, acting together with a constant axial load, just as figure 5.49
illustrates. This case represents a columns whose top displacement is governed by the
deck’s creep and shrinkage strains over time. Actually, this pattern represents many rail-
way bridge columns, specially those columns giving support to prestressed concrete decks.
Composite decks (also called hybrid decks) are far less sensitive to concrete’s creep and
shrinkage strains since steel partially restrains rheological phenomenons.

This section 5.4.2, Calculations B as it is referred to, take into account the creep process
the column undergoes due to permanent loads. This was not considered in the previous
Calculations A.

Figure 5.49: Progressive displacement

It is quite relevant to this chapter to bear in mind that the deck’s displacement affecting
the column is the displacement occurring once the deck ”placed/casted” on top of the
column. Hence, there may be previous deck displacements that do not affect the column,
specially in those columns casted at final stages, most distant to the place where the deck
construction commenced.

5.4.2.1 B1. Progressive displacements: Elastic material behavior and no
friction restrictions

This calculation considers an elastic column subjected to a progressive imposed
displacement at the top, with a long-term value represented by upier,∞. Within this
section, the displacements will be referred to as upier. It is most interesting to get an
estimation of the final mobilized horizontal force, H∞, and the final bending moment at
the column’s base. It is quite clear that the horizontal force history shows a similar
tendency to the column’s top section displacement. For the estimation that will be
presented in this section, it has been considered more than acceptable to use the concept
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of the Aging Coefficient, Ce. The overall idea of the Aging Coefficient is well explained
by [Ghali y Favre(1994)] and summarized in equations 5.49 and 5.50 and figure 5.50,
although this approach was firstly introduced by Z P Bazant, who wrote many documents
on this like [Bazant(1972)] and [Bazant(1988)]. The formulation contains three variables
which are time dependant. The three variables are listed below:

• Creep coefficient (ϕ(t, τ)). The variability of this coefficient is of great importance
due to its progressive history over time.

• Concrete elasticity modulus (Ec(τ)). The variation of the concrete elasticity
modulus over time is quite smooth. Its value builds up fast to remain almost
constant over time. For instance, the concrete elasticity modulus at 28 days is
only exceeded maximum a 10 per cent at long term. Its really low variability is
sufficient to assume it constant in the future formulations.

• Concrete stress (∆σc(τ)). The concrete stress variation over time is the main input
into the formulations.


εc(t) = σc(to).

1 + ϕ(t, to)

Ec(to)
+ ∆σc(t).

1 + Ce(t, to).ϕ(t, to)

Ec(to)
+ εcs(t, to)

εc(t) = σc(to).
1 + ϕ(t, to)

Ec(to)
+ ∆σc(t).

∫ t
to

1 + ϕ(t, τ)

Ec(τ)
.
dθ

dτ
dτ + εcs(t, to)

(5.49)

Ce(t, to) =
Ec(to)

ϕ(t, to)
.

∫ t

to

1 + ϕ(t, τ)

Ec(τ)
.
dθ

dτ
dτ − 1

ϕ(t, to)
(5.50)

Figure 5.50: Aging coefficient. General ideas

The applicability of this concept is quite spread nowadays. It permits fairly accurate
estimations of rather complicated processes that would need instead a stepwise calculation.
A brilliant investigation on this subject was carried out by [Pérez Caldentey(1996)].
There is plenty of literature about non-linear creep behavior and its structural
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effects, [Madrid y Arrieta Torrealba(1999)], [Fernández et al.(2004)], [Fernández (2003)],
[Pérez Caldentey y Arroyo(1998)].
For the particular case of an isolated column to which an axial load and a progressive
imposed displacement are applied, the concrete stress increment at each section is twofold:

• The first component of the stress increment comes from the variation of the axial
load eccentricity due to the gradual increment of the top displacement. Associated
to this stress increment is the Aging Coefficient CD

e .

upier(τ) = upier,∞.θD(τ)⇒ Associated Agging Coefficient: CD
e (5.51)

• The second component is represented by the internal forces (bending moments in
particular) that mobilizes due to the horizontal force that builds up gradually.
Associated to this stress increment is the Aging Coefficient CH

e .

H(τ) = H∞.θH(τ)⇒ Associated Agging Coefficient: CH
e (5.52)

It is quite clear the great advantage assuming equal values for CD
e and CH

e would be to
simplify formulations. Nevertheless, it is believed preferable not to make such assumption
before getting some results on the issue.

Taking all the previous into account and with the help of the Aging Coefficient concept,
the application of Mohr’s Theorem results in the following equation:

upier,∞ =
L3

3.EIe
.H∞2nd.O.A..(1 + CH

e .ϕ) +
N.upier,∞
EIe

.
(2L)2

c22
.(1 + CD

e .ϕ) (5.53)

The previous equation hides a set of considerations that must be outlined for a better
understanding of their limitations:

• The stress variation function at each section comprises the following two terms:
u(τ) = u∞.θD(τ)

H(τ) ≈ H∞.θH(τ)

∆σ(τ) = ∆σD(τ) + ∆σH(τ) ≈ ∆σD∞.θD(τ) + ∆σH∞.θH(τ)

(5.54)

• The simplification that may help significantly to simply formulations, as expressed
previously, is to consider the stress variation function at each section to be
proportional to the imposed displacement history, which is directly obtained from
the deck’s strain history. This consideration is rather accurate and would simplify
a lot the formulation. This consideration implicitly assumes that the mobilized
horizontal force history is proportional to the imposed displacement history. As
indicated before, this considerations will remain aside for the moment.
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• The restriction to free rheological concrete strains under sustained forces caused
by the existence of reinforcing steel is neglected. This restriction becomes greater
for larger reinforcement ratio values. This restriction can be represented through
a coefficient Re affecting the rheological free concrete strains (1 + Re.Ce.ϕ). Many
books describe different formulations for this factor, just remark on this issue book
by [Manterola(2000)] This coefficient shows values below one.

• The third intrinsic assumption made in equation 5.53 is also an important one. All
the column’s sections are considered to remain in the elastic domain, limitation only
fulfilled when all the column’s sections remain non-cracked.

From the previous equation, by simple algebraic manipulation, it can be easily deduced
the long term value of the mobilized horizontal force H∞2nd.O.A., see equation 5.55. It is also
interesting to obtain an estimation of the base section bending moment, which is easy to
get now that there is an estimated value of the long term mobilized horizontal force, see
equation 5.56.
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(5.55)
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1−

(
π

c2

)2

.(1 + CD
e .ϕ).

(
1− c22

12
.
1 + CH

e .ϕ

1 + CD
e .ϕ

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

]
(5.56)

These expressions give an estimated final value of the long term mobilized horizontal
force and long term base bending moment when subjected to a progressive imposed dis-
placement and constant axial load under a second order elastic analysis taking account
simultaneously of the own column’s creep.

A relevant value in columns analysis is that of the axial load which makes the horizontal
force become zero. Looking at equation 5.55 it is easy to tell the axial load value which
makes the H∞2nd.O.A. become zero, see equation 5.57. The base bending moment for the
previous axial load is also expressed in formulation 5.57.

If N =
π2.EIe
(2.L)2

.
1

1 + CD
e .ϕ

Then

H
∞
2nd.O.A. = 0

M∞
2nd.O.A. =

π2.EI

4.L2
.

1

(1 + CD
e )
.u∞

(5.57)

A completely different case is presented when the axial load shows a fairly low value,
almost negligible. In this case, both the horizontal force and the base bending moment
present their maximum values, see equation 5.58.
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If N ≈ 0 Then


H∞2nd.O.A. =

3.EIe
L3

.
upier,∞

1 + CH
e .ϕ

M∞
2nd.O.A. =

3.EIe
L2

.
upier,∞

1 + CH
e .ϕ

(5.58)

On the other hand, it is worth to make a quick comparison with the expressions for H
and M deduced under the following three calculation assumptions:

• First Order Analysis assuming sudden displacement upier,∞ with no-creep behaviour:

No creep is considered in this case over time due to the permanent imposed displace-
ment. The formulation indicates the non-dependance of the axial load coefficient,
nothing surprising in a first order analysis. Both, horizontal force and base bending
moment, increase linearly with the imposed displacement value.


H1st.O.A. =

3.EIe
L3

.u∞

M base
1st.O.A =

3.EIe
L2

.u∞

(5.59)

• Second Order Analysis assuming sudden displacement upier,∞ with no-creep be-
haviour:

No creep is neither considered in this case over time due to the permanent imposed
displacement. Both, horizontal force and base bending moment formulation, show
how relation between the previous first order analysis and a second order analysis.
First order horizontal force and base bending moment values are always greater than
those obtained by a second order analysis.



H2nd.O.A. = H1st.O.A..

[
1−

(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

]
< H1st.O.A.

M base
2nd.O.A = M1st.O.A.

[
1−

(
π

c2

)2

.

(
1− c22

12

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

]
< M base

1st.O.A

(5.60)

• First Order Analysis assuming progressive displacement (upier,∞ at long term) over
time considering column’s own creep:
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The formulation shows a dependence on creep and aging coefficient but not on the
axial load coefficient ξlo=0′70L

e ), just as it was expected.
H∞1st.O.A. = H1st.O.A..

(
1

1 + Ce.ϕ

)
< H1st.O.A.

M base,∞
1st.O.A. = M1st.O.A.

(
1

1 + Ce.ϕ

)
< M base

1st.O.A

(5.61)

The comparison between the four calculation assumptions is illustrated separately in two
different graphs:

• The first one, figure 5.51, shows the required horizontal force to accomplish the
imposed displacement depending on the axial load coefficient, ξlo=0′70L

e , which
corresponds to a buckling length l0 = 0′70.L:

Figure 5.51: B1. Comparing H values for different calculation assumptions

• The second one, figure 5.52, presents in terms of ratios the bending moment at the
column’s base also depending on the axial load coefficient, ξlo=0′70L

e .

The illustrated data corresponds to a creep coefficient value of 2’00, rather common value,
and an aging coefficient of 0’70. There are a few main aspects that arise from the graphs
observation and shall be remarked:

• The column’s own creep helps the column to follow the deck displacements, giving
as a result a lower horizontal force.

• It is observed a change of the horizontal force direction for a axial load coefficient
ξlo=0′70L
e of 0’0509. This responds to the long term buckling axial load for a buckling

length column lo = 2.L, which is represented by the elastic buckling load divided by
1+CD

e .ϕ. This value does not lead to buckling in this loading case since the buckling
length of columns subjected to imposed displacements is lo = 0, 70.L. However, it
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Figure 5.52: B1. Comparing M values for different calculation assumptions

would be fully truly to say that concrete columns shows a long term buckling load
for whose estimation the creep has to be accounted for. In general terms this may
expressed as follows:

N∞cr,e =
π2.EIe
l2o

.
1

1 + Ce.ϕ
=

Ncr,e

1 + Ce.ϕ
< Ncr,e

ξ∞e =
N

N∞cr,e
= ξe.(1 + Ce.ϕ)

(5.62)

where the buckling length lo may take either 0’70.L or 2’00.L, depending on the
loading case nature. In the case under analysis in this chapter 5.4, which comprises
an axial load and a imposed displacement, the buckling length’s value is 0’70.L.

• It is interesting to compare the two calculations that assume progressive displace-
ment and column’s creep, one assuming first order theory and the second accounting
for the second order effects. In terms of the mobilized horizontal force, see figure
5.51, there is a significant difference between both calculations. However, the total
bending moment at the column’s base shows more similar values in both calcula-
tions. This fact may have some interest in the following chapters. This fact is clearer
illustrated in figures 5.53 and 5.54
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Figure 5.53: B1. Progressive displacement. First order and second order analysis results

Figure 5.54: B1. Progressive displacement. First order and second order analysis results
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5.4.2.2 B2. Progressive displacements: Elastic material behavior with
friction restrictions

The next step is to take into account the maximum friction force derived from the PTFE
POT bearing maximum friction coefficient. It is already known that the imposed displace-
ment u∗ that develops the maximum friction force, µ.N , shows different value depending
on the axial force coefficient ξlo=0′70L

e . This section will consider that the maximum fric-
tion force builds up at long term, once the progressive displacement is fully achieved, and
consequently it will be referred to as u∗∞, see figure 5.55.

Figure 5.55: B2. Assumption: Friction force value,µ.N , builds up at long term

The mentioned u∗∞ value differs when applying first or second order theories, see equation
5.63. The differences become important for higher ξlo=0′70L

e values, see figure 5.56. On
top of this, it is fairly evident that u∗∞ tends to ∞ for ξlo=0′70L

e equal to 1 divided by
1 + Ce.ϕ. This responds to the long term buckling axial load, exclusively for force-type
loading cases, which corresponds to the elastic buckling load divided by 1 + Ce.ϕ. Yet
again, concrete columns shows a long term buckling load for whose estimation the creep
has to be accounted for, see equation 5.62.

Figure 5.56: B2. Values of u∗∞ depending on ξlo=0′70L
e value
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u∗∞.1st.O.A.
L

= µ.
π2

12
.(1 + CH

e .ϕ).8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

u∗∞.2nd.O.A.
L

=
u∗∞.1st.O.A.

L
.

1

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.(1 + CD
e .ϕ).8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

>
u∗∞.1st.O.A.

L

(5.63)

Applying this values to the bending moment formulation to each calculation theory, it is
obtained the following results:



M∗
base,∞.1st.O.A. = µ.N.L

M∗
base,∞.2nd.O.A. = µ.N.L.


1−

(
π

c2

)2

.(1 + CD
e .ϕ).

(
1− c22

12
.
1 + CH

e .ϕ

1 + CD
e .ϕ

)
.8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e

1−
(
π

c2

)2

.(1 + CD
e .ϕ).8′163.ξlo=0′70L

e


Where M∗

base,∞.2nd.O.A. ≥M∗
base,∞.1st.O.A.

(5.64)

Figure 5.57 shows the base bending moment history with increasing imposed displace-
ments until reaching maximum friction force and its corresponding base bending moment
value.

Figure 5.57: B2. Progressive displacement until maximum friction force is reached. Bending
bending moments at the column’s base

Loading Scenarios depending on the long term progressive displacement value
u∞:
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Under elastic material behavior considerations, a column subjected to an axial load, N,
and progressive displacement, u∞, may present 3 possible scenarios (The three scenarios
are illustrated in figure 5.58):

• Case 1: u∞ < u∗∞.2nd.O.A.: The column horizontal force does not reach its maximum
value and therefore no sliding occurs. In this case, the horizontal force and base
bending moment may be estimated by equations 5.55 and 5.56.

• Case 2: u∞ = u∗∞.2nd.O.A.: The column horizontal force reaches its maximum value,
µ.N at long term. In this second case, the base bending moment (M∗

base,∞.2nd.O.A.)
may be estimated by equation 5.64. illustrates this case.

• Case 3: u∞ > u∗∞.2nd.O.A.: The horizontal mobilized force reaches its maximum
value, µ.N , at an intermediate time, t’, for a certain top displacement u’. It is in
this moment when both horizontal force and base bending moment (M ′

base) present
their largest value. After this moment, the column’s creep causes the horizontal
force to decrease what would mean that the column sticks to the deck again in
its displacement. It may happen that the mobilized friction force reaches again its
maximum what would mean that sliding occurs. All this events depend on each
individual case and would need a detailed analysis.

Figure 5.58: B2. Three Loading Scenarios depending on u∞
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5.4.2.3 B3. Progressive displacements: Non-linear material behavior without
friction restrictions

It is now time to introduce in the overall analysis the non-linear material behavior intrin-
sically linked to reinforced concrete elements, which is the case of bridges columns. The
particular case here addressed is the bi-linear material with an strength-hardening range,
defined by My, Mu, χy and χu, see figure 5.59. This section does not consider any friction
restrictions in the mobilized horizontal force value. This will be accounted for the the next
section, 5.4.2.4. Though slightly more complicated than for sudden displacements, the
main goal here is to estimate, for a given axial load, column geometry and reinforcement
ratio, for two different loading cases, both ending up in collapse:

• The First Loading Case considers a long term progressive displacement, referred to
as u∞,pULS, that will induce failure at the base.

• The Second Loading Case assumes a progressive displacement over time, that leads
to the column about to yield at its base when the maximum displacement is reached
at long term. At that right moment, an increase in the imposed displacement is con-
sidered due to temperature actions. This new and sudden action will lead to the
column’s collapse due to bending failure at the base. The sum of both displace-
ments will be referred to as u∞,p+tULS to distinguish it from the first scenario. This
loading case reflects more accurately what happens in real columns, which face im-
posed displacement of two different natures, those derived from deck’s rheological
phenomenons and those due to deck’s temperature variation.

u∞,p+tULS = u∞,p + utemp. (5.65)

Figure 5.59: B3. Bi-linear moment-curvature diagram assumed
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First loading case: Estimation of u∞,pULS:

As it was presented for sudden imposed displacements, it would be greatly useful to find a
simplified formulation to obtain an estimated value of u∞,pULS. In the following paragraphs,
two approaches will be described, representing the upper and lower bounds.

The column’s response to an imposed displacement is greatly influenced by the own col-
umn’s creep, generating non-mechanical additional curvatures. The term non-mechanical
curvatures simply means curvatures not generating internal forces. These curvatures have
their origin in the creep phenomenon occurring at the column due to maintained actions
over time (permanent internal forces). These actions are no other than the axial load and
the progressive displacements which are not reversible and consequently permanent.

A consequence of the previous idea is that the total displacement at the column is ex-
pressed as the sum of two terms, one due to the mechanical curvatures distribution and
the second as a consequence of the non-mechanical curvatures distribution, see equation
5.66.

u = u(χmech.) + u(χnon−mech.) (5.66)

Extending the previous idea to what concerns this section, the progressive displacement
leading to failure, u∞,pULS, may be also expressed as the sum of two terms, see equation 5.67.

u∞,pULS = u∞,pULS(χmech.) + u∞,pULS(χnon−mech.) (5.67)

The first approach to this value is to assume a perfectly triangular column’s bending
moment distribution. This happens in those cases where second order effects are
negligible, showing fairly low values of ξlo=0′70L

e (near to 0). For those cases for which
second order effects are not negligible, this approach underestimates the value of u∞,pULS.
The general formulation is shown in equation 5.68:

u∞,pULS,min = u∞,pULS,min(χmech.) + u∞,pULS,min(χnon−mech.) (5.68)

The displacement value due to the mechanical curvatures, u∞,pULS,min(χmech.), may be
obtained through equation 5.33. The second term, due to non-mechanical curvatures, is
more difficult to asses and requires further assumptions. The formulation hereby proposed,
equation 5.69, is a fairly good approximation. Figure 5.60 illustrates this alternative’s
assumptions, specially what concerns the non-mechanical curvature distribution. In
this sense, it must be remarked how the mechanical curvature distribution over time
(causing non-mechanical curvatures) presents a change shape when it reaches the yield
point (My, χy). This fact makes it more difficult to estimate a non-mechanical curvature
distribution.
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Figure 5.60: B3. Estimation of u∞,pULS,min

u∞,pULS,min(χnon−mech.) ≈
(
Mu

My

.χy

)
.
(2L)2

12
.(Ce.ϕ) (5.69)

The second approach assumes a perfectly synodal column’s bending moment distribution.
This scenario is only representative of those cases where the mobilized horizontal force is
close to zero. For those columns for which second order effects are low or medium, this
second approach overestimates the value of u∞,pULS. The general formulation is shown in
equation 5.70:

Figure 5.61: B3. Estimation of u∞,pULS,max

u∞,pULS,max = u∞,pULS,max(χmech.) + u∞,pULS,max(χnon−mech.) (5.70)

The displacement value due to the mechanical curvatures, u∞,pULS,max(χmech.), may be ob-
tained through equation 5.34. As it was the case for the first approach, the second term is
more difficult to asses. The formulation hereby proposed is a fairly good approximation.
Figure 5.61 illustrates this alternative’s assumptions.
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u∞,pULS,max(χnon−mech.) ≈
(
Mu

My

.χy

)
.
(2L)2

π2
.(Ce.ϕ) (5.71)

The previous formulations, although simple and easy to apply, do not show a unique
formulation for u∞,pULS. Instead, they propose a maximum and a minimum value. It is the
intention of the following formulations, quite easy to follow, to obtain a unique formula-
tion. The main assumption made is to consider RatioN.uu ≈ RatioN.uy .

RatioN.uu =
N.u∞,pULS

Mu

≈ RatioN.uy =
N.u∞,py

My


N.u∞,pULS = A.Mu

H(u∞,pULS).L = (1− A).Mu

(5.72)

It consequently becomes key to study the yield scenario reached under progressive
displacement. The displacement value that leads to this scenario will be referred to
as u∞,py while the mobilized horizontal force as H(u∞,py . The equations that govern this
scenario are the following:

My = N.u∞,py +H(u∞,py ).L

u∞,py ≈
H(u∞,py ).L

EII
.
(2L)2

12
.
(
1 + CH

e .ϕ
)

+
N.u∞,py

EII
.
(2L)2

c22
.
(
1 + CD

e .ϕ
)

Where EII = My/χy

(5.73)

From the previous equations algebraic manipulation leads to the following:

A = RatioN.uy ≈
[
1 +

12

π2
.

1

1 + CH
e .ϕ

(
1

8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

− π2

c22
.(1 + CD

e .ϕ)

)]−1
(5.74)

Thanks to this assumption it is straightforward to find the column’s section in which, at
failure scenario, presents a bending moment value of My. Its location will be represented
by variable xy:

My

Mu

= A.cos
(π.xy

2L

)
+ (1− A).

(
1− xy

L

)
⇒

⇒ xy ≈
L

2.A
.

A− 1 +

(
A2 + 2.A− 4.A.

My

Mu

+ 1

)1

2


(5.75)

With the previous formulations it is easy to deduce the value that u∞,pULS will present by
simply applying Mohr’s Theorem:
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u∞,pULS = u∞,pULS(χMech.) + u∞,pULS(χNon−Mech.)

u∞,pULS(χMech.) ≈
A.Mu

EII
.
(2L)2

c22
+

(1− A).Mu

EII
.
(2L)2

12
+

1

2
.

(
χu −

Mu

My

.χy

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

u∞,pULS(χNon−Mech.) ≈
A.Mu

EII
.
(2L)2

c22
.
(
CD
e .ϕ

)
+

(1− A).Mu

EII
.
(2L)2

12
.
(
CH
e .ϕ

)
(5.76)

As it has been remarked before in this Thesis, the particular non-linear behavior of con-
crete elements (concrete piers) adds a certain complexity to its own design. In this line, it
must be remarked the key influence of creep phenomenons in the columns response to im-
posed displacements. Section 5.4.1.3 proposed two formulations, for a given pier and axial
load, to assess the imposed sudden displacement value which caused the column to fail,
value which was referred to as uULS. The comparison of these values with those obtained
in this section is most valuable. The main conclusion of this comparison is the great
flexibility that long term progressive displacements have compared to sudden displace-
ments. In other words, values of uULS are, in average terms, half of u∞,pULS values. In other
words, creep helps the pier to withstand imposed displacements with lower internal forces.

Second loading case: Estimation of u∞,p+tULS

In order to extend the initiated study to wider and more realistic column’s loading cases,
it has been considered inevitable to analyze a new and slightly different scenario. This
new scenario assumes an imposed progressive displacement over time (due to rheological
phenomenon), that will leave the column about to yield at its base when the progressive
displacement reaches its maximum at long term. This displacement will be referred to
as u∞,prog.. Once the long term displacement has reached its maximum at long term,
an increase in the imposed displacement is considered due to temperature actions. This
temperature displacement will be referred to as u∞,temp.. This new and sudden action
will lead to the column’s collapse due to bending failure at the base. The sum of both
displacements is referred to as u∞,p+tULS to distinguish it from the first scenario. This scenario
reflects more accurately what happens in real columns, which face imposed displacement
of two different nature, those derived from deck’s rheological phenomenons and those due
to temperature actions. 

u∞,p+tULS = u∞,prog. + u∞,temp.

H(u∞,p+tULS ) = H∞,prog. +H∞,temp.

(5.77)

The first term of the equation is quite easy to assess since the column remains in the
elastic domain, leaving the column’s base section in the yield point. This state is what it
was entitled before as the Yielding Scenario. Section 5.4.2.1 is of great help in this sense,
particularly equation 5.56. Substituting the column’s base bending by the yield moment
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My, the value of u∞,prog. is easily deduced. This value, together with the mobilized hori-
zontal force, are expressed in equation 5.78:



u∞,prog. = A.
My

N

H∞,prog = (1− A).
My

L

Where A=

[
1 +

12

π2
.

1

1 + CH
e .ϕ

(
1

8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

− π2

c22
.(1 + CD

e .ϕ)

)]−1
(5.78)

This equation is fully accurate for any height and axial load and does not need to make
any assumption of the bending moment distribution shape. This is accounted for accu-
rately, and evidence of this fact is the appearance within the formulation of the axial load
coefficient, ξlo=0′70L

e .

In order to assess the second term, u∞,temp., it is necessary to assume a bending moment
distribution shape that will help to obtain the mechanical curvature generated by the
temperature displacement occurring at long term. Always with the idea of reaching
fine but conservative and secure formulations for columns simplified analysis, it will be
assumed the following:

N.(u∞,prog. + u∞.temp.)

Mu

≈ N.u∞,prog.
My

= A

(H∞,prog. +H∞.temp.).L

Mu

≈ H∞,prog..L

My

= 1− A

(5.79)

This assumption was made under a different conditions in section 5.4.1.3. One key variable
is the position within the column of the section for which, at column’s failure state, shows
a bending moment value of My. Known the ratio of actions at failure, thanks to the
previous assumption, it is simple to work out the position:

My

Mu

= A.cos
(π.xy

2L

)
+ (1− A).

(
1− xy

L

)
⇒

⇒ xy ≈
L

2.A
.

A− 1 +

(
A2 + 2.A− 4.A.

My

Mu

+ 1

)1

2


(5.80)

Now that the bending moment distribution along the column at failure has been assessed,
two formulations are proposed to assess the actions leading to failure. Both give rather
similar results.
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Form.1



Assumptions u∞,prog. ⇒Mbottom = My And RatioN.uULS = RatioN.uY ield

u∞,p+tULS ≈ u∞,prog. + u∞,temp.

u∞,prog. ≈
A.My

EII
.
(2L)2

c22
.
(
1 + CD

e .ϕ
)

+
(1− A).My

EII
.
(2L)2

12
.
(
1 + CH

e .ϕ
)

= A.
My

N

u∞,temp. ≈ χ′′.
(2L)2

12
+

1

2
.(χu − χy − χ′′).xy.

(
L− xy

3

)
H∞,temp. ≈

Mu −My −N.u∞,temp.
L

Where M1 ≈
M2

y

Mu

=⇒ χ1 = M1.
χy
My

and χ′′ = L.

(
χy − χ1

L− x

)
(5.81)

Form.2



Assumptions u∞,prog. ⇒Mbottom = My And RatioN.uULS = RatioN.uY ield

u∞,p+tULS ≈ u∞,p+tULS (χMech.) + u∞,p+tULS (χNon−Mech.)

u∞,p+tULS (χMech.) ≈
A.Mu

EII
.
(2L)2

C2
2

+
(1− A).Mu

EII
.
(2L)2

12
+

1

2
.

(
χu −Mu.

χy
My

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

u∞,p+tULS (χNon−Mech.) ≈
A.My

EII
.
(2L)2

C2
2

.CD
e .ϕ+

(1− A).My

EII
.
(2L)2

12
.CH

e .ϕ

u∞,prog. ≈
A.My

N

u∞,temp. = u∞,p+tULS −
A.My

N

H∞,prog. = (1− A).
My

L

H∞,temp. ≈
Mu −My −N.u∞,temp.

L

H∞,prog. =
(1− A).My

L
(5.82)
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Both formulations give almost identical results. The less sophisticated formulation 2 will
be used from now on.

Table 5.4: B3. Formulation results summary table applied to example

L (m)
10 20 30 40 45

uULS Accurate M-X diag. (mm) 55 225 525 1005 1360

uULS Simplified Form. (mm) 54 226 539 1038 1378

u∞,pULS Simplified Form. (mm) 100 415 1003 2046 2898

u∞,p+tULS Simplified Form.1. (mm) 95 392 948 1941 2757

u∞,p+tULS Simplified Form.2. (mm) 97 403 974 1992 2827

Once the expression has been deduced, it may be interesting to see the relation between
both u∞,p and u∞,temp. to tell how realistic these values are by a simple comparison with
real concrete deck displacements. To do so, a wide analysis of different columns has been
performed obtaining the following average results:


u∞,prog.

u∞,p+tULS

≈ 60%− 85%

u∞,temp.

u∞,p+tULS

≈ 15%− 40%

(5.83)

These results show a certain correspondence with those of regular concrete deck bridges,
where deck deformations are due to rheological and temperature actions. These deforma-
tions ratios generally show similar figures than those expressed above. In this sense, it may
be concluded that the assumption of collapse due to long term progressive displacement
and temperature displacement at long term is a realistic scenario in concrete deck bridges,
which actually represent the vast majority of railway bridges. However, and in order to
cover more loading scenarios, it has considered really attractive to show a more flexible
formulation regarding the ratio between temperature and rheological displacement. The
main difference from the previous assumptions is that the following formulation considers
that the progressive displacements may, or may not, lead to the column’s yielding scenario
at the bottom section. This is done through a coefficient, J, which represents the part of
yield moment mobilized at the bottom.
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Form.3



Assumption u∞,prog. ⇒Mbottom = J.My Where J ≤ 1′00 And RatioN.uULS = RatioN.uY ield
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u∞,temp. = u∞,p+tULS − u∞,prog.

H∞,temp. = H∞,p+tULS −H∞,prog.
(5.84)

Interaction u∞ULS diagrams:

First before anything else comes a reasonable doubt. What formulation of the previous
should be used to obtain the interaction u∞ULS diagrams?. To find a satisfying answer for
this question many points needs to be discussed.

The first issue to be clarified is the real nature of imposed displacements in regular railway
bridges. It was mentioned before the fact that the vast majority of railway bridges
(specially in the Spanish National High Speed Railway Network) present prestressed
concrete decks. It has been consequently believed preferable to consider the first previous
loading case, which considered a long term progressive displacements (due to the deck’s
rheological phenomenons, creep and shrinkage) together with deck displacements due to
temperature variations.

u∞ULS = u∞,p+tULS = u∞,prog. + u∞,temp. (5.85)
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Nevertheless, the interaction u∞ULS diagrams may also be done considering the exclusively
long term progressive displacements.

The second issue to be addressed is what value of mobilized horizontal force shall be
considered for the interaction diagrams, whether the value at the Yielding Scenario
(H∞,prog.) or the one at the Failure Scenario (H∞,prog. + H∞,temp.). It is common in
this type of reinforced concrete columns to find that the mobilized horizontal force at
the Failure Scenario is lower than at the Yielding Scenario, indicating a drop in the
mobilized force. Mathematically speaking, this is observed in the negative value of
H∞,temp.. It is unquestionable that in this case, the column will never collapse if the
mobilized force can not reach its maximum, H∞,prog., basically because it will never reach
the Yielding Scenario. Bearing this in mind, it seems rather logical to consider, in the
interaction diagrams development, the value of the ultimate mobilized horizontal force as
the maximum of the two considered values, H∞,prog. and H∞,prog. +H∞,temp..

H∞,Int.Diag.ULS = max (H∞,prog.;H∞,prog. +H∞,temp.) (5.86)

Now that the uncertainties have been resolved, the previous formulations will lead to the
generation of a set of graphs for a given column and different reinforcement ratios to allow
an easy estimation of u∞ULS and H∞,Int.Diag.ULS , see figure 5.62. These values of u∞ULS and
H∞,Int.Diag.ULS are only referred to:

Figure 5.62: B3. Analysis of u∞ULS for different reinforcement ratios

• A defined column of a certain height, L, and fixed cross-section geometry, with
constant reinforcement ratio throughout the whole column.

• Defined materials, both reinforcement and concrete properties.
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• Progressive displacement history assumed for which the aging coefficient and the
creep coefficient are assessed.

Any difference in any of these parameters will lead to a new set of interaction diagrams.
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5.4.2.4 B4. Progressive displacements: Non-linear material behavior with
friction force restrictions

It is now time to implement the PTFE bearing behavior which implies a maximum friction
force whose value is µ.N . This friction limitation turns unrealistic those failure scenarios,
described in the previous section, for which the required mobilized force H∞ULS exceeds
µ.N . This leads to changes in the interaction u∞ULS diagrams for imposed progressive
displacements, fact that is represented in figure 5.63 for a single reinforcement ratio. This
figure also drops the valuable observations:

Figure 5.63: B4. Interaction uULS diagram accounting for friction restrictions

• For a given column’s height, cross-section geometry and reinforcement ratio there
is a value of axial load, that will be referred to as N∗, that defines a border case.
For axial loads lower than N∗, the column will not fail, no matter how large are
the deck’s displacement at the column’s location. For greater axial loads than N∗,
the column may fail depending on the deck’s displacement value, u∞deck. If this value
overpasses the value of u∞ULS for the given axial load, the column will fail.

• The determined axial load N∗ leads to column’s failure when acting simultaneously
with deck’s displacements equal o or larger than u∗∞ULS. For lower values than the
mentioned one the column will be in equilibrium.

These observations may sound familiar because they were also expressed for a different
loading case, see section 6.6.9.1, in which the pier was subjected to an axial load and sud-
den imposed displacement. Following the same line deduction, it is reasonable to extend
the previous idea to a set of reinforcement ratios (ω1 > ω2 > ω3), obtaining as a result
the interaction diagrams for columns design, see figure 5.64.

The use of the interaction diagrams accounting for the friction PTFE bearing behavior
was clearly explained in section 6.6.9.1, only that this time the imposed displacement are
represented as the sum of a progressive displacement (of rheological nature) and a sudden
displacement at long term (due to deck temperature variation).
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Figure 5.64: B4. Interaction u∞ULS diagrams for w1, w2 and w3 accounting for friction
restrictions

It is believed enlightening to apply the previous ideas and simplified formulations to a
column example. But before moving on to the example it is important to clarify the
simplified formulations to obtain the interaction u∞ULS diagrams:

• The total displacement is assumed to occur in two phases:

u∞ULS = u∞,p+tULS = u∞,prog. + u∞,temp. (5.87)

• These first group formulations represent the scenario caused by a long term
progressive displacement, which leaves the column with a bending moment at its
base of J.My, where J coefficient may take values from 0 to 1:



u∞,prog. = A.J.
My

N

H∞,prog = (1− A).J.
My

L

Where A=

[
1 +

12

π2
.

1

1 + CH
e .ϕ

(
1

8′163.ξlo=0′70L
e

− π2

c22
.(1 + CD

e .ϕ)

)]−1
(5.88)

• These second group of formulations give an estimation of the total displacement,
progressive plus temperature, occurring at long term which push the column to
collapse:
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Assumption u∞,prog. ⇒Mbottom = J.My Where J ≤ 1′00 And RatioN.uULS = RatioN.uY ield
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u∞,temp. = u∞,p+tULS − u∞,prog.

H∞,temp. = H∞,p+tULS −H∞,prog.
(5.89)

• Here comes now the mentioned idea that the mobilized friction force to be used in
the interaction diagrams must be the ever maximum force in the column history up
to the failure scenario:

H∞,Int.Diag.ULS = max (H∞,prog.;H∞,prog. +H∞,temp.) (5.90)

• The last formulation represents the limitation of the friction force due to the PTFE
bearing maximum friction coefficient, commonly indicated in bearing related codes:

H∞,Int.Diag.ULS ≤ µ.N (5.91)

Example column:

Now that the formulations to be used are clear, it is an easy task to obtain the interaction
diagrams of the example column appearing in previous sections, see figure 5.28. Three
column’s height were considered, each one with 3 alternative reinforcement ratios. Each
column height will have its corresponding interaction diagram. The first column height is
15 meters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.65. The second column
height is 20 meters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.66. The last
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column height is 30 meters, and its interaction diagram is represented in figure 5.67.

From the previous three interaction diagrams represented in figures 5.65, 5.66 and 5.67 it
is easy to obtain the key parameters which are of great use in columns design, N∗ and u∗.
The table 5.5 summarizes the results obtained under this section considerations together
with results of section 6.6.9.1.

Table 5.5: B4. Example results summary

Sudden Progressive + sudden
Column’s height Reinforcement N* (ton) u* (mm) N* (ton) u* (mm)
L=15m φ20mm / 200mm 6.350 71 6.000 170

φ20mm / 100mm 7.500 75 7.100 172
φ25mm / 100mm 8.750 78 8.200 192

L=20m φ20mm / 200mm 5.225 160 4.400 415
φ20mm / 100mm 6.230 160 5.500 405
φ25mm / 100mm 7.300 160 6.500 390

L=30m φ20mm / 200mm 2.700 508 1.620 1.150
φ20mm / 100mm 4.100 500 2.700 1.370
φ25mm / 100mm 5.120 475 3.700 1.280

Figure 5.65: B4. Example column (L=15m). Interaction u∞,p+tULS diagrams for ω1, ω2 and ω3

accounting for friction restrictions
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Figure 5.66: B4. Example column (L=20m). Interaction u∞,p+tULS diagrams for ω1, ω2 and ω3

accounting for friction restrictions

Figure 5.67: B4. Example column (L=30m). Interaction u∞,p+tULS diagrams for ω1, ω2 and ω3

accounting for friction restrictions
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5.5 Interaction diagrams for columns design pur-

poses

So far in this Thesis, it has been proposed interaction diagrams that take into account
the following ideas:

• Constant cross-section columns both in geometry and reinforcement.

• The PTFE bearing friction force has been considered limited to a maximum value
of µ.N .

• The columns own creep has been considered through the Aging Coefficient.

• Loading cases considered:

– Axial load plus sudden imposed displacements taking no creep.

– Axial load plus progressive and sudden displacements.

There is a big limitation when applying this diagrams for dimensioning purposes which
is no other than the great range of axial loads which apply to railway bridges columns.
Nonetheless, these diagrams reflect quite meaningly the way columns should be designed
taking into account the friction restrictions on PTFE pot bearings.

In order to see the intention of these diagrams, the following figures for three different
columns example heights are shown. The three columns present identical cross section in
geometry.

• Column 15 meters high. See figure 5.68.

• Column 20 meters high. See figure 5.69.

• Column 30 meters high. See figure 5.70.
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Figure 5.68: B4. Example column (L=15m). Interaction u∞,p+tULS and usuddenULS diagrams for ω1,
ω2 and ω3 accounting for friction restrictions
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Figure 5.69: B4. Example column (L=20m). Interaction u∞,p+tULS and usuddenULS diagrams for ω1,
ω2 and ω3 accounting for friction restrictions
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Figure 5.70: B4. Example column (L=30m). Interaction u∞,p+tULS and usuddenULS diagrams for ω1,
ω2 and ω3 accounting for friction restrictions
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Design Method for non-tapered columns

6.1 Objective

The main purpose of the whole Thesis is to present a method to design the vertical rein-
forcement distribution along non-tapered columns, for any given geometry, within bridges
with fixed-point along the deck, with columns having free longitudinally sliding PTFE
POT bearings, configuration that is largely applied to railway bridges. The method is
also applicable to fixed POT bearings that do not allow sliding between column and deck,
which is a particular case of the sliding one with the singularity of having a higher friction
coefficient, see section 8.4.

There is little literature about actions on these particular columns, where PTFE POT
bearings allow sliding and for which the braking loads are not an issue because they are
handled entirely by the fixed-point. A detailed analysis of this type of columns would
require an stepwise calculation in which the own column’s creep should be accounted for
since it is a case of permanent horizontal actions, represented by imposed displacements
and no forces. Non-linearities both in geometry and materials are two aspects that should
be considered when facing this sort of calculations. Another key fact to be accounted for
is the limitation of the mobilized force due to the friction coefficient maximum value at
the PTFE POT bearings. It is therefore believed a rather useful thing to develop a new
method to design columns based on a set of simple equations representing all mentioned
factors.

This method hereby presented is intended to be a helpful tool for Structural Engineers
when facing the design of columns of bridges with a fixed-point deck configuration, which
is the case of the great majority of railway bridges, especially those of high speed trains.
The method is applicable to any cross section shape. This said, this work presents ad-
ditional tools to ease calculations of hollow rectangular cross sections, which are by far
the most applied solution. In this regard, Appendix A presents a whole set of tables to
allow deduction of Moment-Curvature Diagrams while Appendix B presents a whole set
of Dimensionless Design Curves, all done for the case of hollow rectangular cross sections.
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6.2 Similar previous methods

After an extensive search there has been no evidence found on methods applicable to the
particular case of column addressed by the method presented in this Thesis. Although
being an slightly different matter, it is considered relevant to remark the work performed
in [ACHE (2013)] on concrete structures effects due to imposed deformations. This work
presents a method to obtain a reinforcement ratio for solid rectangular columns subjected
to imposed displacements at the top. It is mainly dedicated to building columns at ground
floor but it may also be applied to other type of structures, with certain restrictions. The
method is intended to find a reinforcement ratio by simply applying a reinforcement
tension limit for SLS combinations under a first order non linear in materials analysis.
The method assumes an elastic compression concrete behavior but no tension resistance
while reinforcement is assumed fully elastic. No second order effects are accounted for.
The method included no ULS verification basically because confined concrete behavior of
building solid rectangular columns guarantees larger deformation and resistance limits.
For large axial load values the mentioned work proposes to guarantee best concrete
confinement at critical sections. The reading of the mentioned work has been helpful to
better understand the different factors that are relevant to the column analysis. However,
railway bridges columns present certain singularities that make the previous method not
adequate to be used. The first and most important one is the fact that railway columns
addressed in this Thesis are not full integral. The assumed bridge configuration is a
fixed-point deck together with columns having PTFE Pot Bearings. A second fact is the
importance of the second order effects in railway bridges columns, which is not considered
in the method presented in [ACHE (2013)]. On top of this, the method addresses the most
common cross sections applied to these type of bridges which is the rectangular hollow
section. This cross section type presents a significantly lower concrete confinement in
comparison to solid rectangular one in which closed loops play a key role. The reduced
level of concrete confinement in hollow rectangular columns is one of the main reasons
to say that, in the particular column analysis addressed in this Thesis, ULS verifications
need to be done. The relative large axial loads applied to these columns (permanent
and especially rail traffic loads), together with the relatively high imposed displacements
that may apply (particularly in columns far distant to the fixed point) are two additional
reasons to support the previous conclusion.

6.3 Inputs

Inputs to this method are the standard ones of any column design process. First set
of inputs are geometrical, like the column´s height and the cross-section. Materials,
especially the concrete type, are the second set of inputs. An important input for any
type of column is the type of bearings displayed. In the case under analysis in this work,
the following options apply. First, longitudinally free sliding and transversally restrained.
Second, fixed both longitudinally and transversally. There are very rare cases of columns
with both bearings free sliding PTFE POTs. The last set of inputs comprises the actions
to the column, with significant importance the displacements occurring at the deck that
will become imposed displacements while the friction force stays below certain limits.
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6.4 Biaxial Bending Considerations

This Thesis presents a general method that allows for the analysis of biaxial bending
scenarios. The method shows innovative formulation for the analysis of the column’s
longitudinal analysis for being a case study with more complexity. On the contrary, it does
not incorporate innovative formulation for the transversal analysis, for which a separate
analysis should be carried out. For this analysis, any of the two methods proposed in
EN-1992-1-1 may be applied, either the Method based on Nominal Stiffness or the Method
based on Nominal Curvature, see section 5.8 of the standard. This whole chapter will refer
to the deck longitudinal axis as axis y, while the perpendicular axis will be referred to as
axis z. In regard to the biaxial bending of a column, EN-1992-1-1 presents the following
considerations, all of which will be adopted in the proposed method:

• The calculation of internal forces in both directions may be performed in separate
analysis, accounting for second order effects for the two. In relation to geometrical
imperfections, should be taken into account in the direction where they will have
the most unfavorable effect.

This is basically what the method proposed in this work does, separate both
directions analysis, presenting innovative formulation for the longitudinal analysis.
For the transversal analysis, any of the two methods proposed in EN-1992-1-1 may
be applied, either the Method based on Nominal Stiffness or the Method based on
Nominal Curvature, see section 5.8 of the standard.

• On top of the previous, the calculation of required reinforcement area may be also
done separately for each of the directions when the following two conditions are met.
The reinforcement area to be displayed in this case would be the maximum area of
the two separate calculations:

– The first condition has to do with the slenderness ratio of both principal
directions, λy and λz. The condition is met when neither of the two directions
show an slenderness value lower than half value of the other, in other words,
when there is not a direction slenderness difference excessively noticeable.

λy
λz
≤ 2′00 and

λz
λy
≤ 2′00 (6.1)

where: λy =
lo
iy

and λz =
lo
iz

(6.2)

– The second condition has to do with the axial load eccentricity ratio of the two
principal directions, ey and ez. The condition is met when there is a clearly
higher eccentricity governing the column’s behavior over the other direction.
The condition’s formulation includes the width and depth of an equivalent solid
rectangular cross section, whose depth ceq. and width beq. are easily obtained.

ey/beq
ez/ceq

≤ 0′20 or
ez/ceq
ey/beq

≤ 0′20 (6.3)
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Where : ey =
Mz

N
; ez =

My

N
; beq = iy.

√
12 ; ceq = iz.

√
12 (6.4)

In this case, the longitudinal analysis formulations presented in this Thesis will come
up with the reinforcement area distribution required per longitudinal column’s anal-
ysis. This value will be represented by the mechanical reinforcement ratio ω, defined
in equation 6.5, accompanied by subscript LA to indicate correspondence to longi-
tudinal calculation, consequently (ωLA).

ω =
As.fyd
Ac.fcd

(6.5)

This reinforcement distribution, ωLA, should be compared to that obtained for the
transversal analysis, represented by ωTA, as the mechanical reinforcement ratio
distribution required by the transversal calculation. The largest of the two at each
location would be the one to be displayed.

For the longitudinal analysis this Thesis presents a new set of formulations to work
out required reinforcement area defined by ωLA. For the transversal analysis any
of the two mentioned methods may be applied. The approach to be followed when
both conditions are met is illustrated for clear understanding in figure 6.1.

• When either of the two conditions are not met, the European Standard determines
that the calculation of the reinforcement area should be accounting for the both
moments simultaneously. This verification should be done following formulation for
all cross-sections along the column:(

MEdz

MRdz

)a
+

(
MEdy

MRdy

)a
≤ 1′00 (6.6)

Where the coefficient a depends on the cross section geometry, intrinsically account-
ing for the MRdz versus MRdy distribution shape. The standard proposes a set of
values depending on axial load ratio, see table 6.1, where NRd represents the design
axial cross section resistance and NEd stands for design the axial force. It is believed
reasonable and conservative to take coefficient a as 1’00.

Table 6.1: EN-1992-1-1. Section 5.8. Table for biaxial bending coefficient a

NEd

NRd

0′10 0′70 1′00

a 1′00 1′50 2′00

To work out the design moments value, MEdz and MEdy, this Thesis proposes the
following procedure. For the transversal bending moment, MEdy, any of the two
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Figure 6.1: Biaxial bending approach when equations 6.1 and 6.3 are met. Separate
reinforcement calculation

methods presented in EN-1992-1-1 may be applied. For the longitudinal design
bending moment, MEdz, the idea is to obtain the longitudinal moment resistance
associated to the reinforcement area distribution along the column obtained with
the formulations for longitudinal analysis proposed in this chapter, using for it
principles in section 6.1 of EN-1992-1-1. The biaxial bending design is illustrated
for clear understanding in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Biaxial moment approach when any of equations 6.1 and 6.3 are not met.
Combined reinforcement calculation

6.5 Transversal Analysis

The method presented in this work proposes to use any of the two formulations that
EN-1992-1-1 presents, either the Method based on Nominal Stiffness or the Method based
on Nominal Curvature, see section 5.8 of the standard. Any of the two methods will
determine the design transversal bending moment distribution, MEdy, along the column.
If the two conditions presented before are satisfied, allowing for the separate reinforcement
calculation, the reinforcement area required to withstand MEdy, referred to as ωTA, should
be obtained for all the cross sections in the column.

6.6 Longitudinal Analysis

The result of this analysis will be the vertical reinforcement area along the column under
longitudinal considerations exclusively. This reinforcement will be referred to as ωLA.

6.6.1 Formulations principles

The method presented in this Thesis, and in particular the proposed formulations
applicable to columns longitudinal analysis, are based on a set of basic principles and
assumptions that allows to come up with formulations rather easy to handle with an
spreadsheet. Before moving forward into the method, it is believed clarifying to go through
each of them:

• The formulations proposed in the method presented in this Thesis are the result of a
second order non-linear analysis performed in a push-over fashion, with intermediate
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loading stages prior column’s failure (ULS).

• During the loading intermediate stages until failure occurs, the column follows the
deck’s displacement at that very location. Whether the friction force developed
during the different loading stages exceeds the maximum friction force is a
verification that is done separately.

• The formulations initially assumes a constant column’s cross section geometry
and reinforcement. The results can be extended to constant column cross section
geometry and a predetermined reinforcement distribution along the column’s height,
see section 6.6.12 at the end of this chapter.

• Planar cross sections perpendicular to element axis before deformation, remain
planar and perpendicular to the element axis after deformation takes place,
Navier’s theory. Concerning non-mechanical deformations due to concrete creep,
[Foure(1978)] proves that planar cross sections perpendicular to element axis also
remain planar and perpendicular to the element axis after concrete creeps, see figure
6.3.

Figure 6.3: Planar cross sections perpendicular to element axis remain so after mechanical
and non-mechanical deformations, figure taken from [Foure(1978)]

• The cross section behavior is assumed to be governed by a bending-curvature
diagram composed by two straight segments intersecting at a sort of Yield Point.
This simplified diagram should be equivalent in terms of area and static moment to
the one obtained for the selected material stress-strain relations. The four values
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which therefore define the diagram are χy, My, χu and Mu, see figure 6.4, different
4 values for given cross section geometry, reinforcement ratio and axial load.

Figure 6.4: Equivalent moment-curvature dimensionless diagram

• Generally conditions of equilibrium and strain compatibility are satisfied in a
number of cross sections. A simplified alternative that has been applied to this
method, following clause 5.8.6(6) in standard EN 1992-1-1, is to consider only
the critical cross section, and to assume a relevant variation of the curvature in
between. This curvature distribution along the column is accurately assessed taking
into account not only loads type but the importance of geometrical non-linearities
in the column´s response.

• Curvatures along the columns may be of two natures, either result of internal forces
(axial and bending) that are referred to as Mechanical Curvatures or the result of
column’s own creep due to permanent internal forces (axial and bending), caused
by permanent loads, which will be referred to as Non-Mechanical Curvatures.

• The total displacement at the top should be of identical value than that result of
the integrating the curvature distribution along the column, both mechanical and
non-mechanical curvatures.

u = u(χMech.) + u(χNon−Mech.) (6.7)

u =

∫ L

0

χMech.(x).(L− x).dx+

∫ L

0

χNon−mech.(x).(L− x)dx (6.8)

• The Mechanical Curvatures have two sources, one the bending moment distribution
caused by the developed horizontal force and the second the axial load eccentricity
due to the deformed shape. The integration of the curvature distribution due to
the horizontal force will give a displacement at the top, referred to as u1, while the
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integration of the curvature distribution due to the axial load eccentricity caused
by the deformed shape will be referred to as u2.

u(χMech.) = u1 + u2 (6.9)

• The developed horizontal force, H, due to the imposed displacement generates a
triangular bending moment distribution along the column, which for an elastic
material behavior, gives a curvature distribution along the column that, by
integration, causes a displacement at the top whose value is referred to as u1:

u1 =
H(N, u).L

E.I
.
(2L)2

c21
=
H(N, u).L

E.I
.
(2L)2

12
(6.10)

• It has been proved rather accurate to assume that the bending moment distribution
due to the deformed shape shows sine distribution, which in algebraic terms is the
same as taking the coefficient c2 as π. In the following paragraphs there is an analysis
that supports this consideration. On the other hand, the value of this displacement,
u2, depends directly on the value of the total imposed displacement at the top,
u, a fact that is used to guarantee convergence of the calculation. Conditions of
equilibrium and strain compatibility are satisfied at the bottom cross section and,
thanks to the assumptions on the curvatures distributions shapes, there are also
rather accurately guaranteed all along the column.

u2 =
N.u

E.I
.
(2L)2

c22
≈ N.u

E.I
.
(2L)2

π2
(6.11)

The so-called Additional Deformed Shape is associated to the second order bending
moments and curvatures, that may be also referred as secondary bending moments
and curvatures. This is illustrated in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Additional deformed shape analysis
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Secondary moments represent basically the additional axial load eccentricity due to
the total column deformed shape. This additional moments and associated curva-
tures lead to the additional deformed shape, that added together to the first order
deformed shape gives the total column deformed shape.

The discussion hereafter addressed is about the relation between the middle
section column displacement (u2) and its curvature(χ2), see figure 6.12, which is
mathematically represented by the coefficient c2 value:

u2 = χ2.

(
lo
c2

)2

(6.12)

The secondary curvature column distribution is frequently assumed to be perfectly
sine (half-wave sinus). Hence, c2 takes no doubt the value π. No doubt about this
but, if the curvature distribution is assumed sine is because the total deformed shape
is also perfectly sine, which is never the case since the first order deformed shape
is not so. To this extend, it is reasonable to state that the total deformed shape is
partly sine due to the additional deformed shape. However, it is not questionable
that the shape of the secondary curvatures has definitely a really similar form to a
half-wave sinus. But now, how accurate is to take c2 as π?.

To bring some light to this question, a set of calculations has been performed using a
Matlab-programmed script for non-tapered columns. This program solves a second
order elastic analysis of a column subjected to 6 different loading cases, see table 6.2.
For each of these loading cases, the analysis is run for ξe = 0.10, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70, 0.90.
The results are illustrated in 6.6. From the observation of results in 6.6 it is reason-
able to assume c2 as π for any load distribution.

Table 6.2: Loading cases

e1,i
lo
x100 =

e1
lo
x100

H

4
.

1

N
x100

M

N.lo
x100

q.lo
8
.

1

N
x100

e1,t
lo
x100 =

M1

N
.
1

lo
x100

Loading case 1 0.50 0 0 0.50
Loading case 2 0 0.50 0 0.50
Loading case 3 0 0 0.50 0.50
Loading case 4 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.45
Loading case 5 0.40 0.05 0.05 0.50
Loading case 6 0.05 0.40 0.05 0.50
Loading case 7 0.05 0.05 0.40 0.50

• The Non-Mechanical Curvatures along the column are the result of permanent loads
developing column’s concrete creep. The permanent loads are represented by all
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Figure 6.6: Additional deformed shape dimensionless coefficient (c2)

permanent vertical loads and the longitudinal imposed displacements that have
their origin in the creep and shrinkage deformations of the deck. All these loads
produce gradually mechanical curvatures that develop progressively non-mechanical
curvatures. The way this method analyzes the column’s failure is the following,
first the deck’s creep and shrinkage deformation develops, causing the column to
follow the deck in its displacement. Once these deformation come to a end, what
happens in a long period of time around 2-3 years, the method applies the imposed
displacements caused by deck’s temperature variation. This said, the permanent
loads acting in first place leave the column clearly in the elastic domain at all cross
sections, what simplifies to a great extend the estimation of the non-mechanical
curvatures. In this regard, the method benefits from the considerations of the
concrete behavior that the Aging Coefficient makes. This simplification is widely
explained in section 5.4.2.The formulation that summarizes these considerations and
applies to all cross sections is:

χNon−Mech. ≈ Ce.ϕ(t0,∞).χPerm.LoadsMech. (6.13)

However, there is a factor that has not been yet presented, and it is an important
one. It has to do with the restraint that reinforcement represent to the free concrete
creep strains. There is plenty of literature over this topic: [Ghali y Favre(1994)],
[Neville(1997)], [Maŕı Bernat et al.(2010)]. The idea is basically that there is a
certain restraint to free concrete creep and it basically depends on the reinforcement
geometrical ratio, referred to as ρ. Consequently, non mechanical curvature previous
formulation will be affected with a new coefficient, κ. The formulation for κ shown
below is taken from [Ghali y Favre(1994)].

χNon−Mech. ≈ κ.Ce.ϕ(t0,∞).χPerm.LoadsMech. (6.14)
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Where κ ≈ Ic

Ic + Is.
Es
Ec
.(1 + Ce.ϕ)

(6.15)

Being the reinforcement ratio a value that is not know when addressing the design
of a column, it has been considered that a reasonable value would be 0’85.

• The longitudinal friction force is considered entirely caused by the vertical load at the
bearing, disregarding the contribution of the friction developed at the longitudinal
bearing guide due to transversal forces. This consideration is supported by two
ideas. First, the contribution to the longitudinal friction force of the transversal
loads is significantly lower due to the much lower values of transversal loads than
vertical loads. And second, the governing load is clearly the train loads. The rest of
loads are therefore minimized by a combination factor ψ0 (EN 1990, see reference
[CEN (2002a)]).

6.6.2 Actions

The previous chapters have intentionally addressed simplified loading scenarios for
columns. The truth is that actions on railway columns are more complex that the different
loading scenarios previously presented. This section goal is to discuss over the different
longitudinal actions that apply to columns with such a bridge configuration as the one
under analysis in this Thesis. The reason is quite simple, this work presents an innovative
way to study the longitudinal behavior of these columns to the longitudinal actions while
for the transversal analysis it suggests to use any of the two methods described in Eurocode
2. This said, actions under discussion for these columns longitudinal design are listed
below:

• Vertical loads

• Column’s self weight

• Imposed deck displacement due to rheological deck strains

• Imposed deck displacement due to temperature deck variation

• Wind loads

• Foundations interaction

• Geometrical Imperfections

• Rail-deck Interactions

Vertical Loads:

The acting vertical load on columns shows great variations due to the large values of
vertical train loads. An important value that is key in the formulations is the Permanent
Vertical Load, Np, which governs column’s creep. It plays a relevant role in the column’s
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creep leading to non-mechanical curvatures. This load may show a factor load of either
1’00 or 1’35, whichever is more critical. In this case, the most critical value will be that
which comes up with a lower displacement, and that is going to be the one showing
greater stiffness in the first stretch of the moment-curvature diagram. This fact has been
analyzed, simultaneously with other parameter, in figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, see green line
representing My/χy. In the three figures it is noticeable the fact that the greater the axial
load becomes the greater first stretch stiffness of the moment-curvature diagram. This is
so for axial load values resulting PN ≤ 0′60, which must be the case because otherwise
this would mean that the factored maximum load, whose factored value is around 2’50
the non-factored permanent load, would exceed the maximum compressive strength of the
cross section. This leads to the conclusion that Np must reflect the value of the permanent
loads but not affected by factor loads.

The second axial load value, Nd, may take any value from the minimum to the maximum
factored value. The question arises when applying the method, for whose simplicity it
would be helpful to work with just one Nd value. Shall it be the minimum non-factored,
the maximum factored or a value in between?. The main idea is to get a conservative
value of the displacement that the column stands without collapsing. Bearing this in
mind, and taking the deformability of the column when the bottom cross section fails it is
reasonable to say that the less area covered by the moment-curvature the lower mechan-
ical curvatures and as a consequence the lower displacement. Looking now at figures 6.7,
6.8 and 6.9, the brown-colored lines indicate the area covered by the moment-curvature
diagram depending on the axial load value, reflected in the horizontal axis through the
value of PN . The observation of these figures lead to the conclusion that the higher the
axial load is the lower deformability the column presents. It is believed consequently that
taking the maximum factored axial load is correct assumption.

Figure 6.7: Cross Section Analysis for Method (Pw=0’20) over PN
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Figure 6.8: Cross Section Analysis for Method (Pw=0’40) over PN

Figure 6.9: Cross Section Analysis for Method (Pw=0’80) over PN

Column’s self weight:

The column’s self weight is a load to be accounted for when second order analysis are
performed, especially in high columns. The effect of this action in the columns response
has been proved equivalent to consider a point load of a third of the total column’s self
weight at the column’s top. To arrive to this conclusion, a set of basic calculations have
been developed. How the column’s self weight affects the second order behavior depends
on the column’s deformation shape, previously proved to be follow a sine distribution.
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Y (X) = u.cos

(
π.X

2.L

)
(6.16)

The following step was to work out the bending moment along the column due to the
columns self weight, referring to the unit self weight as q. This requires the resolution of
an easy integration.

M(X) =

∫ L

X

(Y − y).q.dx = q.u.

[
2.L

π
.

(
sin

(
π.X

2.L

)
− 1

)
+ (L−X).cos

(
π.X

2.L

)]
(6.17)

With the previous formulation it is straightforward to work out the value of the bending
moment at the base. The resulting value is sort of equivalent to consider a third ap-
proximately of the whole column’s self weight at the very top of it, factored accordingly
depending on combination. This method will do so to account for it.

M(X = 0) = q.L.

(
1− 2

π

)
.u ≈

(
0′36.NCol.

SW

)
.u (6.18)

Imposed displacement. Rheological deck strains:

The column may achieve this displacement if the maximum friction force is sufficient to
take the column to the mentioned displacement. The strains are of two nature, creep and
shrinkage. Composite decks show no creep strains and really low shrinkage strains due to
steel members restraint.

There is extensive literature over concrete rheological strains and their implication in the
structures performance, being this a subject of large research. Relevant research on this
was done by [Pérez Caldentey(1996)].

Imposed displacement. Temperature deck strains:

Again, the column may achieve this displacement if the maximum friction force is suffi-
cient to take the column to the mentioned displacement.

Wind loads:

The method focusses on the longitudinal column analysis. In this regard, the only longi-
tudinal load applied to the column due to wind is the longitudinal pressure distributed
all along the height. This load is never a governing one mainly because of its distribution
along the column. The longitudinal calculation presented in this work will therefore not
account for it.

Foundations interaction:
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The influence of foundation interaction over the column behavior is an issue that was dis-
cussed in a Thesis on high columns by [Revilla(2013)]. This work concluded, among many
other ideas, that the influence of foundation interaction does not play an important role
in the columns response. Consequently, it has been decided to neglect this consideration
in the method presented in this Thesis.

Geometrical Imperfections:

The scenario of geometrical imperfections is clearly one to be accounted for in the design of
any column, as it is described in all international standards. In particular, EN-1991-1 (see
reference [CEN (2004a)]) in its clause 5.2 describes in detail how to proceed. For the case
of isolated columns, the one that applies to the particular column’s case under analysis
in this work, this scenario might be accounted for by simply applying an horizontal load
at the top whose value is determined by the following equation:

Hi.L = N.ei = N.
L

200
⇒ Hi =

N

200
(6.19)

If this horizontal force is applied at the top of the column and a second order elastic
analysis is performed, the equations governing the equilibrium are the following:



ui =
π2

12
.
ξlo=2L

1− ξlo=2L
.
L

200

M(x = 0) = Hi.L.

[
1 +

π2

12
.
ξlo=2L

1− ξlo=2L

]
ξlo=2L =

N.(2L)2

π2.Ec.Ic

(6.20)

Bearing this in mind, the way to implement this action into the output of the method will
simply be by taking into account an imposed displacement of ui as part of the imposed
displacements. This consideration is slightly on the safe side. The value of this displace-
ment will be referred to as ui.

The geometric imperfections have definitely a permanent character, meaning this that the
internal forces developed by them will build up the column’s concrete creep leading to
non-mechanical curvatures.

Rail-deck interaction:

The rail-structure interaction is something to be accounted for in the analysis of both
the rails and the bridge’s deck. It can determine axial forces all along the bridge’s deck.
Under the bridge layout matter of this thesis, fixed-point deck, the deck’s axial forces
derived from the rail-structure interaction, likewise the train breaking loads, do not affect
the column due to the deck’s high axial stiffness. It is therefore not included as input in
the method.
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6.6.3 Actions combination

Being this method a verification ULS it should be determined which is the most critical
live load of all and affect the others by the combination factor ψ0.∑

j≥1

γG,j.Gj + φo.γQ,1.Qk,1 +
∑
i≥2

γQ,i.Qk,i (6.21)

In order to simplify the calculation, giving at the same time conservative results, it
may be assumed that both temperature variation and railway traffic are both critical
simultaneously and no combination factors apply to neither of them. Notwithstanding
the previous, these formulations may be applied to as many individual action combinations
as possible, it is only a matter of time efficiency.

6.6.4 Formulations Security format

The intention in this aspect is to yet follow the European Standards to the maximum
extent possible to make it easier to apply for any European structural engineer. In this
sense, it has been considered a suitable security format the one proposed for Non Linear
Analysis in clause 5.7 of EN 1992-2, see reference [CEN (2005c)]. This format is specially
intended for second order non linear analysis which is just the case of the method proposed
in this chapter.

E(γG.G+ γQ.Q) ≤ R

(
qud

γRd.γO

)
(6.22)

Where qud stands for the load the structure failure occurs. The partial factor coefficient
γRd accounts for model uncertainty while γO is the overall factor coefficient in this type
of analysis. The values that the mentioned code shows for the two factor are γRd = 1′06
and γO = 1′20.

6.6.5 Materials Stress-Strain relation

The material properties to be used for this analysis are those indicated in the same EN
1992-2, clause 5.7, which may be summarized as follows:

• For concrete, the stress strain relation diagram is shown in figure 6.10 where fc,NL =
1′10.γS.fck/γC and εcu1 = 0′35%. It has been assumed a certain tension resistance
to account for tension stiffening effects. It is believed convenient to account for this
effect to get a more realistic column response in terms of deformations. The tension
stiffening will follow recommendations stated by [Torres(2001)], who recommends
to take tension softening 10 to 30 times the concrete tension strength value used.

• For reinforcing steel, the stress strain relation diagram is shown in figure 6.11, where
the coefficient k takes a value of 1’10 and the ultimate deformation εuk = 1%.
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Figure 6.10: Concrete Stress-Strain relation used in Thesis proposed method

Figure 6.11: Reinforcing steel stress-strain relation used in Thesis proposed method

6.6.6 Cross Sectional Behavior. Moment-Curvature Diagram

The behavior of the cross section subjected to an axial load (N) is defined through the
Bending-Curvature Diagrams. In the particular case of the longitudinal analysis pre-
sented, the material stress-strain relations shall be the ones defined in the previous section,
being those in accordance with the nature of the calculation and in line with indications
on EN-1992 clause 5.7.

The way the proposed formulations consider the moment-curvature diagrams is a sin-
gular one. Instead of directly taking moment-curvature diagrams, this method uses an
equivalent diagrams composed by two straight stretches, being the intersecting point a
key element in the formulations. As a consequence, each moment-curvature diagram is
defined first by the failure point, whose curvature and moment will be referred to as χy
and My, and by a sort of yield point, whose curvature and moment will be represented
by χu and Mu.

This basically means to find the yield point of the equivalent bi-linear diagram because
the ultimate point is obviously common to both diagrams. The idea is to get equal de-
formability to the real diagram.
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The following paragraphs get deeper into the diagrams for hollow rectangular cross sec-
tions, for being these the most extended in railway bridges.

Hollow rectangular cross sections:

It would be a great contribution to the overall goal of this Thesis to find a way to get
the formulation for equivalent bilinear moment-curvature diagrams, in particular for the
hollow rectangular cross sections. The initial idea was to come up with a formulation in
terms of the four mentioned dimensionless parameters. It was soon noticed the difficulty
of getting such formulations. As a consequence it was decided to show a set of tables to
work out the equivalent moment-diagram in terms of four key dimensionless parameters,
see Appendix A.

The first goal is to find out the dimensionless parameters that govern these diagrams. In
a second stage the target will be to obtain equivalent diagrams, composed of two straight
lines to the real ones (bilinear diagrams). This second goal will be of great use to the
method presented.

The standard cross section analyzed in this section is graphically defined in figure 6.12.
The parameters that define both geometrically and in materials are the following:

Figure 6.12: Rectangular cross section under analysis

• Geometry:

– Cross section width: b (m)

– Cross section depth: c (m)

– Cross section wall thickness: t (m)

• Cross section reinforcement area: Reinforcement area along the intermediate
perimeter, addition of outer surface rebars and inner surface rebars: Ω (cm2/m)

It is quite a clear idea that the dimensionless diagram is composed by the ratio eccentricity
by depth and curvature multiplied by depth, see figure 6.13. The task is to find out the
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Figure 6.13: Moment-Curvature Diagrams: Dimensionless

parameters that govern the dimensionless bending-curvature diagram. The mentioned
parameters are the following:

Dimensionless Diagram:
M

N.c
− χ.c



PN =
N

Ac.fcd

Pw =
Ω.fyd
t.fcd

Pt =
c

t

Pb =
b

c

(6.23)

Basically there are 4 parameters, two of them related to the cross section geometry, one
to the mechanical capacity of concrete versus reinforcement and the last one the ratio
of the applied axial load versus the concrete cross section total compressive strength. In
other words, two different sections (each one subjected to a different axial load), share
equal dimensionless moment-curvature if:

• Both sections are geometrically proportional, sharing a scale factor. This is
guaranteed by parameters Pt and Pb.

• Ratio of mechanical cross section reinforcement capacity and cross section concrete
capacity is shared by both cross sections.

• The axial load divided by cross section concrete compressive strength is equal for
both cases.

The previous has great physical explanation and makes it easier to understand. Now it
is time to indicate the range of values that each of the four parameter take in regular
railway bridges piers:

• Parameter Pt: The standard range of this parameter is 6’00-16’00.
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• Parameter Pb: The standard range of this parameter is 1’50-3’00.

• Parameter Pw: The standard range of this parameter is 0’04-1’00. The lower limit
corresponds to the minimum geometrical reinforcement requirement and the upper
to maximum reinforcement allow in compression members.

• Parameter PN : The standard range of this parameter is 0’10-1’00.

It must be remarked that the whole range of these parameters may not be compatible
with the others, in other words, not realistic with standard railway bridges columns.

6.6.7 Friction force limitations

In regard to the friction longitudinal force, section 4.3.1 described the different factors
to be taken into account, that are widely covered by the European Standard EN-1337,
see reference [CEN (2005a)]. It was there stated there, but it is believed clarifying, to
highlight that the longitudinal friction force caused by transversal forces in longitudinally
guided PFTE POT bearings is neglected.

{
Hfriction ≤ HV

friction +HT
friction ≈ HV

friction

HV
friction ≤ (µmax + PP + PL).N = µequiv.N = (3′00% + 0′30% + 0′30%) .N

(6.24)

It is believed convenient to apply a factor to the friction coefficient value µequiv. to
cover certain scenarios of slight under performance of the PTFE POT Bearings due to
contamination or any other cause. This idea is more widely discussed in section 8.2, but
basically the factor proposed is 1’40 which leads to the following friction coefficient design
value: 

µd = γPTFE.µequiv.

µequiv. = µmax + PP + PL = 3′00% + 0′30% + 0′30% ≈ 5′00%

Hfriction ≤ 5′00%.N

(6.25)

6.6.8 Loading Scenarios. Imposed displacement history

This method’s intention is to cover bridges with concrete decks as well as bridges with
hybrid decks. The main difference between these two deck configurations is the nature of
strains. The hybrid deck shows mainly temperature variation strains. Shrinkage strains
on the top concrete slab are restrained by the steel members. Creep strains are also
negligible, no prestressing is generally applied to these decks. On the other hand, concrete
decks are widely prestressed and creep strains are significant, so are the shrinkage strains.
Temperature variation strains in these decks show similar values than hybrid decks since
concrete and steel thermal coefficients are rather similar. As a consequence of the ideas
expressed in the previous paragraph, this method will consider two loading scenarios:
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• Scenario A: This first loading scenario assumes that the imposed displacements
at the column are only the kind of sudden action, like those caused by the deck
strains due to temperature variation and those by geometrical imperfections. This
scenario represents in a simplified manner what happens in hybrid decks. It also
represents what happens in concrete decks at early stages when rheological strains
are still beginning to develop.

• Scenario B: This second scenario assumes that the nature of decks strains is
twofold, due to temperature variation and rheological phenomenons (creep and
shrinkage). This is a loading scenario representative of prestressed concrete decks.
It does also consider the geometrical imperfections as sudden actions simultaneously
with the previous. The failure at this scenario occurs at long term, once all
rheological strains in the deck have occurred and once non-mechanical curvatures
at the column have already fully developed.

6.6.9 Formulations deduction

The main goal of the following formulations is no other than to come up with a vertical
reinforcement design for a column of defined geometry subjected to a range of axial loads
and imposed top displacements. The formulations also allow to study the evolution of the
horizontal force building as a consequence of the imposed displacement.

6.6.9.1 Scenario A. Sudden horizontal actions

The analysis that the method proposes for this scenario presents two stages, in other
words, the failure stage (Stage II) and a previous one in time(Stage I). It is important
to remark that this scenario is addressed using the maximum factored axial load applied
to the column, for being this the most restrictive one in terms of displacements. This
loading scenario was introduced in section . It is there as wells where all these expression
were deduced.

• Stage I: Represents the yielding at the bottom section(Yielding Scenario).
Throughout this stage all the sections remain in the first stretch of moment-
curvature diagram, what means elastic behavior.

– Actions:NA
I and uAI , which represents an imposed sudden nature displacement.

Moment-curvature diagram for the acting axial load NA
I defined by χAy,I ,

MA
y,I ,χ

A
u,I , M

A
u,I . It is important to remark that this scenario is addressed

using the maximum factored axial load applied to the column, for being this
the most restrictive one in terms of displacements.

– Moment value at bottom cross section: MA
y,I
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A.I



Actions: NA
I + uAI where NA

I = Nd,max + 1′35.0′36.NCol.
SW

Bottom cross section: M(x = 0) = MA
y,I

uAI =
NA
I .u

A
I

EIAI
.
(2L)2

c22
+
HA
I .L

EIAI
.
(2L)2

12

M(x = 0) = MA
y,I = HA

I .L+NA
I .u

A
I

Where:

EIAI =
MA

y,I

χAy,I

(6.26)

• Stage II: Represents the failure of the column due to bending failure of bottom
section. To face the calculation of this second stage, it has been assumed that
the contribution to the total moment distribution of axial load eccentricities and
mobilized horizontal force remains the same as during all Stage I. In mathematical
terms, this assumption is represented in equation 6.27:

ΛA
II = ΛA

I Where:


ΛA
I =

NA
I .u

A
I

MA
y,I

ΛA
II =

NA
II .u

A
II

MA
u,II

(6.27)

This assumption was proved in previous chapter to be reasonable and leads to
conservative results. The curvature distribution at the end of Stage II is represented
in figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14: Stage II. Curvature distribution at column’s failure

The cross section at which the bending moment shows value equal to the so-
called yielding moment is located at a distance from the bottom referred to as
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xy, see figure 6.14. Its value is easy to determine with the assumption made in the
previous paragraph, that defines a determined bending moment distribution along
the column.

–

– Actions:NA
II and uAII , which represents an imposed sudden nature displacement

greater than uAI . Bending-curvature diagram for the acting axial load defined
by χAy,II , M

A
y,II ,χ

A
u,II , M

A
u,II .It is important to remark that this scenario is

addressed using the maximum factored axial load applied to the column, for
being this the most restrictive one in terms of displacements.

– Bending moment value at bottom cross section: MA
u,II

A.II



Actions: NA
II + uAII where NA

II = Nd,max + 1′35.0′36.NCol.
SW

Bottom cross section: M(x = 0) = MA
u,II

uAII ≈
NA
II .u

A
II

EIAII
.
(2.L)2

c22
+
HA
II .L

EIAII
.
(2.L)2

12
+

1

2
.

(
χAu,II −

MA
u,II

EIAII
.

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

HA
II ≈

MA
u,II −NA

II .u
A
ULS

L

uAULS = uAII & H(uAULS) = HA
II

Where :

EIAII =
MA

y,II

χAy,II
(6.28)

Algebraic manipulation of the previous formulations leads to the following formulations:
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A.I



NA
I = Nd,max + 1′35.0′36.NCol.

SW

Bottom cross section: M(x = 0) = MA
y,I

uAI =
ΛA
I .M

A
y,I

NA
I

HA
I =

(1− ΛA
I ).MA

y,I

L

Where :

ΛA
I =

[
1 +

12

π2
.

(
1

ξ2LI,A
− π2

c22

)]−1

ξ2LI,A = N.
(2L)2

π2.EIAI
= N.

(2L)2

π2
.
χAy,I
MA

y,I

(6.29)
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A.II



NA
II = Nd,max + 1′35.0′36.NCol.

SW

Bottom cross section: M(x = 0) = MA
u,II

uAII ≈
ΛA
I .M

A
u,II

EIAII
.
(2.L)2

c22
+

(1− ΛA
I ).MA

u,II

EIAII
.
(2.L)2

12
+

1

2
.

(
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u,II

EIAII
.

)
.xy.
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3

)
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II ≈
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u,II −NA

II .u
A
ULS

L

uAULS = uAII & H(uAULS) = HA
II

Where :

xy ≈
L

2.ΛA
I

.

ΛA
I − 1 +

(
(ΛA

I )2 + 2.ΛA
I − 4.ΛA

I .
MA

y,II

MA
u,II

+ 1

)1

2



EIAII =
MA

y,II

χAy,II
(6.30)

Friction Force Limitations:

The previous formulations allow to work out for a defined column (geometry and
reinforcement) to which a set of actions are applied, the total sudden nature displacement
that causes the column to collapse. The question that arises now is the column’s collapse
scenario is really possible. It has been remarked many times before that the column follows
the deck displacements only while the mobilized friction force remains below the maximum
friction force at each moment, which basically depends on the friction coefficient and on
the acting vertical load. If throughout the different two stages (yielding and failure), the
maximum friction force has been exceeded, the column’s failure will not occur. The two
conditions that need to be met to guarantee the failure of the column are the following:{

HA
I < µd.N

A
I = 5%.NA

I

HA
II < µd.N

A
II = 5%.NA

II

(6.31)

If any of the two is not met, the column failure will not occur and column will remain
in equilibrium. Generally, the force mobilized at failure is greater than that when the
bottom cross section yields.
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6.6.9.2 Scenario B. Sudden and rheological horizontal actions

The coexistence of imposed displacements of different nature, which at the same time
implies different column response, requires flexible formulations in this respect. It is not
further useful to consider that the progressive displacement (rheological nature) leaves
the column about to yield, basically before this assumption does not allow flexible formu-
lations regarding different displacements ratios.

The standard deck’s displacements at a column’s location are defined by those rheological
which will be referred to as uprog. and those due to temperature variation, utemp.. These
values, as any other action, shall be affected by a factor load which in the case of the
rheological displacements is 1’35 (permanent action) and for temperature displacements is
1’50. The factored values of the mentioned displacements will be referred to as uprog.,d and
utemp.,d. It is in deed an important variable in the columns design the contribution of each
of the two to the total deck’s displacement. It also needs to considered what the codes call
geometrical imperfections, action that was discussed before and is referred to as ui. As
it has been shown before, the column’s response is rather different depending on whether
displacements are due to sudden nature actions like temperature or progressive such as
rheological deck’s strains. The variable that will allow to mathematically guarantee this
fact is the following:

R =
uprog.,d
utot.,d

=
uprog.,d

uprog.,d + utemp.,d + ui
=

ucs,d + ucr,d
ucs,d + ucr,d + utemp.,d + ui

(6.32)

The loading history that this work analyzes prior failure of the column for this loading
Scenario B presents a total of three loading stages, being the third the failure stage and
the first two intermediate loading stages.

• Stage I. This scenario corresponds to the column subjected to a vertical load NB
I ,

sum of non-factored permanent loads Np and mentioned third of the column total
self weight, NCol.

SW , and a imposed displacement, uBI , that represents a combination
of a progressive permanent imposed displacement (identical trend than creep and
shrinkage strains in decks). This stage is assessed in the long term, once the column’s
creep has fully developed. The bending-curvature diagramn for NB

I is defined by
the yielding point (χBy,I ,M

B
y,I) and the failure point (χBu,I ,M

B
u,I).

The column, subjected to these actions, shows a bottom bending moment value
below the corresponding yield moment (M(x = 0) = J.MB

y,I) for NB
I

NB
I = Np + 0′36.NCol.

SW where Np stands for permanent non factored axial load
(6.33)
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B.I



Actions: NB
I + uBI

NB
I = Np + 0′36.NCol.

SW

uBI : Progressive and permanent character

M(x = 0) = NI .u
B
I +HB

I .L = J.MB
y,I Where J ≤ 1′00

uBI ≈
NB
I .u

B
I

EIBI
.
(2L)2

c22
.(1 + κ.Ce.ϕ) +

HB
I .L

EIBI
.
(2L)2

12
.(1 + κ.Ce.ϕ)

ΛB
I =

NB
I .u

B
I

MB
y,I

where : EIBI =
MB

y,I

χBy,I

(6.34)

• Stage II. This second stage occurs following the first stage. The acting axial load
shows a different value, NB

II , which is the maximum factored axial load, Nd,max..
The bending-curvature diagramn for NB

II is defined by the yielding (χBy,II ,M
B
y,II)

and the failure point (χBu,II ,M
B
u,II). On top of this, a new displacement occurs, this

time due to sudden strain variation at the deck, ∆uBsudd,II . This stage is analyzed to
work out the contribution to the total bending moment at the column’s bottom that
the deformed shape has. This contributions is referred to as ΛB

II . The contribution
value in scenario I is referred to as ΛB

I . It is clear that ΛB
II < ΛB

I .

{
NB
II = Nd,max + 0′36.1′35.NCol.

SW

uBII = uBI + ∆uBsudd.,II
(6.35)
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B.II



Actions: NB
II + uBII :

NB
II = Nd,max. + 0′36.1′35.NCol.

SW

uBII = uBI + ∆uBsudd.,II
M(x = 0) = NB

II .u
B
II +HB

II .L = MB
y,II

uBII = uBII(χMech.) + uBII(χNon−Mech.)

uBII(χMech.) ≈
NB
II .u

B
II

EIBII
.
(2.L)2

c22
+
HB
II .L

EIBII
.
(2.L)2

12

uBII(χNon−Mech.) ≈
NB
I .u

B
I

EIBI
.
(2L)2

c22
.(κ.Ce.ϕ) +

HB
I .L

EIBI
.
(2L)2

12
.(κ.Ce.ϕ)

ΛB
II =

NB
II .u

B
II

MB
y,II

where : EIBII =
MB

y,II

χBy,II
(6.36)

• Stage III. This third stage occurs following the second stage, and reflects the
columns collapse due to the bottom cross section bending failure. The acting ver-
tical load NB

III is the same as Stage II, NB
II , while imposed displacement increases

due to a new sudden strain variation at the deck, ∆uBsudd.,III , giving a total imposed
displacement referred to as uBIII . The column, subjected to these actions, shows a
bottom bending moment whose value is the ultimate moment (M(x = 0) = MB

u,III)
for NB

III . This stage presents some of the bottom sections with moments exceeding
the yielding. This fact complicates significantly the calculations.It has been as-
sumed that the contribution of the deformed shape to the bottom bending moment
at this stage, ΛB

III , is equal to that of the previous, ΛB
II , although it is clear that

ΛB
III > ΛB

II < ΛB
I . This assumption proves to be a reasonable guess on the safe side,

bearing in mind that a safety factor is applied to the friction coefficient, see figure
6.15.

{
NB
III = NB

II = Nd,max + 0′36.1′35.NCol.
SW

uBIII = uBII + ∆uBsudd.,III
(6.37)
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B.III



Failure of the column

Actions: NB
III + uBIII

NB
III = NB

II = Nd,max. + 0′36.1′35.NCol.
SW

uBIII = uBI + ∆uBsudd.,II + ∆uBsudd.,III
M(x = 0) = MB

u,III

Assumption: Same contribution to bending from deformed shape than Stage II: ΛB
III ≈ ΛB

II

NB
III .u

B
III ≈ ΛB

II .M
B
u,III

HB
III .L ≈

(
1− ΛB

II

)
.MB

u,III

uBIII = uBIII(χMech.) + uBIII(χNon−Mech.)

uBIII(χMech.) ≈
MB

u,III .(2L)2

EIBIII
.

(
ΛB
II

c22
+

1− ΛB
II

12

)
+

1

2
.

(
χBu,III −

MB
u,III

EIBIII

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

uBIII(χNon−Mech.) ≈
ΛB
I .J.M

B
y,I

EIBI
.
(2L)2

c22
.(κ.Ce.ϕ) +

(1− ΛB
I ).J.MB

y,I

EIBI
.
(2L)2

12
.(κ.Ce.ϕ)

where : EIBIII =
MB

y,III

χBy,III
(6.38)

At the end of the three stages the column will fail (bending failure at the bottom section).
The total displacement obtained (uBIII), goal of these whole chapter, will be referred to as
up+tULS.

Now, depending on the value selected for J (see stage I), different ratios for displacements
among the three stages are obtained. The goal of this method is to play with the value
of J, which should always be between 0 and 1, to obtain a ratio uI versus uIII equal to
the coefficient R, so that the failure scenario represented in stage III may be compared to
the set of actions at the column:

R =
ucs,d + ucr,d

utot.,d
=

ucs,d + ucr,d
ucs,d + ucr,d + utemp.,d + ui

=
uI(J)

uIII(J)
(6.39)

After algebraic manipulation of the previous equations indicated for the three stages have
led to the following formulations:
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Figure 6.15: Factoring the friction coefficient

B.I



NB
I = Np + 0′36.NCol.

SW

uBI
L
≈ 4

c22
.ΛB

I .J.
(
χBy,I .L

)
.(1 + κ.Ce.ϕ) +

1

3
.(1− ΛB

I ).J.
(
χBy,I .L

)
.(1 + κ.Ce.ϕ)

HB
I .L

MB
y,I

= (1− ΛB
I ).J

ΛB
I =

[
1 +

12

π2
.

1

1 + κ.Ce.ϕ
.

(
1

ξ2LI,B
− π2

c22
.(1 + κ.Ce.ϕ)

)]−1
(6.40)
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B.II



NB
II = Nd,max. + 0′36.1′35.NCol.

SW

uBII = uBII(χMech.) + uBII(χNon−Mech.)

uBII(χMech.)

L
≈ 4

c22
.ΛB

II .
(
χBy,II .L

)
+

1

3
.(1− ΛB

II).
(
χBy,II .L

)
uBII(χNon−Mech.)

L
≈ 4

c22
.ΛB

I .J.
(
χBy,I .L

)
.(κ.Ce.ϕ) +

1

3
.(1− ΛB

I ).J.
(
χBy,I .L

)
(κ.Ce.ϕ)

HB
II = (1− ΛB

II).M
B
y,II

ΛB
II =

J.
MB

y,I

MB
y,II

.ξ2LI,B.

(
ΛB
I .κ.Ce.ϕ+

π2

12
.(1− ΛB

I ).κ.Ce.ϕ

)
+
π2

12
.ξ2LII,B

1 + ξ2LII,B.

(
π2

12
− 1

)
(6.41)

B.III



NB
III = NB

II = Nd,max. + 0′36.1′35.NCol.
SW

uBULS = uBIII = uBIII(χMech.) + uBIII(χNon−Mech.)

uBIII(χMech.) ≈
MB

u,III .(2L)2

EIBIII
.

(
ΛB
II

c22
+

1− ΛB
II

12

)
+

1

2
.

(
χBu,III −MB

u,III .
χBy,III
MB

y,III

)
.xy.

(
L− xy

3

)

uBIII(χNon−Mech.) ≈
ΛB
I .J.M

B
y,I

EIBI
.
(2L)2

c22
.(κ.Ce.ϕ) +

(1− ΛB
I ).J.MB

y,I

EIBI
.
(2L)2

12
.(κ.Ce.ϕ)

HB
III =

MB
u,III −NB

III .u
B
III

L

xy
(
ΛB
II

)
=

L

2.ΛB
II

.

ΛB
II − 1 +

(
(ΛB

II)
2 + 2.AII − 4.ΛB

II .
MB

y,II

MB
u,II

+ 1

)1

2


(6.42)
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Friction Force Limitations:

The previous formulations allow to work out for a defined column (geometry and rein-
forcement) to which a set of actions are applied, the total displacement that causes the
column to collapse, uBULS = uBIII , with the same ratio R than the applied actions.

The question that arises now is the column’s collapse scenario described in Stage III is
really possible. It has been remarked many times before that the column follows the deck
displacements only while the mobilized friction force remains below the maximum friction
force at each moment, which basically depends on the friction coefficient and on the acting
vertical load. If throughout the different three stages I, II and III, the maximum friction
force has been reached or exceeded, the column’s columns will not occur. The three
conditions that need to be met to guarantee the failure of the column are the following:


HB
I < µd.N

B
I = 5%.NB

I

HB
II < µd.N

B
II = 5%.NB

II

HB
III < µd.N

B
III = 5%.NB

III

(6.43)

If any of the three is not met, the column failure is not to happen and column remains
safe. This said, it is deeply believed that this case in which the column does not fail
thanks to friction limitations can not be considered as safe as those when columns do
not fail whichever friction force is mobilized, with no friction restrictions. This belief lies
on the fact that bearings show in rare occasions far larger friction coefficients than those
expected and used for columns design purposes, sometimes due to poor installation, some
others due to poor performance, others due to excessive dust or just simply because the
design engineer committed an a mistake. It is also true that there are simple ways to pre-
dict, by a simple look at the column, if the bearings are misbehaving. This is addressed
in section 8.3.

6.6.10 Calculation Sequence

6.6.10.1 Standard approach

For a given column, cross section, height and actions the goal is to determine the
minimum reinforcement area that satisfies the security standards for the longitudinal
analysis, represented through ωLA. The calculation steps hereby presented determine if a
selected reinforcement ratio constant along the column is able to guarantee equilibrium
of the column to applied actions. The design process should start with the minimum
reinforcement and increase gradually until equilibrium is guaranteed. The calculation
steps to determine the adequacy of a certain reinforcement ratio are the following:

1. The values of displacements are work out taking the distance to the deck’s fixed
point and the rheological and temperature variation strains.
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uAtot.,d = utemp.,d + ui = 1′50.εtemp..DFP + ui

uBtot.,d = uprog.,d + utemp.,d + ui ≈ (1′35.εcs + 1′35.εcr + 1′50.εtemp.) .DFP + ui
(6.44)

Work out the contribution of the progressive displacement applied to the column to
the total displacements, value that will be referred to as R:

R =
ucs,d + ucr,d

utot.,d
=

ucs,d + ucr,d
ucs,d + ucr,d + utemp.,d + ui

(6.45)

Now it is the moment to choose the value of creep coefficient governing the columns
behavior, ϕ(tp0,∞) where tp0 stands for the pier concrete age at the time permanent
vertical loads are applied to column. A reasonable value of this coefficient is 2’00.
The aging coefficient value is largely discussed in appendix C. A recommended value
of this coefficient that comes up with conservative results is 0’50.

2. First thing is to get bending-curvature diagrams, for the assumed material strain-
stress diagrams, for axial loads (Np and Nd,max), for the given cross section geometry
and reinforcement ωLA. This information can be easily obtained for rectangular
hollow cross sections from tables in Appendix A.

3. Loading Scenario B requires to work out the value for J that satisfies the previous
ratio:

uBI (J)

uBIII(J)
= R⇒ J (6.46)

As a first approach, it is recommended to start with a J value of 0’60.

4. Mobilized horizontal forces for each of the stages of the two loading scenarios A and
B are to be obtained.

5. Work out the displacement values uAULS and uBULS.

6. Compare displacement values:


If uAtot.,d <

uAULS
γRd.γO

AND uBtot.,d <
uBULS
γRd.γO

: Column satisfactory behaviour

If uAtot.,d ≥
uAULS
γRd.γO

OR uBtot.,d ≥
uBULS
γRd.γO

{
Likely failure

Check friction force restrictions

(6.47)
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7. Bearing response to be checked if required in the previous step. The last verification
to see what happens to the column is to prove if the mobilized horizontal forces, in
all stages, do not exceed the corresponding maximum friction force.


Scenario A: HA

I < µd.N
A
I and HA

II < µd.N
A
II

Scenario B: HB
I < µd.N

B
I and HB

II < µd.N
B
II and HB

III < µd.N
B
III

(6.48)

If it does, at least at one of the stages, the failure of the column (if it has proved so
in the previous step), will not be reached and the column will be in equilibrium for
the given actions. This equilibrium situation is so thanks to the limitation in the
bearings friction coefficients, otherwise the column will collapse.

8. If the column’s response to actions is satisfactory the design ends up here. If this is
not the case, the previous steps have to be rerun with a greater reinforcement area
until the column is capable of withstanding the loads.

The result of the described steps would be a reinforcement area defined by ωLA constant
along the column that is adequate for the longitudinal analysis. The longitudinal column
design procedure is represented in figure 6.16 through a flowchart to clarify the different
steps that need to be followed.
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Figure 6.16: Flow Chart. Column’s Longitudinal Design Procedure to obtain ωLA
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6.6.10.2 Extended approach

This chapter addresses the column longitudinal design with the aid of the previous for-
mulations but in a different style. It may be slightly more time-consuming initially, but
it will be shown later that with the aid of graphs the design will be more accurate.

The objective is to find the optimum reinforcement distribution for a column for which
applied actions and geometry are given. Regarding the geometry, the cross section is
predetermined and so is the column’s height. The deck’s displacement at the column’s
location and the axial loads are also given.

The first step is to obtain Moment-Curvature Diagrams for the two previously mentioned
axial loads, Np and Nd,max. The first one stands for the permanent non-factored axial
load and the second for the maximum factored axial load. This should be done for the
different values of parameter Pw which represents the mechanical capacity ratio of cross
section rebars versus cross section concrete:

Pw = ωLA =
As.fyd
t.fcd

(6.49)

These diagrams may be easily obtained. For the particular case of hollow rectangular
sections, this Thesis presents a set of dimensionless tables to ease the task, see Appendix
A. These tables cover the following values of Pw, starting from the minimum required
rebars to the maximum accepted by the European Standards: 0′04, 0′15, 0′30, 0′45, 0′60,
0′75, 0′90 and 1′00.

With moment-curvature diagrams defined for each of the values of Pw, it is time to apply
the formulations in section 6.6.9 to each Pw independently, covering both loading sce-
narios, A and B. The result of this process is of great interest. For each of these loading
scenarios, A and B, a graph with really helpful information is obtained, see example graph
in figure 6.17. The graphs will be addressed as Design Curves. These graphs show quite
clearly the case for which the column collapses with a mobilized friction force reaching its
maximum value, µd.N . The collapse of the column takes place for imposed displacement
whose value will be referred to as u∗ULS, following the criteria set previously in section 5.4.
This case occurs for a certain reinforcement parameter, that will be referred to as P ∗w. To
differentiate the loading scenario they refer to either an A or B will be indicated. With
the aid of the previous graph it will be quite simple to address the column design.

The idea of finding the imposed displacement value that develops friction force up to its
maximum was initially introduced in section 5. It is in fact a really helpful concept for the
columns design, as it has proved throughout this work. It’s value depends on the analysis
type applied whether it takes nonlinearities (geometrical and material) into account or
not. In this method, this concept plays a key role mainly because it is associated to a
column’s failure scenario. In other words, it presents a loading case for which the columns
fails and the maximum friction force is developed, all this for a certain reinforcement ratio
that will also be referred to with an asterisk (P ∗w).
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Now, how to use these parameters (u∗ULS and P ∗w) for the method’s interest. It is quite
simple, there are two scenarios possible:

• When the factored imposed displacement affected by γRd and γ0 is greater than
(u∗ULS), it is concluded that the column will not reach this displacement and a
reinforcement value associated to P ∗w would do fine.

• When the factored imposed displacement affected by γRd and γ0 is lower than u∗ULS,
the optimum reinforcement value will be lower than the one associated to P ∗w. In
this case, the column will not develop the maximum friction force.

All these previous cases, applied simultaneously to both Loading Scenarios A and B, are
summarized algebraically as:

Figure 6.17: Design Curve. Example
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Loading Scenario A: Temperature Displacements

If uAtot.,d.γRd.γ0 ≥ u∗AULS ⇒ PA
w,min. = P ∗Aw

If uAtot.,d.γRd.γ0 < u∗AULS ⇒ PA
w,min. to be obtained from graph

Loading Scenario B: Total Displacements

If uBtot.,d.γRd.γ0 ≥ u∗BULS ⇒ PB
w,min. = P ∗Bw

If uBtot.,d.γRd.γ0 < u∗BULS ⇒ PB
w,min. obtained from Scenario B Graph

Design Result:

Pw,min. = max(PA
w,min., P

B
w,min., 0

′04)⇒ ωmin. =
As.fyd
Ac.fcd

= Pw,min.

(6.50)

Where:


uAtot.,d = 1′50.εtemp..DFP + ui

uBtot.,d = uprog.,d + utemp.,d + ui ≈ (1′35.εcs + 1′35.εcr + 1′50.εtemp.) .DFP + ui
(6.51)

6.6.11 Validation of the longitudinal analysis method

The validation of the method that is presented in this thesis has been done with a software
that runs column’s second order non linear analysis, Pyrus-5, developed by a Swiss
company based in Zurich called Cubus. The different programs that Cubus distributes
is extensively used by all sort of structural engineers, covering many different structure
types. The characteristics that make this program, Pyrus-5, suitable to validate the
method are listed below:

• Dedicated to reinforced concrete column analysis.

• Calculations follow second order theory.

• Material non-linearities are accounted for, in other words, non-linear calculations.

• It allows for flexibility defining material stress-strain curves.

• Cross sectional analysis is implemented.

• Column’s creep due to permanent loads is internally computed.

A total of 6 cases have been wisely selected to prove the validity of the method. The 6
cases show different group of values for the 5 dimensionless parameters that govern the
column’s response, described in section 6.6.13. Each of the 6 cases inputs are summarized
in figure 6.18.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Dimensionless Parameters

PN 0,20 0,10 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20

Pw 0,50 0,50 0,70 0,50 0,50 0,50

Pt 8,00 8,00 8,00 10,00 8,00 8,00

Pb 2,70 2,70 2,70 2,70 3,00 2,70

ξo (%) 0,50% 0,50% 0,50% 0,50% 0,50% 0,25%

Column's geometry

L (m) 26,5 37,4 26,5 33,9 26,7 18,7

b (m) 6,48 6,48 6,48 8,10 7,20 6,48

c (m) 2,40 2,40 2,40 3,00 2,40 2,40

t (m) 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30

Reinforcement

w (cm2/m) 69 69 97 69 69 69

Materials

fck (Mpa) 30 30 30 30 30 30

fyk (Mpa) 500 500 500 500 500 500

Actions

Ntop (ton) 1987 994 1987 2520 2160 1987

Ntop+SW/3 (ton) 2106 1161 2106 2712 2290 2071

Nbott. (ton) 2316 1458 2316 3054 2520 2220

R (scenario B) 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,60

Creep Coeff. 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00

Figure 6.18: Method’s Validation. Cases under analysis

For each of the cases, the method has been applied to work out the imposed displacement
leading to failure, and so has been the case using software Pyrus. The acting axial loads
for each of the cases have been assumed invariable throughout the calculation. The proof
of the method’s validation is covered in figure 6.19.

The detailed calculation outputs are gathered together in Appendix E.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Dimensionless Parameters

PN 0,20 0,10 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20

Pw 0,50 0,50 0,70 0,50 0,50 0,50

Pt 8,00 8,00 8,00 10,00 8,00 8,00

Pb 2,70 2,70 2,70 2,70 3,00 2,70

ξo (%) 0,50% 0,50% 0,50% 0,50% 0,50% 0,25%

Column's geometry

L (m) 26,5 37,4 26,5 33,9 26,7 18,7

b (m) 6,48 6,48 6,48 8,10 7,20 6,48

c (m) 2,40 2,40 2,40 3,00 2,40 2,40

t (m) 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30

Reinforcement

w (cm2/m) 69 69 97 69 69 69

Materials

fck (Mpa) 30 30 30 30 30 30

fyk (Mpa) 500 500 500 500 500 500

Actions

Ntop (ton) 1987 994 1987 2520 2160 1987

Ntop+SW/3 (ton) 2106 1161 2106 2712 2290 2071

Nbott. (ton) 2316 1458 2316 3054 2520 2220

R (scenario B) 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,60

Creep Coeff. 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00

Total Displacement Causing Failure

Method (mm) (1) 492 1.033 553 652 511 252

(ton) 309 191 410 391 333 463

Pyrus (mm) (2) 540 1060 585 690 535 255

(ton) 320 201 423 411 347 479

Ratio (1)/(2) 91% 97% 94% 95% 95% 99%

Figure 6.19: Method’s Validation. Comparing results
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6.6.12 Reinforcement distribution along column

The method presented in this Thesis, and in particular the longitudinal design formulation
proposed in this chapter, make the assumption of uniform cross-sections, both in geome-
try and reinforcement. It wouldn’t be fair to close down this work without addressing the
case of variable reinforcement ratios keeping uniform geometry. With this intention this
chapter sets the principles that allow the method to be used for columns with uniform
cross section and variable reinforcement.

In order to get evidence to make future assumptions it is believed helpful to this issue
to see how the moment-curvature diagrams differ with difference reinforcement ratios for
a given axial load. In particular, what would be more helpful for our purpose is the
first stretch stiffness value, which is defined by the ratio My/χy. Figure 6.20 shows the
trend for different axial load coefficients PN , see equation 6.54. The mentioned figure
shows increasing first stretch stiffness with reinforcement coefficient Pw. In other words,
the higher reinforcement ratio the stiffer the section performs in the first stretch of the
equivalent moment-curvature diagram.

Figure 6.20: Analysis of 1st Stretch of moment-curvature diagram

Now, let’s take a column and two alternates reinforcement distributions. One will be a
uniform distribution (A) and the other increasing downwards with a parabolic/sine trend
(B), see figure 6.21. For the loading scenario under analysis in this chapter and assum-
ing the equivalent yield point has not been exceeded at the bottom section it is evident
that the reinforcement distribution B is more flexible and will allow further displacements.

On top of this, it is also important to remark that, keeping in mind the column moment
distribution, the base cross-section is without any doubt the first cross-section to reach
its equivalent yield point. This is the case for this particular loading scenario the method
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considers.

Figure 6.21: Column with uniform cross-section geometry and variable reinforcement

Figure 6.22: Valid column reinforcement distribution ωLA from longitudinal calculation

As a consequence of the previous considerations, the method may be applied to obtain
the bottom cross-section mechanical reinforcement ratio:

ωLA,bottom = ωLA: with ωLA obtained from longitudinal analysis formulations (6.52)

The top cross-section mechanical reinforcement, ωLA,top, is easily obtained. Note that
the reinforcement at the top cross-section must be at least greater than the minimum
geometrical and minimum mechanical ratio. The mechanical reinforcement distribution
along the column will then be a perfect sine distribution with those two values as boundary
conditions. With this distribution, and it is guaranteed that no intermediate cross-section
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will fail. It must be said that it can not be guaranteed the method’s validity if a linear
variation is applied from the top to the bottom section.

ωLA(x) = (ωLA,bottom − ωLA,top) .cos
(π

2
.
x

L

)
+ ωLA,top (6.53)

6.6.13 Dimensionless Design Curves for rectangular hollow
cross sections

The previous extended procedure presented in section 6.6.10.2 is a great help when trying
to get a reasonable estimate of the amount of reinforcement to display in each of the
columns of a bridge with the layout under analysis from the beginning of this work. The
difficulty of getting this graph is a relative one, basically because the hardest task of all
which is working out the required Moment-Curvature Diagrams for the material behavior
assumed is easily obtained for hollow rectangular cross sections through the dimensionless
tables in Appendix A. The intention was to find out the governing parameters in the
bending behavior of hollow rectangular cross sections, see figure B.1. As a brief recall,
the governing dimensionless parameters were the following:

Figure 6.23: Hollow Rectangular Cross Section

M

N.c
− χ.c : Governing parameters



PN =
N

Ac.fcd

Pw = ωLA =
As.fyd
Ac.fcd

=
Ω.fyd
t.fcd

Pt =
c

t

Pb =
b

c

(6.54)

The last two parameters are related to the cross section geometry, the second one to the
mechanical capacity of concrete versus reinforcement and the first one the ratio of the
applied axial load versus the concrete cross section total compressive strength. In other
words, two different sections (each one subjected to a different axial load), share equal
Dimensionless Moment-Curvature Diagram if the following applies:
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• Both sections are geometrically proportional, sharing a scale factor. This is
guaranteed by parameters Pt and Pb.

• Ratio of mechanical cross section reinforcement capacity and cross section concrete
capacity is shared by both cross sections, represented in parameter Pw.

• The axial load divided by cross section concrete compressive strength is equal for
both cases, represented in parameter PN .

Now, being these four parameters of equal value is not enough to get the Longitudinal
Design Dimensionless Curves since there is no parameter accounting the relevance of
second order effects in the column’s behavior. This parameter which has come up in
this work previously is no other than the axial load coefficient, generally referred to as
ξ, which represents the ratio axial load versus buckling axial load. In the case of this
type of columns, it was decided to define the buckling length as lo = 0′70.L, for what the
parameter will take the following formulation:

ξlo=0′70L
o = N.

(0′70L)2

π2.Ec.I
(6.55)

Example set of graphs

It is the intention of this section to show an example of these graphs for reasonable
parameters values. Still, there are a few aspects that need to be addressed before obtaining
the curves. These aspects represent assumptions to be made to simplify the analysis to
the maximum extent possible, what will allow to get just one set of Longitudinal Design
Dimensionless Curves :

• The value of coefficient Ru, that defines the ratio of factored progressive
displacements (creep and shrinkage) versus total factored displacements (creep,
shrinkage and temperature), is taken as 65%.

• The maximum factored axial load, Nd, will be taken as twice of the permanent
non-factored axial load, Np. This assumption will allow to reduce the number of
curves.

• The column’s creep behavior will be assessed using a creep coefficient value of 1’50
and the aging coefficient will be considered as 0’50, slightly low value to account for
the restriction of reinforcement bars to concrete creep.

• The curves presented in this work cover a reasonably wide range of non-tapered
hollow rectangular cross section column cases. These cases are represented in the
following parameters values:
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PN =
Np

Ac.fcd
: 0.10-0.20-0.30

Pt =
c

t
: 6.00-8.00-10.00

Pb =
b

c
: 2.40-2.70-3.00

(6.56)

However, the idea of these curves is extendable to any other type of cross section.

• The parameter PN will refer to the value of non-factored permanent axial load which
is extensively used in this method.

• The total number of graphs will be 27, the result of covering the previous parameters
values. It is believed these graphs will be sufficient to fulfil their purpose.

• Each graph will include 5 different scenarios of axial load coefficient, in other words,
different degrees of second order effects. The values represented of ξlo=0′70L

p refer to
the non-factored permanent axial load:

ξlo=0′70L
p = Np.

(0′70L)2

π2.Ec.I
: 0′02%− 0′25%− 0′50%− 0′75%− 1′00% (6.57)

• Dimensionless Design Curves only show the maximum friction force mobilized
during the loading history, being this the restricting one to tell if the failure scenario
may be reached.

The idea to use dimensionless design curves to design columns was brilliantly developed by
[Corres Peiretti(1980)] to a different column scenario, with loads as actions. The method
presented in that work assumed the Model Column theory to work on the optimum rein-
forcement ratio accounting for any nature of failure, bending and buckling.

An example of the Dimensionless Design Curves is represented in figure 6.24.
Nevertheless, the complete set of graphs are included in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.24: Dimensionless Longitudinal Design Curves. Example
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Helpful guidelines for tapered columns

Figure 7.1: Kochertal bridge (Germany)

7.1 Introduction

It is quite common practice to give high columns an increasing cross-section within depth
to allow for a more suitable way to cope with the internal forces, significantly higher at
bottom sections.

This chapter addresses the most common case of columns with rectangular variable cross-
section applied in railway and motorway bridges. In these columns, both width (b) and
depth (c) may vary linearly all along while wall thickness (t) remains constant, see figure
7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Linearly sloped columns. Inertia distribution

It is not covered in this Thesis columns with non-linear slopes such as parabolic. The main
reason is that linearly sloped columns cover almost a ninety percent of all bridges sloped
columns. It is neither covered non rectangular cross sections, basically for the same reason.

It should be reminded that this Thesis main objective is to present some sort of simple
designing method for bridges columns. It seems rather impossible to cover all realistic
columns layout, thus it has been decided to focus on the most common columns layout,
represented in rectangular cross-section linearly sloped columns.

The analysis of this type of columns throughout this chapter is first order elastic.

7.2 Cross section inertia distribution

Before moving further in the analysis of linearly sloped bridge columns, it is necessary, as
starting point, to know more on the inertia distribution all along their length.

Assuming linearly variable cross-section width, depth and fixed wall thickness, the cross-
section inertia may be mathematically represented through the following equation:

I(x) =
1

12
.
(
b(x).c(x)3 − (b(x)− 2.t).(c(x)− 2.t)3

){b(x) = b(L) + 2.x/stransv.

c(x) = c(L) + 2.x/slong.
(7.1)

This expression gives the cross-section inertia at any height, though it is slightly compli-
cated to handle. This section’s goal is to come up with simpler expression, which could
take as inputs three significant cross-sections inertias (top, middle and bottom ones).

With this idea in mind, three alternative simplified cross-section inertia distribution ex-
pressions are presented in the following paragraphs. As a way to compare suitability of
each expression for linearly sloped columns, it has been decided to perform an analysis of
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the most common columns layouts.

This columns analysis intends to cover the most common cases of bridge columns. The
analysis scope is summarized in the following ideas:

• This analysis focus on hollow and solid rectangular cross-sections with longitudinal
and transversal slopes. In the case of hollow sections, the wall thickness has been
considered constant all along the columns.

• The most common slope values Slong. and Stransv., see figure 7.2, in bridges columns
range from 50 to infinity. It is rather unlikely to find slopes bellow 50, thus the
analysis will not cover such slopes.

• On the other hand, columns with identical longitudinal and transversal slopes are
rather unlikely. Nevertheless, it is frequent to see columns with both longitudinal
and transversal slopes but with one of them clearly predominant over the other.

• The analysis has been performed for 4 column height values: 10 m, 30 m, 60 m and
90 meters in the case of hollow rectangular cross-sections.

• It is rather unlikely to find solid cross-section columns over 30 meters of height. As
a consequence, heights values considered for this case are only 10 m and 30 meters.

7.2.1 Simplified formulations for inertia distribution

The following paragraph present the three tentative simplified formulations for columns
inertia distributions:

1st Simplified inertia distribution

This first approach, equation 7.3, lies on the idea of assuming a second order inertia
distribution taking as inputs the exact inertia at top, middle and bottom sections. The
inertia ratios, referred to as P3 and P4, will be further used throughout this Thesis.

Inputs


I0 = I(x = L)

I1 = I(x = L/2) = P3.I0

I2 = I(x = 0) = P4.I0

(7.2)

The expression takes the following formulation:

I(z)

I0
= 2.

(
I2
I0
− 2.

I1
I0

+ 1

)
.
( z
L

)2
+

(
−I2
I0

+ 4.
I1
I0
− 3

)
.
( z
L

)
+ 1 (7.3)

Changing the parameter z to x, and giving it dimensionless presentation, the previous
expression turns into:
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I(x)

I0
=

(
2.
I2
I0
− 4.

I1
I0

+ 2

)
.
(x
L

)2
+

(
−3.

I2
I0

+ 4.
I1
I0
− 1

)
.
(x
L

)
+
I2
I0

(7.4)

This simplified expression for the inertia distribution gives excellent results for this type
of columns. Even for solid cross-section columns this approach gives quite accurate results
along overall height.

2nd Simplified inertia distribution

The second approach, represented in equation 7.6, lies on the idea of assuming an
exponential inertia distribution taking as inputs the exact inertia at top and bottom
sections:

Inputs

{
I0 = I(x = L)

I2 = I(x = 0) = P4.I0
(7.5)

The expression is with no doubt the simplest of the three:

I(x) = I2.e
−a.x (7.6)

where:

a =
1

L
.ln
I2
I0

(7.7)

This expression gives though poor results for this type of columns, particulary poor in
cross sections situated at mid height. The bottom and top cross-sections inertia match
exactly since part of boundary conditions.

3rd Simplified inertia distribution

This third approach assumes a inertia distribution represented by equation 7.8:

I(x) = K1. (1−K2.x)K3 (7.8)

where K1 represents the inertia at the bottom section, I2. Taking the top and bottom
sections as boundary conditions the expression that links together K2 and K3 is the
formula bellow:

K2 =
1

L
.

1−
(
I0
I2

) 1

K3

 (7.9)

The most accurate estimation of the inertia distribution using this formulation requires
different values of K3 ranging from 1 to 2.76. This complicates the expression way too
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much.

Comparing results:

It is now time to compare results given by the first two proposed expressions. Cross-section
inertia error, in percentage, will be worked out along columns height for the different slopes
configurations and mentioned columns heights. These results are graphically represented
in figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Simplified expressions for inertia distribution. Accuracy results

Having a look at the results, it seems there is no doubt that the most suitable simplified
expression to assess the cross-section inertia distribution is the first one, that is represented
by:

I(z)

I0
= 2.

(
I2
I0
− 2.

I1
I0

+ 1

)
.
( z
L

)2
+

(
−I2
I0

+ 4.
I1
I0
− 3

)
.
( z
L

)
+ 1 (7.10)

From this paragraph onwards, this will be the simplified expression to be used to assess
the inertia distribution in variable cross-section columns.

On the other hand, it is helpful to recall the two parameters that were mentioned before
and will come up later in the Thesis. These two parameters are:


P3 =

I1
I0

P4 =
I2
I0

(7.11)

With these two parameters, equation 7.10, will take the following formulation:
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I(z)

I0
= 2. (P4 − 2.P3 + 1) .

( z
L

)2
+ (−P4 + 4.P3 − 3) .

( z
L

)
+ 1 (7.12)
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7.2.2 Railway Bridges Columns. Regular inertia distributions

The inertia distribution within a column may be expressed, as indicated in the previous
section, as a function of the upper cross section inertia and two parameters, P3 and P4.
Both parameters P3 and P4 are associated to the column inertia at relevant cross-sections
which are the top, middle and bottom sections. Both parameters define together the
cross-section inertia distribution shape.

To find out the most representative values of values in railway bridges columns a thorough
analysis has been performed considering the following ideas:

• This analysis focus on hollow and solid rectangular cross-sections with longitudinal
and transversal slopes. In the case of hollow sections, the wall thickness has been
considered constant.

• The most common slope values Slong. and Stransv., see figure 7.2, in railway bridges
columns range from 50 to infinity. It is rather unlikely to find slopes bellow 50. For
this reason, the analysis will not cover such slopes.

• On the other hand, the case when longitudinal and transversal slopes are equal
is rather unlikely to occur. This case results can not be consequently considered
representative of railway bridges columns although it has been considered in the
analysis.

• The analysis has been performed for 4 column height values: 10 m, 30 m, 60 m and
90 meters in the case of hollow rectangular cross-sections.

• It is rather unlikely to find solid cross-section columns over 30 meters of height. As
a consequence, heights values considered for this case are only 10 m and 30 meters.

The results are illustrated separately for hollow and solid cross sections. Figures 7.4, 7.4
and 7.4 show results for hollow rectangular cross-section sloped columns while 7.7, 7.8
and 7.9 represent solid rectangular sloped columns.
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Figure 7.4: Hollow rectangular cross section longitudinally sloped columns

Figure 7.5: Hollow rectangular cross section transversally sloped columns

Figure 7.6: Hollow rectangular cross section longitudinally-transversally sloped columns
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Figure 7.7: Solid rectangular cross section longitudinally sloped columns

Figure 7.8: Solid rectangular cross section transversally sloped columns

Figure 7.9: Solid rectangular cross section longitudinally-transversally sloped columns

The whole set of figures show very much the same tendency and almost identical values of
P3−P4. Getting deeper in the analysis of hollow cross-sections, it is observed an slightly
different tendency between columns with just longitudinal slope and those with equal
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slopes both longitudinal and transversal.

The main goal now is to find coupled values of P3 − P4 which enables to cover the wide
range of columns geometry for bridges. Taking into account all previous results, the fol-
lowing couple of values will be considered:

Table 7.1: Coupled values of P3 and P4

P3 1’00 1’25 1’45 1’85 2’85 3’80 4’65 5’55
P4 1’00 1’50 2’00 3’00 6’00 9’00 12’00 16’00

7.3 Geometric Line

7.3.1 Basic ideas and assumptions

This chapter addresses the analysis of the Geometric Line (GL) for linearly sloped columns
of constant wall thickness subjected to any loading, see figure 7.10. The column’s cross-
section inertia distribution has been proved to be easily expressed in terms of three cross-
section inertias (top, middle and bottom, represented in parameters I0, P3 and P4) through
expression 7.12.

Figure 7.10: Linearly variable cross section

In this particular case, the GL represents the relation between the base cross-section total
eccentricity et and the column curvature χt at the same cross-section when subjected to
any actions. In general terms, the GL can be represented by the following expression:

et = f(χt) (7.13)
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It is extremely important to keep in mind all the assumptions that lies beneath this overall
idea of GL, applied to the column assumed:

• Second order elastic theory is always assumed.

• The column presents linear slopes. Cross-section inertia distribution may be
expressed in terms of I0, P3 and P4 through expression 7.12.

• Axil forces are assumed to be equal along column.

• The critical cross-section is the bottom one although it has not yet been proved so.

In a certain way, it is like if the GL defined was only strictly valid for fully elastic column
response. This must be kept in mind to know the insides of any method using the GL
concept.

7.3.2 GL simplified formulation

The GL simplified formulation is deduced hereby:

ut = u1 + u2 =
N.e1
EI2

.
(2.L)2

(cv.c.s1 )2
+
N.ut
EI2

.
(2.L)2

(cv.c.s2 )2
(7.14)

where e1 stands for the first order eccentricity at the bottom section, and ut for the total
top section displacement.

e1 =
H.L+M +

q.L2

2
N

(7.15)

Now, by algebraic manipulation:

ut =

(
π

cv.c.s1

)2

.
1

1− π2

(cv.c.s2 )2
.ξ2

.ξ2.e1 (7.16)

where:

ξ2 =
N.(2.L)2

π2.EI2
(7.17)

With the previous expression of ut, the Geometric Line can be expressed as:

et =
Mf

N
=
Mf,1 +Mf,2

N
= e1 + ut = e1.

1 +
π2

(cv.c.s1 )2
.

ξ2

1− π2

(cv.c.s2 )2
.ξ2

 (7.18)
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On the other hand, the Mechanical Line (ML) for variable cross sections is expressed as:

et =
EI2
N

.χt (7.19)

The intersection of both the GL and ML gives:

χt =
π2

(2.L)2
.

1 +
π2

(cv.c.s1 )2
.

1

1

ξ2
− π2

(cv.c.s2 )2

 .ξ2.e1 (7.20)

Eliminating ξe,2 from the previous equation, the implicit GL is easily deduced:

χt.L =
1

4
.

(cv.c.s1 )2.(cv.c.s2 )2.
(et
L
− e1
L

)
(cv.c.s1 )2.

(et
L
− e1
L

)
+ (cv.c.s2 )2.

e1
L

.
et
L

(7.21)

Note that this GL formulation is exactly identical to the GL deduced for constant cross-
section columns. The main difference is the value of curvature coefficients cv.c.s1 and cv.c.s2 ,
which now depend on the variable inertia cross-section distribution along the column.
This issue is addressed in the following section.

It has been properly verified that the accuracy of this simplified method is outstanding,
and may be used as to estimate the deformed shape of variable cross section columns
under a linear elastic analysis.

7.3.2.1 Coefficients c1 and c2 for variable cross-section columns

As a consequence of the variable elastic cross-section along the column, the curvature
distribution, both first and second order, take a different shape than when cross section
remains constant. In that case, previously described, the curvature coefficients values
where:


c1,H =

√
12

c1,M =
√

8

c1,q =
√

16

c2 = π

(7.22)

Now, the values of c1 and c2 depend not only on the bending moment distribution but also
on the cross-section inertia distribution, which may be expressed in terms of coefficients
P3 and P4, see equation 7.12.
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It would be a considerable step forward to find out an expression of c1 and c2 in terms
of P4, assuming that the range for P3 for a given P4 value is relatively short. With this
target in mind, a set of representative sloped columns have been analyzed to calibrate
c1 and c2 expressions in terms of P4. The representative set of sloped columns may be
defined in terms of the following couple of values P3 − P4. This was justified before.

Table 7.2: Parametric values

P3 1’00 1’25 1’45 1’85 2’85 3’80 4’65 5’55
P4 1’00 1’50 2’00 3’00 6’00 9’00 12’00 16’00

Figure 7.11 shows how the inertia distribution along the column transforms the curvature
diagram, leading to a different curvature coefficient values for each inertia distribution.

Figure 7.11: Linearly variable cross section

For each case, the top displacement (ui) is calculated integrating the curvature diagram.
Each coefficient is simply worked out as follows:

cv.c.si =

√
χi.(2.L)2

ui
(7.23)

where χi represents the bottom curvature. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 shows the coefficients c1
and c2 values versus P4. For each of them, a logarithmic expression has been worked out
giving excellent and accurate results. Those expressions are:

cv.c.s1,H = −0′345.Ln(P4) +
√

12

cv.c.s1,M = −0′386.Ln(P4) +
√

8

cv.c.s1,q = −0′31.Ln(P4) +
√

16

cv.c.s2 = −0′34.Ln(P4) + π

(7.24)

When different loading types are applied simultaneously, the coefficient c1 can be
determined by the following equation:
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Figure 7.12: Coefficient cv.c.s1 versus P4

Figure 7.13: Coefficient cv.c.s2 versus P4

(cv.c.s1 )2 =
M1

M1,H

(cv.c.s1,H )2
+

M1,M

(cv.c.s1,M )2
+

M1,q

(cv.c.s1,q )2


M1,H = H.L

M1,M = M

M1,q = q.
L2

2

(7.25)

With these expressions for c1 and c2, the implicit DG formulation, 7.21, can be easily
estimated.

v
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7.4 Equivalent constant cross-section column

7.4.1 Equivalent column with constant cross-section

It is the purpose of this section to propose a constant cross-section equivalent column to
any variable cross-section column in order to allow for simpler calculations. As a first
step in this issue, it will be considered the simple case of fully elastic material behavior
accounting for second order effects, quite obvious this remark. In this task, it will be of
great help previous formulations that have come up along this chapter, summarized just
bellow:

ut =

(
π

cv.c.s1

)2

.
1

1− π2

(cv.c.s2 )2
.ξlo=2L

2

.ξlo=2L
2 .e1 (7.26)

ξlo=2L
2 =

N.(2L)2

π2.E.I2
(7.27)


cv.c.s1,H = −0′345.Ln(P4) +

√
12

cv.c.s1,M = −0′386.Ln(P4) +
√

8

cv.c.s1,q = −0′31.Ln(P4) +
√

16

cv.c.s2 = −0′34.Ln(P4) + π

(7.28)

(cv.c.s1 )2 =
H.L+M + q.

L2

2

H.L

(cv.c.s1,H )2
+

M

(cv.c.s1,M )2
+

q.
L2

2
(cv.c.s1,q )2

(7.29)

What it will be considered to be the equivalence between both columns is basically the
top column’s displacement (ut).

uc.c.s.t = uv.c.s.t (7.30)

This ends up giving the following equation:

Iequiv.
I0
≈ P1.

[
1 +

(
cv.c.s.1

cc.c.s.1

)2

.

(
P4

P1

−
(

π

cv.c.s.2

)2
)]

(7.31)

where P1 stands for:

P1 =
N.(2L)2

Ec.I0
(7.32)
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where cv.c.s.1 stands for the first order curvature coefficient for the variable cross-section
column whereas cc.c.s.1 stands for the first order curvature coefficient for a constant cross-
section column (P4 = 1). The second order curvature coefficient for the variable cross-
section column is referred to as cv.c.s.2 .

This equation can be used to compute the constant cross-section inertia which results
equivalent to a variable cross-section column of the same height. Looking at the equation,
it is apparently easy to tell which parameters take part but it was worth getting deeper
into this subject:

• Type of acting loads and contribution to the first order eccentricity at the bottom
section, represented in curvature coefficients, cc.c.s.1 , cv.c.s.1 and cv.c.s.2 ,

• Axial load coefficient, represented in P1, appears in the formulation although it has
real influence in it. This can be appreciated in the graphs.

• Ratio between the bottom and the top section inertia, represented in P4. This is
the most determinant parameter of the three, as it was expected.

The analysis has been performed for a limited range of values, which are considered
representative of bridges columns, see table 7.3. The scenarios considered in this analysis
take into account that the axial coefficient P1 can not show the same maximum value
for all P4 values basically because they are not realistic. As an example, for a column
with P4 = 1′50 it is not realistic to take a parameter P1 value of 5’00 because it is in
deed a buckling scenario. Similar to what was done for constant cross-section columns
(Pmax.

1 = 0′80), each value of P4 defines intrinsically a maximum axial load factor P1.
With this goal in mind and making a few assumptions, it is easy to obtain an approximate
maximum value of P1 in terms of P4. The expression proposed herein is the following one:

Iequiv. ≈ I0 + 0′60.(I2 − I0)
Pmax,c.c.s.
1 = 0′80

Pmax,v.c.s.
1 ≈ 0′80.(0′60.P4 + 0′40)

(7.33)

Taking into account the previous expression and the range in values of parameters P1 and
P4 the analysis will be run for the following scenarios, see table 7.3:

Table 7.3: Parameters values analyzed scenarios

P3 1’00 1’25 1’45 1’85 2’85 3’80 4’65 5’55
P4 1’00 1’50 2’00 3’00 6’00 9’00 12’00 16’00

P1 0’05 0’05 0’05 0’05 0’05 0’05 0’05 0’05
P1 0’40 0’40 0’40 0’40 0’40 0’40 0’40 0’40
P1 0’80 0’80 0’80 0’80 0’80 0’80 0’80 0’80
P1 - - - - 2’00 2’00 2’00 2’00
P1 - - - - - 3’50 3’50 3’50
P1 - - - - - - 5’00 5’00
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The analysis has been performed, as it was introduced before, for three different groups
accounting for the loading nature:

• Horizontal force at the column’s top, see figure 7.14.

• Uniform distributed horizontal load along column, see figure 7.15.

• Bending moment at the top of the column, see figure 7.16.

The analysis results drop the following interesting conclusions:

• The equivalent inertia value is highly dependant on parameter P4 value which defines
the inertia ratio between bottom and top sections.

• The equivalent inertia value shows dependance on the applied load nature (top
horizontal force, distributed load or top moment). While top horizontal force and
distributed load show more similar values the top moment case gives more different
values of Iequiv..

• It is not observed in analysis results any dependance at all in the parameter P1, or
very little dependance.
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Figure 7.14: Equivalent constant cross section column inertia. Top horizontal force
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Figure 7.15: Equivalent constant cross section column inertia. Distributed horizontal force
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Figure 7.16: Equivalent constant cross section column inertia. Top moment
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7.4.2 Equivalent cross-section position within column

With the help of equation 7.12 it is quite straightforward to find the cross-section location
within the variable cross-section column height which presents the same inertia as the one
obtained in equation 7.31. The results of this analysis have been divided again in three
different groups, accounting for the different loading type:

• Horizontal force at the column’s top, see figure 7.17.

• Uniform distributed horizontal load along column, see figure 7.18.

• Bending moment at the top of the column, see figure 7.19.

The analysis has been performed for the limited scenarios mentioned before, which are
considered representative of bridges columns. The analysis drops several interesting
conclusions:

• It greatly depends on the parameter P4 which represents the relation between top
and bottom cross sections inertias.

• It also depends, in a great manner, on the type of loads (either distributed, top
moment or top horizontal force). In this regard, and in order to give some figures,
the following statements may be made:

– For top horizontal forces plus axial load the equivalent cross section is located
around 27 per cent of column’s height from the bottom.

– For top moment plus axial load the equivalent cross section is located around
35 per cent of column’s height from the bottom.

– For distributed horizontal forces plus axial load the equivalent cross section is
located around 21 per cent of column’s height from the bottom.
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Figure 7.17: Equivalent constant cross section column location. Top horizontal force
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Figure 7.18: Equivalent constant cross section column location. Distributed load
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Figure 7.19: Equivalent constant cross section column location. Top moment
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Other design considerations

8.1 Introduction

This chapter is the result of gathering together author´s observations on various design
aspects on the columns under analysis in this Thesis.

8.2 Factoring PTFE POT bearings friction coeffi-

cient

There is no mention in any European Standard to factoring the friction coefficient value
to be used in the columns design. European code EN-1997 gives values of friction coeffi-
cients to be taken into account in all related structural elements, in this case the columns.
Nevertheless, the indicated values are similar to what the same code requires for the dif-
ferent tests that shall be performed. It seems like there is no safety margin in relation to
PTFE POT Bearings friction coefficient.

It is true that if the design has been correctly performed, installation properly done and
recommended maintenance carried out, these values should never be exceeded during
the service life of the bearing. Nevertheless, previous experience on this type of bridges
indicates that combination of different factors, among which the contamination of the
PTFE film stands out, causes the bearing to show higher friction coefficients than
expected. This is the main reason that this Thesis holds on to express the need to apply
a factor to the friction coefficient indicated in code EN-1997. The value of this factor may
be largely discussed. This work proposes a factor value of 1’40 for ULS verifications and
1’10 for SLS verifications.

8.3 Inspection plan: displacement monitoring

Bridge pier design is commonly governed by the maximum POT bearing friction
coefficient, µ, included in bearing codes such as the EN-1337. This maximum friction
coefficients are not expected to be exceeded throughout the bearing lifespan. However,
there is evidence of existing POT bearings showing higher friction coefficients. The reasons
leading to this cases may be any of the following:
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• Bad installation

• Wrongly assessed deck displacements

• Lack of inspection and maintenance

• Underestimation of displacements

It would be interesting to track, during each of the bridge inspections, the column’s top
displacement in order to assess if the maximum friction coefficient used in the column’s
design has been exceeded. To achieve this goal, column’s design should analyze the
maximum friction force scenario (maximum friction coefficient in accordance with bearing
codes) to work out the top column’s displacement. This value should be worked out for
all bridge columns, and altogether should be gathered together in a sort of Maintenance
Bridge Guide. This idea will help to easily detect any problem in PTFE POT bearings
behavior.

8.4 PTFE POT bearing misbehavior or failure sce-

nario

There has been extensive studies concerning the PTFE POT Bearings performance once
installed. The results of the studies show a list of the most common pathologies. Among
them there are a few which affect directly the interface between the column and the deck,
basically due to the increase of the friction coefficient.

• Elastomer extrusion caused by a defective seal or excessive rotations.

• PTFE film extrusion.

• Poor installation (poorly secured or incorrect placing).

• Bad performance of sliding system due to corrosion, deterioration or dirt of stainless
steel sliding plate.

• Problems derived from incorrect sliding plate position or shortage in its length.

• Contamination of the PTFE film and sliding plate.

There is plenty of literature about all these issues, among which it has been be-
lieved helpful to recall the following ones: [Campbell et al.(1993)], [Matute et al.(2008)],
[Bondonet y Filiatrault(1997)], [Roeder et al.(1995)], [Stanton(2010)], [Campbell et al.(1996)]
and [ACHE (2011)].

Any of the previous scenarios will push up the friction coefficient value above the reference
values that Codes like [CEN (2005a)] give to verify affected elements. This event will be
referred to as Bearing Misbehavior Scenario. If for any reason of the mentioned above this
value is exceeded during service life the column may be then exposed to higher horizontal
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forces than those of design.

It is extremely surprising that there is no mention to this scenario in Codes regarding
Bridge Design or Bearings Design. This is an scenario that should be at least considered
as an Accidental Combination for the individual design of each column, as it is recom-
mended in [Sétra(2007)]. Besides, it is also not clear how higher the increased friction
coefficient value is compared to the initial. That is rather difficult to assess without get-
ting deeper into each of the cases. With the goal of simplifying the Misbehavior Scenario
one could think of two cases. First would be steel to steel contact with a characteris-
tic friction coefficient of 40% in clause 5.2 of part 1 in [CEN (2005a)]. The second case
would be contact of concrete with steel. In the case the characteristic friction coefficient
is evaluated as 60% in clause 5.2 of part 1 in [CEN (2005a)]. In this regard, [Sétra(2007)]
considers a global value of 10% to 20%. These last values represent three to seven times
the maximum friction force value to verified the structures as showed section 4.3.1.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Works

9.1 Conclusions

9.1.1 Column configuration under analysis

This Thesis is dedicated to a column scenario rather frequently found in bridges, especially
in railway bridges but not exclusively. The columns under analysis is that of columns with,
either longitudinally sliding PTFE POT bearings or longitudinally fixed POT bearings, in
bridges whose deck presents a longitudinally fixed point meant to handle all longitudinal
forces.

There are several aspects that play an important role in the column’s response for this
configuration. One of the first goals of this work was to study each of these aspects and
understand the role each plays in the column’s response. Among the large list of aspects,
the following are deemed most relevant:

• The deck’s displacements along its length, and in particular at the columns
locations (key variable in the longitudinal column’s design) is governed partially
by the shrinkage, creep and temperature variation. The first two present a
progressive development over time of irreversible nature, consequently permanent
actions causing as a consequence column’s creep deformations. On the other hand
temperature variation deck’s displacements shows little calculations complexity.

• The longitudinally sliding PTFE POT bearing generally displayed at columns is
yet another feature that differentiates the design of these columns. This type of
bearing, extensively used in railway bridges, does not show an elastic behavior like
conventional rubber bearings do. This non-elastic behavior of the bearing discards
the possibility of tracing the column’s position over time. These bearings withstand
large vertical loads while allowing deck’s displacements with really low value friction
forces, rather likely particularities in railway bridges. Ideally being these bearings
meant to allow free (low friction) sliding, European Standard EN-1337 dictates
elements affected by these bearings should be designed for certain value of friction
forces, value depending on the existing vertical contact pressure. However, the fact
is that longitudinal actions on these columns are not the friction forces but the deck’s
displacements, and it is for this reason that the minimum friction forces indicated
in EN-1337 may or may not be reached depending on the column’s response to the
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displacements that the deck imposes to the columns. For this reason, it would not
be right to apply, as a general rule, this minimum friction force to columns since
it is the deck’s displacement and the column’s response what dictates the friction
force that finally builds up. Instead, the friction coefficient indicated in EN-1337 is
to be used as an upper bound, in other words, as a value that will never be exceeded
during the bearing’s lifetime.

• Being this a loading case of imposed displacements, the material non-linearities
associated to concrete become an important feature in the columns response.
In this sense, column’s non-mechanical curvatures, result of the column’s creep
deformations following the deck’s imposed permanent displacements (due to deck
creep and shrinkage deformations), are an important feature that needs to be
accounted for. These non-mechanical curvatures play an important role in the
columns overall performance.

• A last relevant feature worth remarking is the importance of the geometrical
non-linearity in such a loading case as the one under analysis, one of imposed
displacements and vertical loads. In this regard, it must be remarked that highly
slender columns are less sensitive than low-slenderness columns to equal value of
imposed displacement.

9.1.2 Presented Design Method

This work’s main goal is to present a Design Method for the mentioned columns configu-
ration, assuming a fixed-point deck configuration with either longitudinally sliding PTFE
POT bearings or longitudinally fixed POT bearings, as bearings in all columns. The
Design Method presented allows to obtain a vertical reinforcement distribution along a
non-tapered column. It is not in the scope of this work to address the design of horizontal
reinforcement.

The method presented in this work lies on the principles described all throughout the
so-called Eurocodes that represent the European Design Standards related to the matter
under analysis. Among other numerous design aspects, the method applies the princi-
ples on biaxial bending and the security format for non linear analysis. In relation to
the biaxial bending, this method presents a fully new approach to longitudinal analysis
that account for all the particularities of the columns configuration under analysis. The
non-linear nature of the column’s response required a security format in accordance. This
was the reason to decide following the security format presented in European Standard
EN 1992-2:2005 for Non-linear Analysis in Clause 5.7.

The method presents a set of formulations easily implementable in Excel, Matlab or any
other similar commercial software. With these formulations handy, there are two possible
ways to address the problem. The first one, presented in section 6.6.10.1, is by simple
application of the formulations. The second one, described in section 6.6.10.2, leads to
a more responsible design with a better understanding of the design process although it
requires longer calculation time (nothing critical with the aid of a spreadsheet). This
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second approach may be graphically represented through what has been named as De-
sign Curves, being these curves of great help to decide the optimum vertical reinforcement.

The extended approach of the method presents several interesting concepts which are of
great interest for the design of the columns case covered in this Thesis. Among all them,
there is one which clearly stands out. It is the column’s failure scenario which develops
the maximum friction force selected for this method (5%). This scenario presents a ver-
tical reinforcement area defined by the parameter P ∗w. The imposed displacement that
causes the column to develop such a friction force value and cause the column to fail has
been defined as u∗ULS. Both values are governed by a set of values of the dimensionless
parameters: those parameter that define proportional cross sections to the selected shape
(two in the particular case of rectangular hollow cross section, Pt and Pb), one defining the
ratio between axial force and concrete cross section mechanical capacity (PN), and a last
one that represents the importance of geometrical non-linearities in the column behavior
(ratio between axial load and euler critical load, ξ).

The value of u∗ULS defines a upper bond in terms of displacements in such a way that
any displacement value above it (with the corresponding safety coefficients) will never
be reached at the column. In these cases, the column vertical reinforcement will be de-
fined by the value of P ∗w. In other words, the required vertical reinforcement will never
exceed the one defined by P ∗w, no matter how far the column is from the deck’s fixed-
point. The Thesis proves how the value of P ∗w increases with ξ, being this feature a logical
consequence of columns behavior. It is also clear how the ratio u∗ULS versus L (column’s
height) increases with ξ as well. These two facts indicates how slender columns need
much larger imposed displacements to develop the maximum friction force 5%, but once
the imposed displacement exceed u∗ULS the vertical reinforcement required (represented
by P ∗w) is greater than for less slender columns.

The case of short columns with low slenderness shows important singularities. The main
one is that these columns with the minimum reinforcement dictated for columns in stan-
dards represented in Pw = 0′04 show failure scenarios with mobilized friction forces well
over 5% of the axial load, not realistic as a consequence. This fact determines that this
type of columns generally present minimum vertical reinforcement Pw = 0′04.

It is deeply believed that the method presented in this Thesis will be a helpful tool to
ease efforts to optimize the columns reinforcement distribution for such a common column
configuration as the one under analysis in this work.

9.1.3 Design Observations

One of the main goals throughout the writing of this Thesis has been to identify aspects
of the columns design that could somehow add up to the columns design. One of these
aspects is related to the performance of PTFE POT bearings, and in particular to the
event of excessive friction in the bearing caused by either of the reasons described in this
work. This scenario, that has been named Misbehavior Scenario, is deemed as one that
needs to be studied during the column design, not as a governing one but as one that
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is helpful to study for various purposes. The first would be to obtain displacement limit
values for each of the columns that if ever occur will be evidence enough to say that
there is something wrong with the bearing. The second purpose would be to study the
consequences of this misbehavior scenario, in other words, the overall safety remaining
each of the columns if the bearings do not perform as expected. It is therefore believed
convenient to include this study in the columns design.

The subject of the following observation is related to the columns bearings types. It is a
fact that in most of fixed-point deck bridges, the bearings displayed at the columns are
longitudinally free PTFE POT bearings. However, it is believed interesting and especially
cost effective, to study the use of longitudinally fixed POT bearings for they present lower
prices but most important, less likelihood of misbehavior due to non-existence of a teflon
film. This different bearings configuration is particularly attractive in columns whose
axial and deck imposed displacements are far from developing the maximum friction force
associated (5%.N).

9.2 Future Works

This thesis addresses design aspects of tapered columns and gives some guidelines on how
to approach their design. However, the Design Method presented in this Thesis would
require further investigation in order to be applicable to tapered columns. This type of
columns have proved to show identical elastic behavior than non-tapered columns with
equal cross sections to the one at approximately a quarter of the tapered column’s height
from the bottom. The exact location of the equivalent cross section depends on a set of
factors that have been investigated in this work. This said, there are important impli-
cations in tapered columns that need to be studied in order to come up with a revised
method that allows the design of tapered columns. This would definitely be an useful
tool when facing the design of tapered columns in bridges with fixed-point deck and POT
bearings.

A radically different approach to obtain a columns design method would be to follow the
Model Column theory and calibrate the formulation to account for the different factors
that play a role in the columns design, using as reference a large set of columns calcula-
tions carried out in a specialized software. This kind of approach has been widely applied
in other proposed design methods such as [Bonet Senach et al.(2004)]. This different ap-
proach applied to the very same case under analysis would definitely be a helpful tool to
structural engineers.
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Appendix A

Rectangular hollow cross sections. Dimen-
sionless bending moment diagrams

The previous extended procedure presented in section 6.6.10.2 is a great help when trying
to get a reasonable estimate of the amount of reinforcement to display in each of the
columns of a bridge with the layout under analysis from the beginning of this work. The
difficulty of getting this graph is a relative one, basically because the hardest task of all
which is working out the required Moment-Curvature Diagrams for the material behavior
assumed is easily obtained for hollow rectangular cross sections through the dimensionless
tables in this Appendix. As a brief recall, the governing dimensionless parameters are the
following:

Figure A.1: Hollow Rectangular Cross Section

M

N.c
− χ.c : Governing parameters



PN =
N

Ac.fcd

Pw = ω =
As.fyd
Ac.fcd

=
Ω.fyd
t.fcd

Pt =
c

t

Pb =
b

c

(A.1)

The last two parameters are related to the cross section geometry, the second one to the
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mechanical capacity of concrete versus reinforcement and the first one the ratio of the
applied axial load versus the concrete cross section total compressive strength. In other
words, two different sections (each one subjected to a different axial load), share equal
Dimensionless Moment-Curvature Diagram if the following applies:

• Both sections are geometrically proportional, sharing a scale factor. This is
guaranteed by parameters Pt and Pb.

• Ratio of mechanical cross section reinforcement capacity and cross section concrete
capacity is shared by both cross sections, represented in parameter Pw.

• The axial load divided by cross section concrete compressive strength is equal for
both cases, represented in parameter PN .

The curves presented in this work cover a reasonably wide range of non-tapered hollow
rectangular cross section column cases. These cases are represented in the following
parameters values: 

PN =
Np

Ac.fcd
: 0.10-0.20-0.30

Pt =
c

t
: 6.00-8.00-10.00

Pb =
b

c
: 2.40-2.70-3.00

(A.2)

The following tables show the different value of the dimensionless moment and curvature
parameters, see figure A.2, that simplifies for the application of the method presented in
this Thesis to hollow rectangular cross sections

Figure A.2: Equivalent moment-curvature dimensionless diagram
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Rectangular hollow cross sections. Dimensionless bending moment diagrams

Figure A.3: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (1 of 12)
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Figure A.4: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (2 of 12)
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Rectangular hollow cross sections. Dimensionless bending moment diagrams

Figure A.5: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (3 of 12)
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Figure A.6: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (4 of 12)
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Rectangular hollow cross sections. Dimensionless bending moment diagrams

Figure A.7: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (5 of 12)
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Figure A.8: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (6 of 12)
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Rectangular hollow cross sections. Dimensionless bending moment diagrams

Figure A.9: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (7 of 12)
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Figure A.10: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (8 of 12)
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Figure A.11: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (9 of 12)
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Figure A.12: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (10 of 12)
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Rectangular hollow cross sections. Dimensionless bending moment diagrams

Figure A.13: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (11 of 12)
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Figure A.14: Moment-Curvature Equivalent Diagram (12 of 12)
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design
Curves

This appendix presents a set of 27 Dimensionless Design Curves, whose principles and
assumptions are expressed in section 6.6.13. It must be remarked that these curves have
been developed for Hollow Rectangular Cross Section Columns. As a brief recall, the
participant dimensionless parameters are the following:

Pw =
w.fyd
t.fcd

: from 0’04 to 1’00

PN =
Np

Ac.fcd
: 0′10-0′20-0′30

Pt =
c

t
: 6′00-8′00-10′00

Pb =
b

c
: 2′40-2′70-3′00

ξlo=0′70L
p = Np.

(0′70L)2

π2.Ec.I
: 0′02%− 0′25%− 0′50%− 0′75%− 1′00%

(B.1)

Figure B.1: Hollow Rectangular Cross Section parameters notation
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Figure B.2: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.3: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.4: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.5: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.6: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.7: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.8: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.9: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.10: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.11: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.12: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.13: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.14: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.15: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.16: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.17: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.18: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.19: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.20: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.21: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.22: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.23: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.24: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Hollow cross sections. Dimensionless Design Curves

Figure B.25: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.26: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.27: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Figure B.28: Preliminary Dimensionless Design Curve
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Aging Coefficient applied to Column Stress
Variation due to Deck Displacements

The so-called Aging Coefficient is a really nice and simple approach to estimate concrete
deformations (instantaneous and creep) due to time dependant stresses over time. The
three variables that need to be addressed to understand the concept are the following (see
figure C.1):

• Creep coefficient (ϕ(t, τ)). The variability of this coefficient is of great importance
due to its progressive trend over time.

• Concrete elasticity modulus (Ec(τ)). The variation of the concrete elasticity
modulus over time is quite smooth. Its value builds up fast to remain almost
constant over time. For instance, the concrete elasticity modulus at 28 days is only
exceeded around a 10 per cent at long term. Its really low variability is sufficient to
assume it constant in the future formulations.

• Concrete stress (∆σc(τ)). The concrete stress variation over time is a key input.
The distribution over time rules the concrete deformation together with the creep
phenomenon.

The formulation for the Aging Coefficient value was deduced in section 5.4.2.1, see
equation 5.49. To refresh the memory, the Aging Coefficient formulation is recalled below:

Ce(t, to) =
Ec(to)

ϕ(t, to)
.

∫ t

to

1 + ϕ(t, τ)

Ec(τ)
.
dθ

dτ
dτ − 1

ϕ(t, to)
(C.1)

The creep and shrinkage formulations applied in this Appendix are those indicated in
European Code EN-1992.

C.1 Concrete Stress

For the particular case of an isolated column to which an axial load and a progressive
imposed displacement are applied, the concrete stress increment at each section is twofold:
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Figure C.1: Aging coefficient. Main ideas

• The first component of the stress increment comes from the variation of the axial
load eccentricity due to the gradual increment of the top displacement. Associated
to this stress increment is the Aging Coefficient CD

e .

upier(τ) = upier,∞.θD(τ)⇒ Associated Agging Coefficient: CD
e (C.2)

The top deck displacements, which are permanent actions, are again twofold.
First the deck creep displacements caused by the creep strains due to longitudinal
prestressing. The second term represents displacements due to the deck own
shrinkage.

• The second component is represented by the internal forces (bending moments in
particular) that builds up due to the horizontal force being mobilized gradually.
Associated to this stress increment is the Aging Coefficient CH

e .

H(τ) = H∞.θH(τ)⇒ Associated Agging Coefficient: CH
e (C.3)

C.2 Aging Coefficient associated to deck displace-

ments

This coefficient is governed by the column’s own creep and by the deck displacement trend
along the structure service life. Among the common factors like the concrete strength, the
relative humidity, the cement type and the notional size, there are two which play a key
role. They have to do with the time at which the deck gets on top of the pier, getting at
this stage both elements connected. At this right moment, the column’s concrete age (tp,0)
and the deck’s concrete age (td) will govern the overall column behaviour. The first, tp,0,
determines the age of the pier concrete at which the element is permanently compressed.
The column’s creep trend is highly dependant on its value. The second, td, determines
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the moment from which onwards the deck’s displacements will affect the column. Before
this, any previous displacements do not affect the column.

In the following pages there are a set of calculations for different parameter values. The
parameters values represent a wide range of realistic scenarios in Railway Bridges whose
deck is prestressed concrete. The tables C.2, C.3 and C.4 show all the results for the
Aging Coefficient evaluated at long term. This tables are illustrated in figures C.5, C.6
and C.7. The deck’s displacement considered are those caused by creep and shrinkage
strains. From the observation of these figures, the following conclusions arise:

• The Aging Coefficient value is highly dependant on the age at which the pier is
loaded, tp,0. This was something expected since creep within the pier is greatly
governed by the age of load appliance.

• The age of the deck’s concrete at which pier and deck are connected is far less
governing. Although it may initially seem a bit surprising it is not so. The age of
the deck’s concrete at the connection time only changes the concrete stress variation
distribution over time due to the deck’s displacement. This modification of the stress
history is a minor item and hardly affects the Aging Coefficient value unless it (td)
takes rather large values. Only in this case the stress distribution varies significantly
and so the Aging Coefficient value (see last column of the mentioned tables where td
takes infinite value), what leads to a linear concrete stress distribution over time).

• Following the previous observation it may be concluded that the Aging Coefficient
value can be assessed by a simple formula like a logarithmic one, such as:

Ce ≈M1.Ln(tp,0) +M2 (C.4)

The values of both parameters, M1 and M2, depend basically on the relative
humidity (HR) and the notional size (h0). The first parameter, M1, does fine with a
single value of 0’091. The second parameter, M2, ranges from around 0’30 to 0’32.

Said this and considering the most common values for both tp,0 (pier concrete age between
14 and 60 days at the time of loading) and td (deck concrete age between 30 to 90 days
at the time of connecting to the pier) an approximate Aging Coefficient of 0’60 may be
suitable to simplify the formulations.
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Figure C.2: Aging coefficient. Results

Figure C.3: Aging coefficient. Results

Figure C.4: Aging coefficient. Results
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Figure C.5: Aging coefficient. Results
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Figure C.6: Aging coefficient. Results
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Figure C.7: Aging coefficient. Results
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Appendix D

Model-Column observations to columns de-
sign

Figure D.1: Istmo bridge over Contreras reservoir. (Spain)

D.1 Introduction

It is quite frequent to see constant cross-section columns in regular bridges within rea-
sonable columns’ height. From a construction stand point, it simplifies works on site and
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ease formworks manipulation. Only when it is evidently required, the columns are given
variable cross-sections through longitudinal and transversal slopes.

Some assumptions have been made all along this chapter and may be summarized as:

• Constant cross-section geometry.

• Constant reinforcement area all along the column.

D.2 Geometric Line

D.2.1 Basic ideas and assumptions

The Geometric Line (GL) concept is of great importance for second order analysis of
compressed members, where second order effects may not be negligible as a consequence
of the deformed shape. This is the case of columns, meant to support the vertical loads
down to the foundations.

GL is commonly applied to a pinned-end column of constant cross-section (both in geom-
etry and reinforcement area at each cross-section) and total height of lo, which is generally
known as Model Column. It has been proved in the past by different engineers that the
analysis of the column equilibrium considering just a single element gives quite similar
results to an analysis considering a reasonable number of elements. This fact implies that
equilibrium and compatibility are only satisfied at one cross-section, and may be expressed
with the aid the so-called GL. The cross-section where equilibrium and compatibility are
satisfied is generally the most demanded in the column in terms of total eccentricity.
Consequently the GL may be defined as the curve that shows the correlation between
the total eccentricity (et), and total curvature, (χt), of the most demanded cross-section
in terms of total eccentricity. From another point of view, the GL defines the column’s
displacement at the most demanded cross-section in terms of its total curvature.

To understand how the equilibrium is applied in this cross-section is necessary to in-
troduce the concept of Mechanical Line (ML). The ML represents the most demanded
cross-section internal forces response for the applied axial force on the column. In the case
of elastic material behaviour, the ML is represented by an straight line that correlates
bending moments and curvatures through the expression:

χt =
M

EIe
(D.1)

The same equation in terms of eccentricities turns into equation D.2.

et =
EIe
N

.χt (D.2)
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For non-elastic material behaviour, the ML is represented by the moment-curvature cross-
section diagramn. This diagram is unique for each cross-section geometry, reinforcement
area and distribution and axial load. Through both curves, the GL and ML, the equi-
librium at the indicated section is represented by their intersecting point. It will be seen
later that this may not be an accurate statement for non-elastic material behaviour.

The Model Column is generally subjected, in literature, to top and bottom axial load
eccentricities which may be equal or different. When eccentricities are not equal there are
simplifications to be taken to obtain an equivalent constant eccentricity along the column.
In this Thesis it has been decided to assume symmetrical actions at the column.

In particular, this Thesis focus on two different loading cases, see figure D.2. It can be
observed that there are two clearly distinguished loading cases:

• The first one presents load-type actions exclusively. These load-type actions are
represented by axial loads, moment loads, horizontal forces and distributed loads.

• The second loading case is composed of an axial load and an imposed displacement
at the middle cross-section.

Figure D.2: Two loading cases to be analyzed: External forces or imposed displacements

The reason of splitting the analysis in two loading cases lies on the different loading na-
ture. The structural response of a column is fairly dependant on the loading nature.

It shall be noted that all along this Thesis, the term eccentricity refers to the relation at
any cross-section between the bending moment and the axial force.

In general terms, the GL can be represented by the following expression:

et = f(χt) (D.3)
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Beneath the GL definition and application there are a few assumptions that need to be
outlined to better understand this concept:

• Second order elastic theory is assumed.

• The Model Column presents constant cross-section, both in geometry and
reinforcement area. Therefore, elastic stiffness cross-sections is constant.

• Axial forces are considered constant along column.

• The critical cross-section is the middle one for the given loading patterns, figure
D.2.

The first of the previous items is a key idea to understand the applicability of the GL.
As it will be later discussed, the curvature column diagram is proportional to bending
moment column diagram, simply because all cross-sections have been assumed of equal
elastic stiffness EIe. This allows for a simple estimation of the deflected shape in terms
of a set of dimensionless coefficients (c1, c2, ct) that will be explained later. All the future
reasoning is based on this principle.

Now, the question is what happens when the analysis involves second order non-linear
material assumptions. Although this issue will be addressed in section D.2.2.5, it is worth
a brief introduction.

As an example of non-linear material behavior it has been considered a column whose
cross-sections are defined by a moment-curvature curve diagram, in particular bi-linear.
The loading pattern, cross-section bending moment versus curvature diagramn and the
column’s response is illustrated in figure D.3. Analyzing the column’s response there are
a few points to be highlighted:

• It may seem that since there is not GL-ML intersecting point the equilibrium is
not possible but this is not true. The GL is only valid for strictly elastic column’s
response.

• The critical, most demanded, cross-section remains the middle one.

• Some of the cross-sections are in the purely elastic range while the more demanded
ones may have jumped into the second domain, the strain-hardening range. Hence,
curvature diagrams will not be proportional to the bending moment diagrams,
presenting a different shape. The main consequence is the alteration of estimated
elastic values of c1, c2 and ct.

• The most important consequence, previously introduced, is the non-applicability
of the GL to non-elastic cross-section behavior, unless the equilibrium of all cross-
sections is reached in the purely elastic domain.
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Figure D.3: GL restrictions for non-linear material behaviour

In a certain way, it is like if the GL defined was only restricted for fully elastic column
response. In this sense, figure D.4 shows four different analysis, three of which give false
results since the column has entered the strain-hardening range and GL is no longer
applicable. The forth analysis in the figure gives satisfactory results since all column
cross-sections remained in the elastic domain.

Figure D.4: GL and ML intersecting points: True or false equilibriums

When any of the cross-sections enters the non-elastic domain the GL shows a new ten-
dency, what in figure D.5 is called GL*. The equilibrium in possible in this case if there
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an intersecting point between ML and GL*. The estimation of this new tendency, GL*,
becomes too complicated because it depends on too many factors. Further discussion over
GL* continues in section D.2.2.5.

Figure D.5: GL in non-linear material behaviour

This also happens to the GL for a pinned end column subjected this time to axial load
and imposed middle displacement. As long as the column’s cross-section remains elastic
the GL is applicable. When any cross-section yields, the GL shows a new tendency, that
will be referred as GL*.
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D.2.2 Actions: Axil load, horizontal load, top moment and
distributed load

This chapter is dedicated to analyze the so-called Geometric Line (GL) of a pinned end
column subjected to different load-type actions, as shown in D.6, in the field of second
order analysis. The column’s buckling length is in this case the own column’s height, lo.

Figure D.6: GL representation for external-forces loading case

The application of this idea to a column subjected to imposed displacements and axil
loads instead of all load-type actions is developed in section D.2.3.

Firstly, it is important to remark that GL is not exactly a straight line, as it will be
demonstrated. Later in this chapter, two different approaches intend to simplify GL for-
mulation by considering GL as an straight line, for which it would be also essential to
assess a convenient cross section elastic stiffness EIe. This idea will be further developed.

Coming back to GL previous general formulation in D.3, the total eccentricity et in a
second order analysis is composed of:

• First order eccentricity e1: represents the eccentricity due to the first order bending
moments M1 of the overall loads applied on the column e1 = M1/N .

• Second order eccentricity e2: accounts for the deformation of column e2 = u =
M2/N .

Following the same idea, the deformed column shape can be also expressed as the sum
of two different deformed shapes, D.7. First one is the deformed shape derived from the
first order curvatures (associated to the first order eccentricity), that will be referred as
u1. The second one is the deformed shape derived from the second order curvatures (as-
sociated to the second order eccentricity), that will be referred as u2.

ut = u1 + u2 (D.4)
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Figure D.7: Column deflected shape under external forces

The expressions that show the relation, for both previous deformed shapes, between the
middle-section column displacement (u1 and u2) and the column curvature at the same
section for both deformed shapes (χ1 and χ2 ):

u1 = χ1.
(2L)2

c21
(D.5)

u2 = χ2.
(2L)2

c22
(D.6)

Where c1 and c2 are dimensionless coefficients. The two previous expressions are easily
applied to elastic material assumptions but become inefficient when non-elastic material
assumptions are made.

The first order deformed shape depends basically on the first order curvature distribution,
derived from the first order bending moments along the column. Three loading cases are
shown in D.8. For each of them, the coefficient c1 presents a different value, which is
simply deduced by application of Mohr’s formulation to each curvature diagram.

The second deformed shape, due to the second order curvature distribution, derived from
the second order bending moments, will be referred hereafter as Additional deformed
shape. The curvature distribution is assumed to be sinusoidal and therefore coefficient c2
is taken as (c2 = π). This assumption has been widely proved to be accurate for all load-
ing cases. It has been decided in this Thesis to keep reference to c2 instead of substituting
directly by π.

The basic equations of a second order elastic analysis can be summarized in the following:
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Figure D.8: Coefficient c1

ut = u1 + u2


u1 = χ1.

(2L)2

c21
=
N.e1
EIe

.
(2L)2

c21

u2 = χ2.
(2L)2

c22
=
N.ut
EIe

.
(2L)2

c22

(D.7)

et = e1 + e2 = e1 + ut (D.8)

The effective length of this column that leads to the elastic buckling load value is no other
than lo = 2L as it will be verified in section D.2.2.1.

Substituting 2L by the effective length term lo in the previous basic equations and by
some algeabric manipulation the following formulation is reached:

ut = u1 +
N.ut
EIe

.

(
lo
c2

)2

= u1 + ξe.ut (D.9)

the middle-column section displacements can be expressed in the following terms:


u1 = (1− π2

c22
.ξe).ut

u2 =
π2

c22
.ξe.ut

(D.10)

where ξe represents the axial elastic load coefficient, which is the result of dividing the
axial load by the buckling elastic axial load (associated to the effective column’s length
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which in this case is lo = 2L):

ξe =
N

Ncr,e

(D.11)

where:

Ncr,e =
π2.EIe
l2o

(D.12)

The axial load applied to a column shall not reach or even get too close to the buckling
elastic axial load to avoid buckling occurring. As a consequence of this, all realistic values
of ξe are definitely bellow 1.00.

Note that so far, the column cross section has been assumed to remain constant along
height, which means that EIe is equal for all cross-sections.

It will be useful for future deductions to express ut in terms of e1:

ut =
e1

c21
π2

(
1

ξe
− π2

c22

) (D.13)

This Thesis presents in the following sections three different approaches to the GL of
a column subjected to the previously mentioned loads, see figure D.6. But firstly, the
analytical resolution of the column’s equilibrium will be deduced and consequently used
to obtain the analytical exact formulation of the GL. All three approaches give fairly
accurate results although it is the third that gives the implicit GL formulation.

D.2.2.1 GL expression derived from the column’s analytical resolution

The analytical formulation of the deformed equilibrated shape, see figure D.9, requires
solving the following equilibrium equation:

EI.y” = M + (H + q.L).(L− x) +N.(u− y)− q.(L− x)2

2
(D.14)

The resolution of the equilibrium equation has the general formulation expressed in equa-
tion D.15. The value of both constants, A and B, is obtained when boundary conditions
are properly applied. The three boundary conditions are: y(0)=0, y’(0)=0 and y(L)=u.

y(x) = A.cos(α.x) +B.sin(α.x) + yp (D.15)
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Figure D.9: Analytical resolution for a pinned-end column subjected to external forces

The deformed shape final formulation has the following constant coefficients, A and B,
and yp:



A =
1

cos(α.L)
.

[
−q.EI
N2

− M

N
− H.sin(α.L)

N.α

]

B =
1

N.α
.H

yp =
M

N
.

(
1

cos(α.L)

)
+
H

N
.

(
tan(α.L)

α
− x
)

+
q

N
.

(
−x2

2
+

EI

N.cos(α.L)

)

α =

√
N

EI
=
π

lo
.
√
ξe

(D.16)

It is easy now to obtain the analytical formulation for the displacement, u, at the middle
column’s cross-section by substituting in the formulation x by zero:

u = y(L) =
M

N
.

[
1

cos(α.L)
− 1

]
+
H

N
.

[
sin(α.L)

α.cos(α.L)
− L

]
+
q

N
.

[
EI

N
.

(
1

cos(α.L)
− 1

)
− L2

2

]
(D.17)

This formula shows quite clearly that the column becomes unstable when the value of
cos(α.L) tends to zero. The resolution of this condition leads to the value of the elastic
buckling axial load, Ncr,e, allowing obtain the value of the column’s buckling length, lo.
This case is rather simple and it is clear that the buckling length is the own’s column
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height, lo = 2.L.

α.L =

√
Ncr,e

EI
.L =

π

2

Ncr,e =
π2.EI

(2.L)2

lo = 2L
(D.18)

The previous analytical deformed shape formulation can be now expressed in terms of the
elastic axial load coefficient, ξe, which represents the ratio of the axial load N divided by
Ncr,e:



A =
1

cos(α.L)
.

[
−q.(2.L)2

N.ξe.π2
− M

N
− H.sin(α.L)

N.α

]

B =
1

N.α
.H

yp =
M

N
.

(
1

cos(α.L)

)
+
H

N
.

(
tan(α.L)

α
− x
)

+
q

N
.

(
−x2

2
+

4.L2

ξe.π2.cos(α.L)

)

α =

√
N

EI
=

π

2.L
.
√
ξe

(D.19)

This analytical formulation for a pinned-end columns subjected to a set of external forces
(N, M, 2H and q) can be used to obtain the values of eccentricity and curvature at the
most critical section (maximum axial load eccentricity for equal axial load values), which
in the case of figure D.9 is certainly the middle one. This can be done covering a wide
range of elastic stiffness values (EI). Each value of EI defines a singular elastic axial
buckling load, Ncr,e, and therefore a different value of ξe. All this allows for a analytical
formulation, equation D.20, of the so-called Geometric Line:


et ≈

EI

N
.y”(0) =

H.tan(α.L)

N.α
+

M

N.cos(α.L)
+ q.

[
4.L2

N.ξe.π2
.

(
−1 +

1

cos(α.L)

)]

χt =
N

EI
.et =

( π

2.L

)2
.ξe.et

(D.20)

D.2.2.2 GL First Simplified Approach

This first approach, proposes to simplify the GL formulation assuming that it is itself an
straight line, though this is not exactly true since the GL is a curved line of relatively low
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curvatures. This approach is proposed in Code Model 2010, clause 7.3.7.

The maximum middle-column section eccentricity et , that is the maximum distance be-
tween the compression resultant and the deformed axis of the compression member, may
be determined as follows:

et = e1 + e2 =
M1

N
+ χt.

(
lo
ct

)2

(D.21)

where:

• e1: represents the first order eccentricity.

• e2: accounts for the eccentricity due to the deformation of the compression member.

• ct: total curvature dimensionless coefficient.

The value of ct, equation D.23, is justified using equations D.13 and D.8:

ut = A.e1 = A.(et − ut) =
1

c21
π2

(
1

ξe
− π2

c22

) .(et − ut) (D.22)

c2t = ξe.π
2 + (1− ξe.

π2

c22
).c21 (D.23)

The coefficients affecting ct are ξe, c1 and c2.

• c1: It is of extreme importance to estimate the value of c1 accounting for the first
order existing bending moment diagram which depends on the column applied loads.
When different load types are applied on the column, figure D.10, the equivalent c1
is estimated by the following equation:

c21 =

∑
M1i∑M1i

c21i

(D.24)

• c2: Its value is always proximate to π.

• ξe: Represents the axial elastic load coefficient, which is the result of dividing the
axial load by the buckling elastic axial load. The value of Ncr,e depends on the
column cross-section elastic stiffness, EIe, see equations D.11 and D.12.
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Figure D.10: Column subjected to different external forces

Figure D.11: Curvature coefficient ct

Looking at equation D.23 it is easy to see the tendency of the ct in relation to the
ξe value, which is an straight line, see figure D.11.

The GL obtained by this approach is only fully valid at one point, where it intersects
the elastic Mechanical Line corresponding to he value EIe used in determination of
Ncr,e and consequently of ξe. This means that there is an estimated straight line
for every value of ξe but only one point of each is valid. This fact is represented in
figure D.12.

From a more graphical stand point, it is interesting to highlight that:

• The eccentricity at χt = 0 is always e1, whatever is the value of ξe (directly linked
with the cross section stiffness considered, EIe).

• The slope is different depending on the value of ct, which is governed by the value of
ξe and this, at the same time, by the column cross-section elastic stiffness considered,
EIe.
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Figure D.12: GL representation for the 1st Approach

Therefore, GL representation according to the 1st Approach will look like figure D.13.

Figure D.13: GL representation for the 1st Approach for different axial elastic load
coefficient values

Dimensionless formulation:

The previous approach can be also transformed into a dimensionless formulation:
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Re = 1 +
Rx

c2t
(D.25)

where the dimensionless parameters are:


Rx =

χt.l
2
o

e1

Re =
et
e1

(D.26)

D.2.2.3 GL Second Simplified Approach

This second approach, proposes to simplify the GL formulation assuming that it is itself
a straight line, though this is not exactly true. This assumption is also made in the 1st
Approach.

In this case, the maximum middle-column section eccentricity et , that is the maximum
distance between the compression resultant and the deformed axis of the compression
member, may be determined as follows:

et = κ.e1 +

(
lo
c2

)2

.χt (D.27)

where c2 is taken as π and κ has the following expression:

κ = 1 + ξe.

((
c2
c1

)2

− π2

c22

)
(D.28)

The value of κ may vary above or bellow 1’00, depending basically on the c2 versus c1
ratio, presenting its greater absolute values for ξe = 1.

The GL formulation in D.27 is justified as follows:

et = e1 + ut = e1 + (χ1.(
lo
c1

)2 + (χt − χ1).(
lo
c2

)2) (D.29)

et = (1 + ξe.(
π2

c21
− π2

c22
)).e1 + χt.(

lo
c2

)2 =⇒ κ.e1 + (
lo
c2

)2.χt (D.30)

Having a look at D.27 and D.28, the parameters that take part in the GL formulation in
this approach are:
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• c1: It is of great importance to estimate the value of c1 accounting for the first order
existing bending moment diagram which depends on the column applied loads, as
it was explained in the previous chapter for the 1st Approach.

• c2: Its value is always proximate to π.

• ξe: The comments in the 1st Approach are applicable to this 2nd approach.

Though reiterative, it is important to recall that the GL obtained by this approach
is only fully valid at one point, where it intersects the elastic Mechanical Line cor-
responding to the value EIe used in determination of Ncr,e and consequently of ξe.
This means that there is a GL approach for every value of ξe but only one point of
each is valid. This fact is represented in figure D.14.

Figure D.14: GL representation for 2nd Approach

From a more graphical stand point, it is interesting to highlight that:

• The eccentricity at χt = 0 is not e1 but κ.e1, which basically means that for a given
column geometry and loads the “starting point” depends on ξe and c2 versus c1
ratio. When the ratio is above 1.00 the starting point is above e1, opposite in the
contrary case.

• The slope is fixed at

(
lo
c2

)2

for all scenarios.

Therefore, the GL representations according to the 2nd Approach will look like figure D.15.

Dimensionless formulation:

The previous approach of GL can be represented by the following dimensionless:
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Figure D.15: GL representation of the 2nd Approach for different axial load coefficient values

Re = κ+
Rx

c22
(D.31)

where the dimensionless parameters are the same as for the first approach.

D.2.2.4 GL Third Simplified Approach(Implicit formulation)

As a first step of an implicit GL formulation, it is key to demonstrate that both pre-
vious GL approaches intersect at the same point for each ξe, which is actually the only
valid point. This means that the valid point of each GL approach for a given ξe is the same.

GL


et = e1 +

(
lo
ct

)2

.χt

et = κ.e1 +

(
lo
c2

)2

.χt

(D.32)

ML

{
et =

EIe
N

.χt (D.33)

Intersecting both GL approaches with ML, the following curvatures values are obtained:
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χt,I,Inters. =
e1(

EIe
N
− (

lo
ct

)2
)

χt,II,Inters. =
α.e1(

EIe
N
− (

lo
c2

)2
) (D.34)

Now, it is easy to demonstrate that both curvatures are exactly the same. This was
something expected and validates both approaches when the value of ξe is well assessed.

Now that both previous approaches have been proved valid, a different new approach is
addressed. Basically, its main advantage is its implicit formulation. This new approach
is explained from equation D.13, from which et and χt can be both expressed in terms of
e1, ξe, c1, c2 as: 

et = e1 + ut = e1.

1 +
ξe

1− π2

c22
.ξe

.
π2

c21



χt =
π2

l2o
.ξe.et =

π2

l2o
.ξe.e1.

1 +
ξe

1− π2

c22
.ξe

.
π2

c21


(D.35)

The way to obtain an implicit formulation is to eliminate the ξe parameter from the
previous expressions. By doing this, the implicity formulation, though unique, may be
expressed in terms of et or in terms of χt, see equation D.36.



χt(et) =
et
l2o
.

(
et − e1

c21.(et − e1) + c22.e1

)
.c21.c

2
2

et(χt) =
e1

2.c21.c
2
2

.

c21.c22 +
c21.l

2
o

e1
.χt +

√(
c21.c

2
2 −

c21.l
2
o

e1
.χt

)2

+ 4.c21.c
4
2.
l2o
e1
.χt

 (D.36)

It is quite obvious from equation D.36 that true GL is not a straight line, as assumed in
the previous two approaches, but a curve of fairly low curvature.

A few considerations on the GL implicit formulation:

• The implicit formulation shows no dependance on ξ but only of the following
parameter: c1, c2, lo and e1.
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• The value of et for χt = 0 is not other than e1, as it is for the GL first approach.

• The value of c1 plays an important role. For this reason, the c1 value needs to be
well estimated.

Dimensionless formulation:

The implicit GL formulation can be expressed in dimensionless terms in the following two
ways: 

Rx =
Re.(Re − 1)

c22 + c21.(Re − 1)
.c21.c

2
2

Re =
1

2.c21.c
2
2

.

(
c21.c

2
2 +Rx.c

2
1 +

√
(c21.c

2
2 −Rx.c21)

2
+ 4.c21.c

4
2.Rx

) (D.37)

where dimensionless parameters are the same as in the previous two approaches. It is
interesting to see the different GL depending on the c1 value, see figure D.16.

Figure D.16: GL dimensionless representation for different c1

D.2.2.5 GL idea extended to non-elastic material behavior

This section shows that the so far described GL does not apply to columns when any
of its cross-sections does not behave elastically. In this cases, the equilibrium may be
reached even when the ML and the GL do not intersect. As previously introduced in this
Thesis, the curve that represents the critical cross-section behavior in this new scenario
is no longer GL but a curve referred as GL*.
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The analytical formulation of GL* requires extensive algebraic calculations with several
parameters involved, and its possible contribution to this work is considered low. It is for
this reason that this section will only describe a few GL* characteristics. To achieve this
goal, the aid of graphical support is considered essential.

As a simple way to present the GL* this section will assume a simplified moment-curvature
diagram composed of two straight lines, defining in the intersection the yield moment (My)
and curvature (χy). In order to spread the study as much, it has been assumed no ”failure
point” which means that the strain-hardening line is endless.

For this task, a basic script written in MATLAB has been used to perform second order
non-elastic calculations for a set of columns.

The importance of the yield point in the GL* definition is crucial. The yield point of a
moment-curvature diagram defines a unique GL*. This unique GL* is applicable to any
moment-curvature diagram having the same yield point, see figure D.17.

Figure D.17: GL* representation for a given yield point

Moment-curvature diagrams having the same elastic stiffness but different yield points
have the same starting GL* point, which is the intersecting point of the elastic line with
GL. This is graphically illustrated in figure D.18. In this sense, two moment-curvature
diagrams with different elastic stiffness do not have obviously the same starting point.

With ML and GL* it is now simple to determine if the column is in equilibrium or not.
There are basically four possible scenarios, which are illustrated in figure D.19:

• ML and GL* do not intersect. This means that the equilibrium is not possible.
This case is labelled as 1 in figure D.19.

• Both curves intersect in a non singular diagram point. Equilibrium is satisfied. This
case is labelled as 2 in figure D.19.
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Figure D.18: GL* representation for equal elastic stiffness moment-curvature diagrams with
different yield points

• The intersecting point coincides with the ultimate moment-curvature point which
shows the section failure. This case is labelled as 3 in figure D.19.

• Both ML and GL* are almost tangent at their intersection. This case shows an
instability column failure. This case is labelled as 4 in figure D.19.

From the GL* analysis it may be concluded that taking GL curve is in any case a con-
servative decision, because it gives greater eccentricities for equal curvatures. This fact
explains the extended use of GL even for not elastic columns response.

Figure D.19: GL* and ML intersecting points
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D.2.3 Actions: Axial load and imposed displacements

In this case the actions applied to the column are represented by an axial load N and a
horizontal imposed displacement uimp., as illustrated in figure D.20. This is basically what
generally occurs in the conventional railway bridge piers, which receive no explicit hori-
zontal load since the displayed PTFE bearing allows for sliding while the fixed-deck point
deals with the whole of longitudinal forces. This section will assume that the column’s
top displacement is governed by the deck’s own displacement at the column’s location,
thanks to the friction force whose maximum value is µ.N . Under these considerations,
the column’s buckling length may be considered as lo = 0′70.L. This will be demon-
strated in section D.2.3.1. But before analyzing the GL for this loading case it is worth
summarizing what it is reached when performing a first order analysis of this loading case:

Figure D.20: Column subjected to axial force and imposed top displacement



H1st.O.A. =
3.EIe
L3

.uimp.

e1st.O.A.t =
3.EIe
L2

.
uimp.
N

χ1st.O.A.
t =

3.uimp.
L2

(D.38)

These values will be subsequently compared with those obtained under second order
theory. The following sections will present two different approaches to obtain the GL
formulation for this loading case. The first one will be obtained through the analytical
resolution of the equilibrated deformed shape while the second approach will make
assumptions to obtain a simpler formulation giving extremely similar results to the
analytical approach.
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D.2.3.1 GL expression derived from the column’s analytical resolution

This chapter’s aim is to obtain the analytical formulation for the deformed column’s
shape in order to find out the value of the buckling length, lo, and consequently the
elastic buckling load, Ncr,e. For this purpose, the equilibrium at a generic cross-section is
expressed through the equation D.39:

H.(L− x) +N.(uimp. − y) = EIe.y” (D.39)

The resolution of the previous equation presents a general formulation such as expressed
in equation D.40.

y(x) = A.cos(α.x) +B.sin(α.x) + yp (D.40)

The boundary conditions of this particular case are y(0)=0, y’(0)=0 and y(L) = uimp..
Applying these conditions to the equation D.40, it is easily obtained the analytical for-
mulation for the deformed column’s shape. But before expressing this formulation it is
interesting to show the value of the horizontal force required to impose the displacement:

H =
N.α

tan(α.L)− α.L
.uimp. (D.41)

where:

α =

√
N

EI
(D.42)

The previous formulation denotes the dependance of the mobilized horizontal force, H,
on the axial load value, N, for any uimp. value. A second consideration from the previous
formulation is that for certain axial load the required horizontal force becomes zero in-
dependently of the uimp. value. This axial load value corresponds to the elastic buckling
axial load for a column’s buckling length of 2L. Now, is this a real buckling scenario or
not?. This question will be analyzed later.

Back to the analytical deformed shape formulation, the final expression is illustrated in
equation D.43.

y(x) =

[
−tan(α.L)

tan(α.L)− α.L
.cos(α.x) +

1

tan(α.L)− α.L
.sin(α.x) +

(
1 +

α.(L− x)

tan(α.L)− α.L

)]
.uimp.

(D.43)
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The previous analytical expression of the deformed shape indicates a buckling scenario
when the condition below is satisfied:

tan(α.L)− α.L = 0 (D.44)

The resolution of the previous equation leads to the value of the elastic axial buckling
load, Ncr,e, for this loading case which is associated to the column’s buckling length:

Ncr,e =
π2.EI

l2o
=

π2.EI

(0′70.L)2

lo = 0′70L
(D.45)

The value of the elastic axial buckling load obtained for imposed displacements is much
greater than that when loads are not imposed displacements but external forces such as
axial forces (N) moments (M), horizontal forces (H) and distributed forces (q), see figure
D.9 and equation D.18. The ratio of both is expressed through:

N
N+uimp
cr,e

NN+Ext.Forces
cr,e

=

(
2L

0′70L

)2

≈ 8′16 (D.46)

It is still unclear whether the column will buckle for the buckling load associated to
lo = 2L, as it is the case when the load is subjected to external forces (N, H, q or M),
see figure D.6. But the answer to this question is quite straightforward. The columns
imposed displacement (that in this Thesis is assumed to have its origin in the deck’s
displacements) is achieved thanks to the PTFE bearing friction force. For this reason,
when the buckling axial load associated to lo = 2L is reached the column would tend to
buckle but the friction force restrains this initial tendency. This means that, if PTFE
bearing friction force is taken into account, the column will not buckle for the mentioned
axial load. Consequently, the column will only buckle when the elastic axial buckling load
associated to lo = 0′70L is reached. However, it has been observed that when the elastic
axial buckling load for a column’s buckling length of lo = 2L is exceeded there are three
tendency changes, which are described below. All these tendencies are may be observed
by comparing both figure D.21, representing case N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225, and D.22,

representing case N lo=2L
cr,e ≤ N ≤ N lo=0′70L

cr,e =⇒ 0′1225 ≤ ξe ≤ 1′00:

• The mobilized horizontal force changes direction, restraining the column from a
buckling scenario.

• The bending moment column distribution, due to the previous fact, shows a change
in the it’s own shape. The critical cross-section remains no longer the middle one,
representing no more the GL. On top of that, the bending moments even present
different sign.
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• The deformed shape shows a change in its own shape. In other words, it is like if
the intermediate section between middle section and ends tended to increase their
displacements.

Figure D.21: Column’s deformed shape and bending moment distribution
(N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

Figure D.22: Column’s deformed shape and bending moment distribution
(N lo=2L

cr,e ≤ N ≤ N lo=0′70L
cr,e =⇒ 0′1225 ≤ ξe ≤ 1′00)

Axial loads supported by bridge columns, either for vehicles traffic or railway traffic, never
reach values greater than the elastic buckling load associated to an effective length value
of 2L. This is the main reason why in the following paragraphs the GL will only be an-
alyzed for axial loads bellow N lo=2L

cr,e , which in terms of the axial load coefficient for this
loading case is represented by ξe = 0′1225.

The value of α can be now expressed in terms of the axial load coefficient, ξe, associated
to the elastic axial buckling load for this loading case, which is lo = 0′70L, giving the
following expression:
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α =

√
N

EI
=
π

lo
.
√
ξe =

π

0′70L
.
√
ξe (D.47)

It is rather useful to express the axial load in terms of the column’s elastic axial load,
basically because it gives an idea of how demanded the column is in terms of axial loads.
In this sense, it is also useful to indicate the value of ξe for the elastic axial buckling load
associated to a column’s buckling length of lo = 2L:

N = N lo=2L
cr,e ⇒ ξe =

N lo=2L
cr,e

N lo=0′70L
cr,e

= 0′1225 (D.48)

This analytical formulation for a pinned-end column subjected to an imposed displacement
can be used to obtain the values of eccentricity and curvature at the most critical
section (also known as the Geometric Line). The critical section is assumed to be the
column’s section with greater eccentricity, taking as eccentricity the ratio between internal
bending moment and internal axial load. Looking deeply at figures D.21 and D.22, it is
straightforward to tell that for N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e , the critical section is the middle one while
for greater axial loads than N lo=2L

cr,e the critical section is not that any longer and shifts
depending on the axial load value. Bearing this in mind, it is easy to obtain the Geometric
Line for N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e , see equation D.49, and not that easy to obtain it for higher axial
loads.

N ≤ N lo=2L
cr,e


et ≈ y”(0).

EI

N
=

(
tan(α.L)

tan(α.L)− α.L

)
.uimp.

χt ≈ y”(0) =

(
tan(α.L)

tan(α.L)− α.L

)
.uimp..α

2

(D.49)

It is interesting to see the value of the mobilized horizontal force,H ,in terms of ξe for two
given imposed displacements (u2 > u1). This dependance, expressed in equation D.41,
is graphically illustrated in figure D.23. Similar tendency is followed by the total load
eccentricity at the middle section, et(x = 0), since its value is linearly dependant of the
mobilized horizontal force, H (see figure D.24).

Higher values of axial load than N lo=2L
cr,e mobilizes a horizontal force whose direction is of

opposite sign, meaning that the horizontal force avoids the column’s buckling. This is
proved so substituting in equation D.41 values of ξe higher than 0’1225, see figure D.25.
This affects the load eccentricity at the middle section, et(x = 0), whose sign also change
at a certain moment, see figure D.26.

It is now worth transforming the previous formulation into dimensionless parameters, R∗e
and R∗χ, instead of et and χt.
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Figure D.23: Analytical solution: Mobilized horizontal force versus axial load coefficient ξe
for N < N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe < 0′1225

Figure D.24: Analytical solution: Middle section axial load eccentricity versus axial load
coefficient ξe for N < N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe < 0′1225


R∗e =

et
uimp.

R∗χ =
L2

uimp.
.χt

(D.50)

With these two dimensionless parameters, the DG formulation may be expressed through
equation D.57. As it has been previously indicated, this formulation is only valid for axial
loads N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e , in other words, ξe ≤ 0′1225.
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Figure D.25: Analytical solution: Mobilized horizontal force versus axial load coefficient ξe
for N > N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe > 0′1225

Figure D.26: Analytical solution: Middle section axial load eccentricity versus axial load
coefficient ξe for N > N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe > 0′1225

N ≤ N lo=2L
cr,e


R∗e =

tan(α.L)

tan(α.L)− α.L

R∗χ = (α.L)2.
tan(α.L)

tan(α.L)− α.L

(D.51)

Note that the previous dimensionless coefficients, R∗e and R∗χ, are not those used for GL
dimensionless formulation of columns subjected to axial and external forces in previous
sections, Re and Rχ.
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D.2.3.2 GL expression derived from a simplified approach

The main principle of this approach is to take the top displacement as a result of the
total curvatures along the column, first and second order curvatures. This is done
applying Mohr’s theorem within the column. An additional assumption is considered
in this approach, which is to take a perfect synodal second order curvature distribution,
which responds to the column own deformed shape. This leads to a c2 equal to π. This
assumption lies on the column’s deformed shape itself, which defines the second order
moments and consequently curvatures. This shape is rather similar for axial loads smaller
than N lo=2L

cr,e which in terms of axial load coefficient is ξe ≤ 0′1225, and allows for the
simplification:

u2 = χ2.

(
2.L

π

)2

(D.52)

Taking the previous consideration into account, the approach leads to the following
expression:

uimp. = u1 + u2 =
1

2
.

(
H.L

EIe

)
.

(
2.L

3

)
.L+

(
N.uimp.
EIe

)
.

(
2.L

c2

)2

(D.53)

By simple algeabric manipulation of the previous expression, it is deduced the value of
mobilized horizontal force required to reach uimp.:

H =
3.EIe
L3

.

(
1−

(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξe

)
.uimp. (D.54)

With the value of H in terms of ξe the expression of DG may be expressed as:



et =
H.L

N
+ uimp. = uimp..

[
1 +

12

π2
.

(
1

8′163.ξe
−
(
π

c2

)2
)]

χt =
uimp.
4.L2

.

[
12 + 8′163.ξe.

(
π2 − 12.

(
π

c2

)2
)] (D.55)

The previous formulation shows a more friendly expression than the one of analytical
approach (equation D.49). On top of this, and talking in terms of results accuracy, this
formulation gives almost identical results than the GL formulation derived from the an-
alytical resolution of the column’s equilibrium. This fact verifies the assumption made
before about c2 = π. It is attractive to compare these expressions with those obtained
under first order theory, summarized in equation D.38.
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et
e1st.O.A.t

= 1− 8′163.ξe.

[(
π

c2

)2

− π2

12

]
ξe = 0⇒ et

e1st.O.A.t

= 1

ξe = 0′1225⇒ et
e1st.O.A.t

≈ π2

12
= 0.82

(D.56)

This clearly indicates that the total eccentricity at the column bottom worked out using
first order theory is always greater than the one obtained applying second order theory.
This means that the second order additional moments that do appear when axial and
horizontal forces are applied on a column do not occur in the case of axial force and
imposed top displacement.

Another conclusion deduced from equation D.56 is that for higher ξe values (lower
EIevalue), higher is the difference between bending moments at bottom of the column
under second order assumptions in respect to those under first order theory.

In a similar manner than for the analytical approach, equation D.55 can be expressed in
terms of dimensionless coefficients R∗e and R∗χ, whose value is indicated in equations D.51:

R∗e = 1 +
12

π2
.

[
1

8′163.ξe
−
(
π

c2

)2
]

R∗χ =
1

4
.

[
12 + 8′163.ξe.

(
π2 − 12.

(
π

c2

)2
)] (D.57)
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D.2.3.3 GL representation. Graphical analysis

Now that it has been proved valid both, the analytical and the simplified formulation for
the Geometric Line, it is time to analyze it from a graphical stand point. This analysis
will help to understand the physical ideas that lie beneath the Geometrical Line concept.
Let’s start with a simple example, a column clamped at the bottom, pinned at the top,
length (L), subjected to an axial load (N), is given an imposed displacement at the top
(u). The Geometrical Line for this column represents its response depending on its cross-
section stiffness (EI), see figure D.27. At first sight, it must be remarked that it has a
quite different shape than when the column is subjected to horizontal forces instead of
imposed displacements.

Figure D.27: GL representation for a column (N ≤ N lo=2L
cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

The represented GL is only applicable to the mentioned column (height L) and loads
(N and u). What happens when these variable show various values?. This question is
answered hereafter. To perform this study, a simple example will be followed for which
the three variables may take these values:

N = 300ton− 400ton− 500ton

L = 10m− 15m− 20m

u = 0′10m− 0′20m− 0′30m

(D.58)

The first variable to be analyzed will be the top imposed displacement (u). Taking a
constant value of the column’s height (L = 15m) and axial load (N = 300ton), the three
different values of the top displacement (u = 0’10m-0’20m-0’30m) will determine each its
own Geometric Line (see figure D.28).

The second variable to be analyzed will be the axial load (N). Taking this time a constant
value of the column’s height (L = 15m) and imposed displacement (u = 0’30m), the three
different values of axial load (N = 300ton-400ton-500ton) will determine each its own
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Figure D.28: GL representation for three imposed displacements
(N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

Geometric Line (see figure D.29).

Figure D.29: GL representation for three axial load values (N ≤ N lo=2L
cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

Last but also extremely relevant is the column’s height (L). Taking this time a constant
value of the axial load (N = 300ton) and imposed displacement (u = 0’30m), the three
different column’s height values (L = 10m-20m-30m) will determine each its own Geo-
metric Line (see figure D.30).

It is always unquestionable the benefits of a dimensionless formulation. In this case, the
previously described dimensionless formulation for both, the analytical and simplified ap-
proaches, presents only advantages. This formulation allows for a unique Geometric Line
for any value of axial load (N), column’s height (L) and imposed top displacement (u).
Its graphical representation is illustrated in figure D.31.
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Figure D.30: GL representation for three column’s height values
(N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

Figure D.31: GL dimensionless representation for imposed displacements
(N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

Before moving forward to a different subject, it is definitely worthy to find the relation
between the Geometrical Line of column’s exclusively subjected to forces (section D.2.2)
and the Geometrical Line matter of this section which covers column’s subjected to an
axial load and a top imposed displacement. How to find this relation?. Easy, this last
mentioned loading case may be also seen instead as a horizontal force case. It is already
known the dependance of the mobilized horizontal force on the ξe value. This makes the
mobilized horizontal force take a different value for each EI, leading to different first order
eccentricities. This leads to a infinite number of Geometric Lines, each for each different
EI value which gives a different mobilized force value, see figure D.32.

So far, the GL has been analyzed for χe ≤ 0, 1225 basically because is rather uncommon
to face other real scenarios than this. On top of this first reason, it must be recalled
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Figure D.32: Relation between GL for imposed displacements and GL for force-type loading
cases

that when χe > 0′1225 the bottom section represents no longer the most demanded sec-
tion within the column, being there no more part of GL. Nevertheless, it is enlightening
to see what happens to the bottom section in these cases. This is illustrated in figure D.33.

Figure D.33: Bottom section behaviour for ξe > 0′1225
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D.2.3.4 Intermediate column cross sections

In the previous sections the GL formulation was expressed as the relation between the
total eccentricity and total curvature at the most demanded cross section. However,
intermediate column cross sections should be analyzed to verify their behavior under axial
load and imposed top displacement. For this analysis, it is of great help the analytical
column’s equilibrium resolution performed in section D.2.3.1. The result of the analysis
was the deflected column shape analytical expression, reflected in the following equation:

y(x) =
H.L

N
.

[
tan(α.L)

α.L
. (1− cos(α.x)) +

sin(α.x))

α.L
− x

L

]
(D.59)

The value of H in the previous equation, which represents the mobilized horizontal force,
is obtained from equation D.41.

It is the goal of this section to study the intermediate sections in terms of axial load eccen-
tricity, in order to verify that the cross section with largest eccentricity is that at the base.
This is strictly true only when the axial load value is bellow the critical buckling load
N lo=2L
cr,e for a assumed buckling length lo = 2L. This section will stick to this condition

and will not analyze the matter for other scenarios, mainly because it is rather unrealistic
to find such axial loads acting on columns. Still, it should be at least mentioned that for
higher axial load values than N lo=2L

cr,e until reaching the real buckling load for this loading

case, N lo=0′70.L
cr,e , the section with greater eccentricity shifts upwards within the column

until buckling failure occurs, see figure D.22.

The analysis of column intermediate cross sections can be summarized graphically to
allow for a better understanding of the matter. As a first step, intermediate sections
are analyzed under both first order and then second order assumptions. Comparing the
resultant eccentricities at intermediate sections under both different theories, see figure
D.34, the following observations can be made:

• High stiffness columns present fairly similar eccentricities under both calculations,
which do not happen so for slender columns.

• Eccentricities ratio, defined as second order analysis divided by first order analysis,
present values over and bellow 1. Lower cross sections get reduced eccentricities in
the second order analysis while higher cross sections get larger eccentricity.

• There is a cross section, about L/4 from the bottom, for which the total eccentricity
obtained by both approaches are identical.

It is now time to see the relation of curvature and eccentricity at these intermediates
sections. These relations, depending on the cross section location, is clearly illustrated in
figure D.35.

One last matter, preliminarily introduced before, that is relevant to this section is the
determination of the most demanded cross section. It has been assumed to be the bottom
one although it requires some evidence. Figure D.36 shows that for 0 <= ξe <= 0′1225,
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Figure D.34: Intermediate sections. 1st order analysis total eccentricities compared to 2nd
order analysis total eccentricities (N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

Figure D.35: Intermediate sections. Eccentricity and curvature relation
(N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

the most demanded cross section is always at the column base. In the hypothetical case
of ξe > 0′1225, which is not realistic in bridge piers, intermediate cross sections become
more demanded than those at the base due to the change in sign of the horizontal force
H (change of direction).

D.2.3.5 GL idea extended to non-elastic material behavior

This section shows that the so far described GL does not apply to columns when any
of its cross-sections does not behave elastically. This is in line with section D.2.2.5, but
with a different nature loading case, in this case axial load and imposed displacement. In
brief words, what happens when behavior becomes not ideally elastic is that the curve
that represents the critical cross-section in this new scenario is no longer the previously
extensively described GL but a new curve that will be referred to as GL*.

The analytical formulation of GL* requires extensive algebraic calculations with several
parameters involved, and its possible contribution to this work is considered low. It is
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Figure D.36: Column’s intermediate sections. Eccentricity compared to bottom section
(N ≤ N lo=2L

cr,e =⇒ ξe ≤ 0′1225)

for this reason that this section will only describe a few GL* characteristics though it
will not go deep in mathematical formulations. To achieve this goal, the aid of graphical
support has been considered essential.

As a simple way to present the GL*, this section will assume a unique simplified moment-
curvature diagram for all column’s sections composed of two straight lines, defined by a
yielding point (χy,My) and a failure point (χu,Mu). The first interval defines an elastic
stiffness (EII) while the second interval defines a lower stiffness (EIII), see figure D.37.
In order to get an extended analysis of the matter, it has been assumed no ”failure point”
which means that the strain-hardening line is endless. For this task, a basic script written
in MATLAB has been used to perform second order non-elastic calculations for a set of
columns and loading cases.

Figure D.37: Simplified moment-curvature diagram for all column’s sections

The importance of the yield point in the GL* definition is crucial. The yield point of a
moment-curvature diagram defines a unique GL*. This unique GL* is applicable to any
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moment-curvature diagram sharing the same yield point no matter of the failure point,
see figure D.38.

Figure D.38: GL* for a given yield point (Case: ey ≥ u)

It is easy to tell from figure D.38 that the GL* lies within two eccentricity bounds, being
the upper bound the eccentricity for a fully elastic column behavior whose elastic stiffness
is defined by the yield point (EII). This upper bound will be referred to as esup. and
its formulation can be obtained through the analytical or simplified previously described
approaches:

esup. =


eanalyticalsup. = uimp. +

H.L

N
= u.

(
tan(α.L)

tan(α.L)− α.L

)

esimplifiedsup. = uimp..

[
1 +

12

π2
.

(
1

8′163.ξe
−
(
π

c2

)2
)] (D.60)

It is for this upper bound for which the mobilized horizontal force presents its maximum
value, whose formulation was deduced in the analytical and simplified approaches and yet
expressed again below:

Hsup. =


Hanalytical
sup. =

N.α

tan(α.L)− α.L
.uimp.

Hsimplified
sup. =

3.EIe
L3

.

(
1−

(
π

c2

)2

.8′163.ξe

)
.uimp.

(D.61)

The lower bound of the GL* is represented by the yielding eccentricity ey. This lower
bound represents an asymptote of the GL*. This scenario presents the minimum value of
horizontal force, Hmin., whose value is simply worked out as:

Hmin. =
ey − uimp.

L
.N (D.62)
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The minimum horizontal force,Hmin., may take negative values. This means that the force
has changed direction, leading to a column’s moment distribution whose maximum value
is not at the bottom section. Whenever the horizontal shows negative value, the most
demanded section is likely to be somewhere inside but not at the bottom. In these cases,
what happens to the bottom section does represents the Geometric Line.

To better understand the response of the column, it has been analyzed how the eccen-
tricity at x=0 and the mobilized horizontal force fluctuate in relation to the ratio value
EIII/EII . Figure D.39 shows how the force decreases with smaller ratio values.

Figure D.39: Eccentricity and mobilized force versus axial load coefficient)

Another worthy conclusion of this analysis is that two moment-curvature diagrams hav-
ing the same elastic stiffness, EII , but different yield point share the starting GL* point
(labeled as A in figure (D.38), which is the intersecting point of the elastic Mechanical
Line with GL, giving the maximum possible eccentricity (esup.). This is graphically illus-
trated in figure D.40. In this sense, two moment-curvature diagrams with different elastic
stiffness do not have obviously the same starting point.

Example:

Let’s now perform an example which will be calculated using a MATLAB self-made script
which performs second order non-elastic calculations. The example presents a column 10
meters high, clamped at the bottom. Actions applied are two, first an axial load of 300
tones and an imposed top displacement of 150 millimeters. The analysis will be run for a
set sections bending-curvature diagrams defining the equal behaviour of all cross sections
along the column. All these bending-curvature diagrams will share the same stiffness at
their first interval (EII = 67500ton/m2), sharing therefore the same starting point of
their GL*. The example’s column is represented in figure D.41.

With all these inputs, it is easy to tell that the bottom section moment value which
determines the border of mobilized force sign change is 45 ton.m. Not to overcrowd the
example with endless results, it has been decided to focus in the analysis of just four
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Figure D.40: GL* for equal elastic stiffness moment-curvature diagrams with different yield
point

Figure D.41: Example’s column

cases, each defined by a different yield point. Intentionally the following four values have
been chosen: 

My,1 = 100ton.m⇒ χy,1 = 100/EII

My,2 = 25ton.m⇒ χy,2 = 25/EII

My,3 = 20ton.m⇒ χy,3 = 20/EII

My,4 = 15ton.m⇒ χy,4 = 15/EII

(D.63)

For each of the previous four cases, the value of the second interval stiffness (EIII) will
be run from 0 to EII . In order to get an extended analysis of the matter, it has been
assumed no ”failure point” which means that the strain-hardening line is endless. The
output of this analysis hints various and interesting ideas. The first thing will be to see
how the bottom cross section behaves. This is illustrated in figure D.42, whose analysis
drops several observations:

• The bottom cross section behaviour represents the GL* until the horizontal force
becomes negative, represented when the bottom section moment takes the value
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Figure D.42: Example column: N = 300ton;u = 0, 15m;L = 10m;EII = 67500ton/m2

of the axial load (N=300ton) by the imposed displacement (uimp. = 150mm).
Nevertheless, it has been considered interesting to still represent the bottom section
behavior in these cases.

• There are to different GL* tendencies. The first is represented by the two first cases
(My = 100ton.m) and (My = 25ton.m), for which the bottom section behaviour
presents an asymptote to infinite curvature for EIII values reaching zero. Contrary
to this tendency, the second is represented by the last two cases (My = 20ton.m) and
(My = 15ton.m), for which the bottom section behaviour presents an asymptote to
the elastic curvature (χy) for EIII values reaching zero. This may result shocking
but coming figures will be enlightening to this matter.

• It is also observed the convergence of the last case (My = 15ton.m) to the original
GL which describes the behaviour of fully elastic columns, which indicates that
when the yield point tends to disappear the column behaves fully elastic.

In addition to the previous bottom section analysis for the four cases, it is believed en-
lightening to study the column’s moment and curvature distribution. For each case, it has
been represented both moments and curvature distribution for different EIII values, from
almost zero to EII . Results are represented in figures D.43, D.44, D.45 and D.46. Each
figure includes a dashed vertical line which represents the yield point considered for each
case (yield curvature or yield moment). On top of this, the column’s bending moment
representation includes dotted lines which show the bending moment distribution due to
the mobilized horizontal force. These dotted lines will help to see if the horizontal force
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ever shows a change in direction, taking negative values.

Let’s start with the first case, figure D.43, for which the yield point is represented by
My = 100ton.m and stiffness EII = 67500ton.m2. This case motivates the following
observations:

• The yield point moment My = 100ton.m is greater than the bottom section
moment due to the axial load and imposed top displacement N.uimp. = 45ton.m.
Consequently, equilibrium at the bottom section will be met only for positive
horizontal forces (see dotted lines in figure D.43, what makes the bottom section
the most demanded section for sure.

• The curvature distribution shows a identical tendency for any value of EIII . Sections
at the bottom of the column are in the second interval while top sections remain in
the purely elastic domain.

Moving now to the second case, figure D.44, for which the yield point is represented by
My = 25ton.m and stiffness EII = 67500ton.m2 the following observations are made:

• The yield point moment My = 25ton.m is smaller than the bottom section
moment due to the axial load and imposed top displacement N.uimp. = 45ton.m.
Consequently, the mobilized horizontal may become negative with low EIII values,
what will make the bottom section not the most demanded of all.

• For medium to high EIII values, the mobilized horizontal force is positive and the
bottom section remains the most demanded one.

• The curvature distribution shows a identical tendency for any value of EIII . Sections
at the bottom of the column are in the second interval while top sections remain in
the purely elastic domain.

The third case, represented in figure D.45, for which the yield point is represented by
My = 20ton.m and stiffness EII = 67500ton.m2, drops the following remarks:

• The yield point moment My = 20ton.m is significantly smaller than the bottom
section moment due to the axial load and imposed top displacement N.uimp. =
45ton.m. Consequently, the mobilized horizontal may become negative with low
EIII values, what will make the bottom section not the most demanded section.

• In those cases with fairly low EIII values, the column behavior hints a sort of
buckling tendency not though accomplished. This is noticed in the curvature
distribution shape.

• For medium to high EIII values, the mobilized horizontal force is still positive and
the bottom section remains the most demanded one.

The last case, represented in figure D.46, for which the yield point is represented by
My = 15ton.m and stiffness EII = 67500ton.m2, drops the following remarks:
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Figure D.43: Example column case 1: My=100ton.m

• The yield point moment My = 15ton.m is significantly smaller than the bottom
section moment due to the axial load and imposed top displacement N.uimp. =
45ton.m, getting close to zero. Consequently, the mobilized horizontal will become
negative with low to medium EIII values, what will make the bottom section not
the most demanded section.

• In those cases with low EIII values, the column behavior hints a sort of buckling
tendency not though accomplished. This is noticed in the curvature distribution
shape.

• For medium to high EIII values, the mobilized horizontal force is still positive and
the bottom section remains the most demanded one.

Equilibrium analysis with the help of ML and GL*:
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Figure D.44: Example column case 2: My=25ton.m

Knowing beforehand the ML and GL* it is simple to determine if the column is in
equilibrium or not. There are basically four possible scenarios, which are illustrated in
figure D.47:

• ML and GL* do not intersect. This means that the equilibrium is not possible.
This scenario is labeled 1 in figure D.47.

• Both curves intersect in a non singular diagram point. Equilibrium is satisfied. This
scenario is labeled as 2 in figure D.47.

• The intersecting point coincides with the ultimate moment-curvature point which
shows the section failure. This scenario is labeled 3 in figure D.47.

• Both ML and GL* are almost tangent at their intersection. This case shows an
instability column failure. This scenario is labeled 4 in figure D.47.
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Figure D.45: Example column case 3: My=20ton.m
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Figure D.46: Example column case 4: My=15ton.m

Figure D.47: GL* and ML intersecting points. Possible equilibrium scenarios
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28.02.14, 21:01

Pyrus
Validation

PROES S.A., 28020 Madrid jprieto Fagus-5 - Version 2.00

Nr.:

H:\00_TESIS\CUBUS\Pyrus\Validation.P5P

Scale  1 :118,3Cross-section CX-Case01: Bearing capacity Nx constant,Mz constant;Nx=-19870,0;My=1,0; Bearing capacity: 92491,57

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

10,8

-2,4

9,2

-0,7

Strain [‰]

γc=1.18
γs=0.82

Stress [N/mm2]
-25,3
-320,9

609,8

0,78

39023,0

1,05

-58893,4
F [kN], z [m]

Ultimate strength analysis Column-Cross section: CX-CASE01
 
Action forces and capacity factor
 

No. Analysis-Parameters N My Mz Capacity factor Remarks
[kN] [kNm] [kNm] [-]

 

1 AP2: ULS-verification * -19870,0* 1,0 * 0* 92491,57

 
Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -

 
Extreme stresses and strain
 

Name Class yq zq ε σd γ
[m] [m] [‰] [N/mm2] [-]

 

CS1 H300 6,48 2,40 -2,4 -25,3    1.18
CS1 H300 0 0 10,8 0    1.18
RE1 AEH500 0,20 2,25 -1,5 -320,9    0.82
RE2 AEH500 0,20 0,15 10,0 609,8    0.82
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28.02.14, 21:01

Pyrus
Validation

PROES S.A., 28020 Madrid jprieto Fagus-5 - Version 2.00

Nr.:

H:\00_TESIS\CUBUS\Pyrus\Validation.P5P

Scale  1 :118,3Cross-section CX-Case02: Bearing capacity Nx constant,Mz constant;Nx=-9940,0;My=1,0; Bearing capacity: 82760,39

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

10,8

-1,9

9,2

-0,3

Strain [‰]

γc=1.18
γs=0.82

Stress [N/mm2]
-25,3
-238,9

609,8

0,77

39491,4

1,06

-49431,0
F [kN], z [m]

Ultimate strength analysis Column-Cross section: CX-CASE02
 
Action forces and capacity factor
 

No. Analysis-Parameters N My Mz Capacity factor Remarks
[kN] [kNm] [kNm] [-]

 

1 AP2: ULS-verification * -9940,0* 1,0 * 0* 82760,39

 
Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -

 
Extreme stresses and strain
 

Name Class yq zq ε σd γ
[m] [m] [‰] [N/mm2] [-]

 

CS1 H300 6,48 2,40 -1,9 -25,3    1.18
CS1 H300 0 0 10,8 0    1.18
RE1 AEH500 0,20 2,25 -1,1 -238,9    0.82
RE2 AEH500 0,20 0,15 10,0 609,8    0.82
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Nr.:
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Scale  1 :118,3Cross-section CX-Case03: Bearing capacity Nx constant,Mz constant;Nx=-19870,0;My=1,0; Bearing capacity: 120706,25

190Ø20
As = 59690 mm2

190Ø20
As = 59690 mm2

65Ø20
As = 20420 mm2
65Ø20
As = 20420 mm2

65Ø20
As = 20420 mm2
65Ø20
As = 20420 mm2 190Ø20

As = 59690 mm2
190Ø20

As = 59690 mm2

10,9

-2,8

9,1

-1,1

Strain [‰]

γc=1.18
γs=0.82

Stress [N/mm2]
-24,4
-418,2

609,8

0,80

54229,8

1,04

-74101,7
F [kN], z [m]

Ultimate strength analysis Column-Cross section: CX-CASE03
 
Action forces and capacity factor
 

No. Analysis-Parameters N My Mz Capacity factor Remarks
[kN] [kNm] [kNm] [-]

 

1 AP2: ULS-verification * -19870,0* 1,0 * 0* 1,207E+5

 
Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -

 
Extreme stresses and strain
 

Name Class yq zq ε σd γ
[m] [m] [‰] [N/mm2] [-]

 

CS1 H300 6,48 2,40 -2,8 -24,4    1.18
CS1 H300 0,00 -0,00 10,9 0    1.18
RE1 AEH500 6,30 2,25 -2,0 -418,2    0.82
RE2 AEH500 0,18 0,15 10,0 609,8    0.82
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Scale  1 :147,9Cross-section CX-Case04: Bearing capacity Nx constant,Mz constant;Nx=-25200,0;My=1,0; Bearing capacity: 150730,94

171Ø20
As = 53721 mm2

171Ø20
As = 53721 mm2

171Ø20
As = 53721 mm2

171Ø20
As = 53721 mm2

59Ø20
As = 18535 mm2
59Ø20
As = 18535 mm2

59Ø20
As = 18535 mm2
59Ø20
As = 18535 mm2

10,6

-2,1

9,4

-0,9

Strain [‰]

γc=1.18
γs=0.82

Stress [N/mm2]
-25,4
-316,9

609,8

1,00

49640,2

1,35

-74840,6
F [kN], z [m]

Ultimate strength analysis Column-Cross section: CX-CASE04
 
Action forces and capacity factor
 

No. Analysis-Parameters N My Mz Capacity factor Remarks
[kN] [kNm] [kNm] [-]

 

1 AP2: ULS-verification * -25200,0* 1,0 * 0* 1,507E+5

 
Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -

 
Extreme stresses and strain
 

Name Class yq zq ε σd γ
[m] [m] [‰] [N/mm2] [-]

 

CS1 H300 8,10 3,00 -2,1 -25,4    1.18
CS1 H300 0,00 -0,00 10,6 0    1.18
RE1 AEH500 7,90 2,85 -1,5 -316,9    0.82
RE2 AEH500 0,20 0,15 10,0 609,8    0.82
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Scale  1 :131,4Cross-section CX-Case05: Bearing capacity Nx constant,Mz constant;Nx=-21600,0;My=1,0; Bearing capacity: 100914,86

151Ø20
As = 47438 mm2

151Ø20
As = 47438 mm2

151Ø20
As = 47438 mm2

151Ø20
As = 47438 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

10,8

-2,3

9,2

-0,6

Strain [‰]

γc=1.18
γs=0.82

Stress [N/mm2]
-25,4
-306,3

609,8

0,80

42165,8

1,05

-63766,3
F [kN], z [m]

Ultimate strength analysis Column-Cross section: CX-CASE05
 
Action forces and capacity factor
 

No. Analysis-Parameters N My Mz Capacity factor Remarks
[kN] [kNm] [kNm] [-]

 

1 AP2: ULS-verification * -21600,0* 1,0 * 0* 1,009E+5

 
Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -

 
Extreme stresses and strain
 

Name Class yq zq ε σd γ
[m] [m] [‰] [N/mm2] [-]

 

CS1 H300 7,20 2,40 -2,3 -25,4    1.18
CS1 H300 0 0 10,8 0    1.18
RE1 AEH500 0,20 2,25 -1,5 -306,3    0.82
RE2 AEH500 0,20 0,15 10,0 609,8    0.82
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Nr.:

H:\00_TESIS\CUBUS\Pyrus\Validation.P5P

Scale  1 :118,3Cross-section CX-Case06: Bearing capacity Nx constant,Mz constant;Nx=-19870,0;My=1,0; Bearing capacity: 92491,57

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

135Ø20
As = 42412 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2
46Ø20
As = 14451 mm2

10,8

-2,4

9,2

-0,7

Strain [‰]

γc=1.18
γs=0.82

Stress [N/mm2]
-25,3
-320,9

609,8

0,78

39023,0

1,05

-58893,4
F [kN], z [m]

Ultimate strength analysis Column-Cross section: CX-CASE06
 
Action forces and capacity factor
 

No. Analysis-Parameters N My Mz Capacity factor Remarks
[kN] [kNm] [kNm] [-]

 

1 AP2: ULS-verification * -19870,0* 1,0 * 0* 92491,57

 
Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -

 
Extreme stresses and strain
 

Name Class yq zq ε σd γ
[m] [m] [‰] [N/mm2] [-]

 

CS1 H300 6,48 2,40 -2,4 -25,3    1.18
CS1 H300 0 0 10,8 0    1.18
RE1 AEH500 0,20 2,25 -1,5 -320,9    0.82
RE2 AEH500 0,20 0,15 10,0 609,8    0.82
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0,8 2,4 4,0 5,6 7,2 8,8 10,4
χy [km-1]
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16000

24000
32000

40000
48000

56000
64000

72000
80000

88000
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m

]
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♦

∇

o
◊

M-χ-diagram: Column-Cross section: CX-CASE01
N = -19870,0 kN

o = Edge in tension: 10,0 o/oo
  = fct= 0 N/mm2♦
  = +εy =  2.90 o/oo∇
  = ε = 20,0 o/oo◊

Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -
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0,8 2,4 4,0 5,6 7,2 8,8 10,4
χy [km-1]

8000
16000

24000
32000

40000
48000

56000
64000
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80000

M
y  [kN

m
]

-9940,0

♦

∇

o
◊

M-χ-diagram: Column-Cross section: CX-CASE02
N = -9940,0 kN

o = Edge in tension: 10,0 o/oo
  = fct= 0 N/mm2♦
  = +εy =  2.90 o/oo∇
  = ε = 20,0 o/oo◊

Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -
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0,8 2,4 4,0 5,6 7,2 8,8 10,4
χy [km-1]

8000
16000

24000
32000

40000
48000

56000
64000

72000
80000

M
y  [kN

m
]

-9940,0

♦

∇

o
◊

M-χ-diagram: Column-Cross section: CX-CASE02
N = -9940,0 kN

o = Edge in tension: 10,0 o/oo
  = fct= 0 N/mm2♦
  = +εy =  2.90 o/oo∇
  = ε = 20,0 o/oo◊

Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -
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M
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]

-25200,0

♦

∇

o
◊

M-χ-diagram: Column-Cross section: CX-CASE04
N = -25200,0 kN

o = Edge in tension: 10,0 o/oo
  = fct= 0 N/mm2♦
  = +εy =  2.90 o/oo∇
  = ε = 20,0 o/oo◊

Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -
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]
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∇

o
◊

M-χ-diagram: Column-Cross section: CX-CASE05
N = -21600,0 kN

o = Edge in tension: 10,0 o/oo
  = fct= 0 N/mm2♦
  = +εy =  2.90 o/oo∇
  = ε = 20,0 o/oo◊

Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -
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0,8 2,4 4,0 5,6 7,2 8,8 10,4
χy [km-1]
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24000
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♦

∇

o
◊

M-χ-diagram: Column-Cross section: CX-CASE06
N = -19870,0 kN

o = Edge in tension: 10,0 o/oo
  = fct= 0 N/mm2♦
  = +εy =  2.90 o/oo∇
  = ε = 20,0 o/oo◊

Analysis-Parameters "AP2: ULS-verification", Code: Spanish Code EH-91
 

ID σ-ε-Diagram Strain Limits Adm.Stress Partial factors Various parameters
c s p a εcu.c εcu.b εsu σs.adm γc γs γp γa α φ P(t) κ

[‰] [‰] [‰] [N/mm2] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
 

AP2 3/0 1 1 1 -2,0 -3,5 10,0 1,18 0,82 1,00 1,00 45,00 0 t=o -
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Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00

Nr.:

H:\00_TESIS\CUBUS\Pyrus\Validation.P5P

Structure

26
,5

0

STRUCTURE 2D
 
NODAL DATA
 

Level Supports: Displacements Supports: Rotation
Id Z DX - DZ - RY -

[m] [N/mm] [Nmm]
 

1 26,50 B      
0 0 B  B  B  

 

B / E : blocked / spring support

 
MEMBER DATA
 

Eccentricity Eccentricity at start Eccentricity at end Cross section
Id Length Type DX - DX - Name>Variante

[m] [m] [m]
 

1 26,50 CX-Case01

 
Cross sections: Geometry
 

Name Variante Material Type Dimensions [m]
 

CX-Case01 1,2 Fagus b=6,48, h=2,40
 

Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Cross sections: Linear cross section values
 

Name Variante β EAx EJy ez CS mass Material
GAz Additional mass

[°] [kN] [kNm2] [m] [kg/mm]
 

CX-Case01 0 163943997,86 152040232,66 0 12,4 1,2
70048799,09

 

Figure E.1: Pyrus. Results
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01.03.14, 17:09Methods Validation. Case 01. Scenario A

Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00

Nr.:
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β : Angle between member Y axis and first principal axis of cross section
ez : Distance center of gravity-axis point
Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Materials
 

Id Material E G ρ Material class α ν
[kN/mm2] [kN/mm2] [t/m3] [‰]

 

1 Concrete 33 14 2,5 H300 0,010 0,17
2 Reinf. steel 210 81 8,0 AEH500 0,012 0,30

 

LOAD CASE 1
Actions

Member load
AZ = -10

Nodal load
FZ = -19870
DX = 0,54

LOAD CASE 1 - Actions
 
Nodal forces
 

Forces and Eccentricities Moments
Id FX FY FZ EX for FZ EY for FZ MX MY MZ

[kN] [kN] [kN] [m] [m] [kNm] [kNm] [kNm]
 

1 -19870,00

 
Nodal loads
 

Support displacement Support rotations
Id DX DY DZ RX RY RZ

[mm] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad] [rad]
 

1 540,00

 

Figure E.2: Pyrus. Results
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01.03.14, 17:09Methods Validation. Case 01. Scenario A

Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00

Nr.:

H:\00_TESIS\CUBUS\Pyrus\Validation.P5P

Member loads
 

Strains Curvature Acceleration
Id DZ RX RY AX AY AZ

[-] [m-1] [m-1] [-m/s2] [-m/s2] [-m/s2]
 

1 10,00

 

DESIGN SITUATIONS
 
Design situation 1 : NonLinear
 

Inactive for design - Analysis parameters : AP3: Non-linear analysis
Type of imperfections : Automatically from loads
wmax =  0,000 [m]
 

Loading Load factors
Id Gφ (φ=0.) G Q

 

1 Actions 1,000 0 0

 

Figure E.3: Pyrus. Results
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01.03.14, 17:09Methods Validation. Case 01. Scenario A

Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00

Nr.:

H:\00_TESIS\CUBUS\Pyrus\Validation.P5P

DS 1 Fixed load =1,00
Displacement X [mm]
Shear Vz [kN]
Bending moment My [kNm]

540,00

3200,6

3200,4

-96235,2

Figure E.4: Pyrus. Results
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Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00
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Structure

37
,4

0

STRUCTURE 2D
 
NODAL DATA
 

Level Supports: Displacements Supports: Rotation
Id Z DX - DZ - RY -

[m] [N/mm] [Nmm]
 

1 37,40 B      
0 0 B  B  B  

 

B / E : blocked / spring support

 
MEMBER DATA
 

Eccentricity Eccentricity at start Eccentricity at end Cross section
Id Length Type DX - DX - Name>Variante

[m] [m] [m]
 

1 37,40 CX-Case02

 
Cross sections: Geometry
 

Name Variante Material Type Dimensions [m]
 

CX-Case02 1,2 Fagus b=6,48, h=2,40
 

Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Cross sections: Linear cross section values
 

Name Variante β EAx EJy ez CS mass Material
GAz Additional mass

[°] [kN] [kNm2] [m] [kg/mm]
 

CX-Case02 0 163943997,86 152040232,66 0 12,4 1,2
70048799,09

 

Figure E.5: Pyrus. Results
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Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00
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β : Angle between member Y axis and first principal axis of cross section
ez : Distance center of gravity-axis point
Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Materials
 

Id Material E G ρ Material class α ν
[kN/mm2] [kN/mm2] [t/m3] [‰]

 

1 Concrete 33 14 2,5 H300 0,010 0,17
2 Reinf. steel 210 81 8,0 AEH500 0,012 0,30

 

LOAD CASE 1
Actions

Member load
AZ = -10

Nodal load
FZ = -9940
DX = 1,06

LOAD CASE 1 - Actions
 
Nodal forces
 

Forces and Eccentricities Moments
Id FX FY FZ EX for FZ EY for FZ MX MY MZ

[kN] [kN] [kN] [m] [m] [kNm] [kNm] [kNm]
 

1 -9940,00

 
Nodal loads
 

Support displacement Support rotations
Id DX DY DZ RX RY RZ

[mm] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad] [rad]
 

1 1060,00

 

Figure E.6: Pyrus. Results
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Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00
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Member loads
 

Strains Curvature Acceleration
Id DZ RX RY AX AY AZ

[-] [m-1] [m-1] [-m/s2] [-m/s2] [-m/s2]
 

1 10,00

 

DESIGN SITUATIONS
 
Design situation 1 : NonLinear
 

Inactive for design - Analysis parameters : AP3: Non-linear analysis
Type of imperfections : Automatically from loads
wmax =  0,000 [m]
 

Loading Load factors
Id Gφ (φ=0.) G Q

 

1 Actions 1,000 0 0

 

Figure E.7: Pyrus. Results
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Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00
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DS 1 Fixed load =1,00
Displacement X [mm]
Shear Vz [kN]
Bending moment My [kNm]

1060,00

2013,7

2013,6

-87767,9

Figure E.8: Pyrus. Results
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01.03.14, 17:14Methods Validation. Case 03. Scenario A

Pyrus-5 - Version 2.00
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Structure

26
,5

0

STRUCTURE 2D
 
NODAL DATA
 

Level Supports: Displacements Supports: Rotation
Id Z DX - DZ - RY -

[m] [N/mm] [Nmm]
 

1 26,50 B      
0 0 B  B  B  

 

B / E : blocked / spring support

 
MEMBER DATA
 

Eccentricity Eccentricity at start Eccentricity at end Cross section
Id Length Type DX - DX - Name>Variante

[m] [m] [m]
 

1 26,50 CX-Case03

 
Cross sections: Geometry
 

Name Variante Material Type Dimensions [m]
 

CX-Case03 1,2 Fagus b=6,48, h=2,40
 

Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Cross sections: Linear cross section values
 

Name Variante β EAx EJy ez CS mass Material
GAz Additional mass

[°] [kN] [kNm2] [m] [kg/mm]
 

CX-Case03 0 163943997,86 152040232,66 0 12,4 1,2
70048799,09

 

Figure E.9: Pyrus. Results
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β : Angle between member Y axis and first principal axis of cross section
ez : Distance center of gravity-axis point
Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Materials
 

Id Material E G ρ Material class α ν
[kN/mm2] [kN/mm2] [t/m3] [‰]

 

1 Concrete 33 14 2,5 H300 0,010 0,17
2 Reinf. steel 210 81 8,0 AEH500 0,012 0,30

 

LOAD CASE 1
Actions

Member load
AZ = -10

Nodal load
FZ = -19870
DX = 0,585

LOAD CASE 1 - Actions
 
Nodal forces
 

Forces and Eccentricities Moments
Id FX FY FZ EX for FZ EY for FZ MX MY MZ

[kN] [kN] [kN] [m] [m] [kNm] [kNm] [kNm]
 

1 -19870,00

 
Nodal loads
 

Support displacement Support rotations
Id DX DY DZ RX RY RZ

[mm] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad] [rad]
 

1 585,00

 

Figure E.10: Pyrus. Results
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Member loads
 

Strains Curvature Acceleration
Id DZ RX RY AX AY AZ

[-] [m-1] [m-1] [-m/s2] [-m/s2] [-m/s2]
 

1 10,00

 

DESIGN SITUATIONS
 
Design situation 1 : NonLinear
 

Inactive for design - Analysis parameters : AP3: Non-linear analysis
Type of imperfections : Automatically from loads
wmax =  0,000 [m]
 

Loading Load factors
Id Gφ (φ=0.) G Q

 

1 Actions 1,000 0 0

 

Figure E.11: Pyrus. Results
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DS 1 Fixed load =1,00
Displacement X [mm]
Shear Vz [kN]
Bending moment My [kNm]

585,00

4229,3

4229,2

-124433,7

Figure E.12: Pyrus. Results
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Structure

33
,9

0

STRUCTURE 2D
 
NODAL DATA
 

Level Supports: Displacements Supports: Rotation
Id Z DX - DZ - RY -

[m] [N/mm] [Nmm]
 

1 33,90 B      
0 0 B  B  B  

 

B / E : blocked / spring support

 
MEMBER DATA
 

Eccentricity Eccentricity at start Eccentricity at end Cross section
Id Length Type DX - DX - Name>Variante

[m] [m] [m]
 

1 33,90 CX-Case04

 
Cross sections: Geometry
 

Name Variante Material Type Dimensions [m]
 

CX-Case04 1,2 Fagus b=8,10, h=3,00
 

Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Cross sections: Linear cross section values
 

Name Variante β EAx EJy ez CS mass Material
GAz Additional mass

[°] [kN] [kNm2] [m] [kg/mm]
 

CX-Case04 0 207900006,29 316305001,26 0 15,8 1,2
88830002,69
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β : Angle between member Y axis and first principal axis of cross section
ez : Distance center of gravity-axis point
Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Materials
 

Id Material E G ρ Material class α ν
[kN/mm2] [kN/mm2] [t/m3] [‰]

 

1 Concrete 33 14 2,5 H300 0,010 0,17
2 Reinf. steel 210 81 8,0 AEH500 0,012 0,30

 

LOAD CASE 1
Actions

Member load
AZ = -10

Nodal load
FZ = -25200
DX = 0,69

LOAD CASE 1 - Actions
 
Nodal forces
 

Forces and Eccentricities Moments
Id FX FY FZ EX for FZ EY for FZ MX MY MZ

[kN] [kN] [kN] [m] [m] [kNm] [kNm] [kNm]
 

1 -25200,00

 
Nodal loads
 

Support displacement Support rotations
Id DX DY DZ RX RY RZ

[mm] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad] [rad]
 

1 690,00
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Member loads
 

Strains Curvature Acceleration
Id DZ RX RY AX AY AZ

[-] [m-1] [m-1] [-m/s2] [-m/s2] [-m/s2]
 

1 10,00

 

DESIGN SITUATIONS
 
Design situation 1 : NonLinear
 

Inactive for design - Analysis parameters : AP3: Non-linear analysis
Type of imperfections : Automatically from loads
wmax =  0,000 [m]
 

Loading Load factors
Id Gφ (φ=0.) G Q

 

1 Actions 1,000 0 0
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DS 1 Fixed load =1,00
Displacement X [mm]
Shear Vz [kN]
Bending moment My [kNm]

690,00

4111,4

4111,1

-158203,2
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Structure

26
,7

0

STRUCTURE 2D
 
NODAL DATA
 

Level Supports: Displacements Supports: Rotation
Id Z DX - DZ - RY -

[m] [N/mm] [Nmm]
 

1 26,70 B      
0 0 B  B  B  

 

B / E : blocked / spring support

 
MEMBER DATA
 

Eccentricity Eccentricity at start Eccentricity at end Cross section
Id Length Type DX - DX - Name>Variante

[m] [m] [m]
 

1 26,70 CX-Case05

 
Cross sections: Geometry
 

Name Variante Material Type Dimensions [m]
 

CX-Case05 1,2 Fagus b=7,20, h=2,40
 

Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Cross sections: Linear cross section values
 

Name Variante β EAx EJy ez CS mass Material
GAz Additional mass

[°] [kN] [kNm2] [m] [kg/mm]
 

CX-Case05 0 178200003,15 167864403,25 0 13,5 1,2
76140001,34
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β : Angle between member Y axis and first principal axis of cross section
ez : Distance center of gravity-axis point
Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Materials
 

Id Material E G ρ Material class α ν
[kN/mm2] [kN/mm2] [t/m3] [‰]

 

1 Concrete 33 14 2,5 H300 0,010 0,17
2 Reinf. steel 210 81 8,0 AEH500 0,012 0,30

 

LOAD CASE 1
Actions

Member load
AZ = -10

Nodal load
FZ = -21600
DX = 0,535

LOAD CASE 1 - Actions
 
Nodal forces
 

Forces and Eccentricities Moments
Id FX FY FZ EX for FZ EY for FZ MX MY MZ

[kN] [kN] [kN] [m] [m] [kNm] [kNm] [kNm]
 

1 -21600,00

 
Nodal loads
 

Support displacement Support rotations
Id DX DY DZ RX RY RZ

[mm] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad] [rad]
 

1 535,00
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Member loads
 

Strains Curvature Acceleration
Id DZ RX RY AX AY AZ

[-] [m-1] [m-1] [-m/s2] [-m/s2] [-m/s2]
 

1 10,00

 

DESIGN SITUATIONS
 
Design situation 1 : NonLinear
 

Inactive for design - Analysis parameters : AP3: Non-linear analysis
Type of imperfections : Automatically from loads
wmax =  0,000 [m]
 

Loading Load factors
Id Gφ (φ=0.) G Q

 

1 Actions 1,000 0 0
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DS 1 Fixed load =1,00
Displacement X [mm]
Shear Vz [kN]
Bending moment My [kNm]

535,00

3471,2

3471,0

-104986,6
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Structure

18
,7

0

STRUCTURE 2D
 
NODAL DATA
 

Level Supports: Displacements Supports: Rotation
Id Z DX - DZ - RY -

[m] [N/mm] [Nmm]
 

1 18,70 B      
0 0 B  B  B  

 

B / E : blocked / spring support

 
MEMBER DATA
 

Eccentricity Eccentricity at start Eccentricity at end Cross section
Id Length Type DX - DX - Name>Variante

[m] [m] [m]
 

1 18,70 CX-Case06

 
Cross sections: Geometry
 

Name Variante Material Type Dimensions [m]
 

CX-Case06 1,2 Fagus b=6,48, h=2,40
 

Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Cross sections: Linear cross section values
 

Name Variante β EAx EJy ez CS mass Material
GAz Additional mass

[°] [kN] [kNm2] [m] [kg/mm]
 

CX-Case06 0 163943997,86 152040232,66 0 12,4 1,2
70048799,09
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β : Angle between member Y axis and first principal axis of cross section
ez : Distance center of gravity-axis point
Material : cf. Table 'Material'

 
Materials
 

Id Material E G ρ Material class α ν
[kN/mm2] [kN/mm2] [t/m3] [‰]

 

1 Concrete 33 14 2,5 H300 0,010 0,17
2 Reinf. steel 210 81 8,0 AEH500 0,012 0,30

 

LOAD CASE 1
Actions

Member load
AZ = -10

Nodal load
FZ = -19870
DX = 0,255

LOAD CASE 1 - Actions
 
Nodal forces
 

Forces and Eccentricities Moments
Id FX FY FZ EX for FZ EY for FZ MX MY MZ

[kN] [kN] [kN] [m] [m] [kNm] [kNm] [kNm]
 

1 -19870,00

 
Nodal loads
 

Support displacement Support rotations
Id DX DY DZ RX RY RZ

[mm] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad] [rad]
 

1 255,00
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Member loads
 

Strains Curvature Acceleration
Id DZ RX RY AX AY AZ

[-] [m-1] [m-1] [-m/s2] [-m/s2] [-m/s2]
 

1 10,00

 

DESIGN SITUATIONS
 
Design situation 1 : NonLinear
 

Inactive for design - Analysis parameters : AP3: Non-linear analysis
Type of imperfections : Automatically from loads
wmax =  0,000 [m]
 

Loading Load factors
Id Gφ (φ=0.) G Q

 

1 Actions 1,000 0 0
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DS 1 Fixed load =1,00
Displacement X [mm]
Shear Vz [kN]
Bending moment My [kNm]

255,00

4792,6

4792,4

-94914,1
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